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PREFACE
It was not until my eleventh grade year that an adult in my high school recognized my
abuse and offered concern. Before my American literature teacher’s interventions, I
struggled in a competitive place where students, from supporting homes who had the
confidence to take risks, thrived at the expense of others like me. The pattern of defeat
left me hurt, humiliated, and usually alone.
Twenty-five years later, I was admitted to the Ed. D. program at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro, a few months after my father’s death and a few weeks
after Mom’s, seeking a positive, self-assuring challenge. I expected to take classes,
separate and segmented, until acquiring enough hours to begin the dissertation. What I
discovered was an introspective, five-year process, blending various educational
perspectives into an evolving personal philosophy. During my development, the focus on
the individual’s experiences and values was never compromised. It taught me that I was
significant and filled an emptiness, and that a knowledge of the self is at the core of
effective leadership. I didn’t expect to discover so many closed chambers and blind spots
when discovery became intrinsic and introspective, nor did I anticipate the strength that I
would acquire in the process.
This dissertation is the culmination of my doctoral studies at the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro. Its broth is flavored by philosophical explorations found in Dr.
David Purpel’s teachings and Dr. Glenn Hudak’s collection of education’s deepest
thinkers. Their universal themes are tightly woven into this fabric, empowering me to
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challenge century-old logic. The idea for this dissertation began in Dr. Brubaker’s ELC
751 class, three years ago. Dr. Coble’s leadership courses were much more concrete than
the philosophy classes, but he, like Dr. Brubaker, implemented the “know thyself” theme
through interest and style inventories, as well as his vast professional experience heading
one of the largest school districts in the nation. Dr. Carver’s qualitative research classes
explained the significance of supporting details and data, and the focus on detail and
seemingly inconsequential matters inspired most of the research.
My “inner curriculum” is now defined, and I am humbled by this vision and how my
purpose relates to it. By allowing an adaptation of the somewhat controversial method,
the autoethnography, the professors on this committee trusted me to create a product that
would meet their criteria and serve the cause that inspired it. It was my objective to
create something that would reward them for their confidence in me. Hopefully, this will
be evident in the thematic structure, the reliance on self, and the enthusiasm and
confidence that radiates from the pages.
This effort is characterized by a nostalgic sorrow. It has been an emotional sacrifice,
an offering of dark secrets so that leaders and followers will stop sacrificing children. It
is a distress signal to the giants who rule education. It is also an emotional appeal to the
professional sagacity and the sense of humanity that lies within every true educator.
The names in this dissertation have been changed, but the events are, of course,
factual, altered to protect confidentiality only. The dialogue is either exact or close to the
actual discourse, based on memory and/or notes taken immediately after the exchange.
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CHAPTER I
THE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR AND THE ABUSED CHILD
In some other life
I’ll stand where I am standing now, and will look down, and will see
My own face, and not know what I am looking at.
-Charles Wright, “January”
Mr. Hatley’s Carport
Phillip was so familiar to the faculty he had achieved celebrity status at the tender age
of 12. Like Elvis or Cher, his last name was never used in lounge discussions, but there
was never any question as to which of the school’s four children by that name was being
referenced. I was new to the school and to school leadership, and it was only the end of
August, but Phillip’s antics had already reached legendary status although I had yet to
meet him. I must admit that I had grown tired of the condescending looks I would get
from teachers and the office staff when I confessed that I didn’t know him; they treated
me as if they were battle weary soldiers and I was the new recruit just joining the platoon.
I was jealous of their experience and eager to prove to them that Phillip was just another
child. I was also a little insulted. I had taught high school English for eleven years
before accepting my first assistant principal job, so I was no stranger to discipline
problems. “What trouble could a middle school child be if I have handled the crème de la
crème of head cases?” I thought.
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I was about to find out. Phillip had cursed his teacher for taking his hat and was en
route to the office to see me. I pulled a triplicated discipline form from my top drawer
and positioned it neatly on my calendar in the center of my large, oak desk. I heard
mumbling outside my office door and then Sally, our secretary, respond in a pleasant
voice that rang with gleeful anticipation, “Just one minute, Phillip. I will see if he is
ready to see you!” She bounced into my office like a presenter at the Oscars, eager to
give this moment its due introduction, but I cut her off and asked her to send him in. Her
smile twitched and her eyes lost their glee, but she politely obliged.
The first thing I noticed was his expression, staring at me like a boxer facing his
opponent at center ring before a title fight. His lip trembled and his black pupils peered
curiously at me through squinted eyes. A black smudge graced his pale forehead and his
brown hair was creased where his hat band fit his skull. His stained jeans were sagging
below his butt and his worn sneakers were intentionally untied. He smelled like used
motor oil. He plopped into one of the fabric chairs across from my desk and folded his
nicked and bruised arms tightly across his stomach. Like gunslingers in the old West, we
continued to gaze at one another, each waiting for the other to speak. I had seen him
before, but I had no idea that this was the infamous sixth grader they call “Phillip.”
As a rookie administrator, it occurred to me that my choice of discipline would be
measured by the teachers who were still piecing together their opinion of me as an
assistant principal. I could hear them in my mind, begging me to be strong and suspend
him for as many days as the handbook would allow. I know because I was recently one
of them, and likened myself to teachers more than administrators who had seemed to
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forget their roots. However, I felt as if the face before me could handle anything I had to
offer. Even though I wore the tie and sat in the office chair behind the large desk, he was
obviously more familiar with his role than I was with mine. Saturday school, in-school
suspension, out-of-school suspension, parent conferences- he could take anything in my
holster. As I pondered into those darkened pupils it occurred to me that any playful,
youthful quality one normally sees in children had been replaced by a grim view of his
own existence. There was an angry numbness in his face that I have seen before in my
brother and sister. It was a numbness that had pervaded my own heart, an emptiness that
I had learned to ignore when I was Phillip’s age. Even though I had the power to disrupt
his life for a brief period, I knew that I did not have the power to make a difference by
following the guidelines established in the code of conduct.
“Phillip, I am Mr. Neal, the assistant principal. In a little bit I am going to discuss your
behavior in Mrs. Cryer’s class, but for now, I would like to talk to you. Are you ready to
talk to me?” No answer. He fixed his eyes on my stapler and stared at it as if he
expected it to explode at any moment. By this time, the sour odor of his clothes had
become rather disturbing. His fingernails were blackened underneath, so I figured he
must help his father work on cars. “You like cars? Ever work on one?” Still no answer,
but I did solicit a head shake. “No?” I had you pegged to be a guy who likes cars.”
Phillip shrugged his shoulders with his arms still folded across his middle. I paused,
looking for another angle. There, beneath those stubby, scratched, and bruised arms, was
the leg of a faded, screen-printed Spiderman, adorning the front of his stretched tee shirt.
Surely this would be all I needed because, as a child, I too loved Spiderman.
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“Spiderman! I love Spiderman! I used to think he was the coolest superhero when I
was a kid.” He looked at me as if I were an idiot, but he wasn’t grimacing, something I
accepted as progress. “I thought he had the coolest uniform. I still do. I just saw the
movie this summer. Did you see it?” He did not answer, but he was looking at me now
and he had unfolded his arms to occasionally glance at his shirt. I could see the rest of
Spiderman now, swinging on a web. “He really was doing what he thought was right, but
he was always misunderstood by the police and Mr. Jamison, you know, the editor of the
newspaper. He didn’t want people to know who he really was, so he wore a mask. As a
child I was the same way. People didn’t understand me and I wore a mask of sorts,
because I wanted to be left alone. In a way, I think that is why I liked Spiderman. He
was a little like me. Perhaps he was the only adult in my mind who could understand me,
and he was only an imaginary character. I don’t know. Is that why you like Spiderman?”
“Dis is my brudder’s shirt,” replied Phillip, plucking the hand-me-down as if he
realized it was a worthless rag. My frustration mounted, but my determination to crack
his exterior elevated as I regrouped from this setback. The fact that he spoke was
comforting, his words were embellished with a speech impediment I obviously didn’t
anticipate. Then he grinned, exposing a tobacco-stained chipped tooth; he was apparently
humored by my reaction. I got the feeling that every approach to reach him had been
tried and he knew that I was walking down a familiar, dead-end path that he’s seen others
travel before me. I decided to take a direct approach because I sensed that I shared with
him the source of his problems. And I was rather certain I would be blazing a new trail
of inquiry. It was a risk that perhaps required the brashness of a neophyte administrator.
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“Whew! Those are some mighty big bruises,” I stated, pointing toward his arms.
“You must be a football player,” even though I could tell he was no athlete. He glanced
down at his forearms, and locked his elbows and rotated them while staring at each
purple whelp like a sailor proudly scanning tattoos from distant ports. I noticed a
swollen place just above his right elbow and saw scars I had not initially seen.
“Naw. I don’t play no footbawl,” he grinned proudly. “I wush I could, but I’d probly
hurt somebody. Dey don’t want none o’ me.” His face lost its anger as if he forgot who
he was for a moment. He then, without further provocation, began telling me the story
behind the bruises on his arms with the casual comfort of a lifelong buddy. “Ya see, d’
udder day, me and Joey (his brother) got home from school off of da bus, you know, and
we didn’t have no key to get in, but dat wuz okay, because Maw Maw wuz inside d’
trailer. We seen her feet on d’ couch. She wuz sleepin’. So we knocked and knocked,
but she didn’t move none. Joey told me to go an’ get Mr. Hatley, our neighbor who lets
me an’ Joey sleep in his carport when Dad and Maw Maw get too drunk or mad at us and
stuff, ‘cause he got a key. Anyway, he wuz gone, so den Joey told me dat we wuz gonna
have to bust in the trailer door. I told him Maw Maw wuz probly just drunk, but he said
she coulda had a heart attack or sumthin’ so I thought about it for a minute, and he had a
good point. I went to the steps and run across d’ porch and hit d’ door with my shoulder
just like a football player. It took me two times, but I busted it in. Dat’s why I said I’d
hurt somebody if I played football.”
“So that is how you bruised your arms?”
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“Naw, man. Well, maybe a li’l bit. But dat happened when we busted d’ door and
den Maw Maw woked up later and started yellin’ at us. She got a broom and started
hittin’ us, but I blocked it with my arms by holdin’ dem over my head like dis.” Phillip
raised his palms above his forehead and placed the backs of his hands on his scalp. His
elbows pointed at me as his forearms protected his nose. It occurred to me that she was
trying to hit him in the face and head area because he obviously deflected the blows with
his pudgy arms. “She busted the stick and throwed th’ end piece at me. Den Daddy
come in later on, mad as heck about d’door, home from drivin’ his truck, and then Maw
Maw showed him what all we done. He started hittin’me and Joey and we ran out. It
was dark, so we went to Mr. Hatley’s house and hid. He was gone, ‘member? We spent
d’ night in d’ carport. He gots some old blankets and stuff dat he keeps out fer us and we
use ‘em ‘cause he don’t mind none.”
I was a little shocked and saddened. I could envision each crack of the broomstick as
it smacked the bone that ran from his elbow to his wrist. I saw the violence of his
father’s punches and the horrified look that must have been on Phillip and Joey’s faces.
And I could hear the high-pitched, frantic pleas for mercy and the outraged voices of
adults, lost in their frustrations and life-long regrets. Phillip took me back to the hysteria
that haunted my childhood in a matter of seconds. I pulled out my legal pad and
solemnly began taking notes for what seemed like a minute but may have been twenty.
As I replayed the images of my past that Phillip’s story re-cultivated, I found myself
revisiting the protective bower I built as a child. It is a quiet place where adults don’t
exist and accomplishments overcome shortcomings. Cruelty and suffering are
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temporarily silenced in this hideaway, only the voice of my inner child, who has always
been there for me, can be heard. But I needed to understand Phillip at this moment,
whose inner child might not be as helpful as mine seems to have been.
If this drama proved to be a recurring theme in Phillip’s life, I realized that I needed to
be careful at this point in our conversation. He was not reaching out for help when he
explained his bruises; he was bragging. They were symbols of his toughness. To Phillip,
the beating he described was not unusual or something he even considered unnatural.
When dealing with an abused child, one never knows if and when he will inadvertently
rub against that child’s lamp, erroneously releasing the evil genie within. Perhaps I had
done this. Phillip and his brother were leading fruitless lives where fear replaces love,
insecurity dominates self esteem, and shame consumes the human spirit. Phillip accepts
abuse and rejection as normal aspects of each day. It is almost invisible to the adults in
his community, but an experienced eye can detect it. Regardless, I had an opening and
decided to pursue the answers to my questions, not knowing where my prodding would
take him, or me.
“I played football. I didn’t play when I was your age because I had a head injury. But
I played when I was in high school. My eleventh grade year I had mono, got hit by a car
(Phillip laughs), and pulled both groins, so I didn’t play much. My senior year I led the
league in reception yardage for a tight end and earned a scholarship. It was the best year
of my life because it made me popular at school and gave me a lot of confidence.”
“You got hit by a car? Wuz you walkin’ or ridin’? Did it hurt?”
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“Yes, I was walking across the street and a drunk driver was speeding through an
intersection on the left side of the road and all I could do was jump into the air before it
hit me. He was going about 40 miles per hour at the time. It knocked off my shoes and
the backs of my toes scraped the asphalt and my leg busted his headlight. When I slid up
the hood, my head hit the windshield. I actually dented an old sixty-something Pontiac. I
remember lying on the hood, looking up into the stars in the black sky, as if the car was
skidding in slow motion. I wondered if I would live. When the car finally rocked to a
stop, I rolled off the front of the car and landed on my feet. Traffic had stopped and there
were people there immediately to see if I was alright. My legs and toes hurt, but I walked
away. Somebody who saw it said it would have killed me if I didn’t jump just at the right
time.”
“Dat’s cool! You musta been kinda tough when you wuz young!” Phillip nearly
squealed as he smiled and then laughed. “How did ya land on your feet? Did ya just get
lucky? I’d a had t’ beat up dat drunk driver!”
I hesitated to give his comments some thought and to devise a way to get back on the
topic. “At first I thought I was very lucky, but when I thought about it, I wasn’t. I mean,
do you think someone who gets hit by a Pontiac going 40 miles per hour is lucky? I
really don’t think there is luck. We all have things that happen to us, both good and bad.
I didn’t think about beating up the driver of the car. I didn’t think he tried to hit me, even
if he was on the wrong side of the road. He was a total stranger and whatever he did to
me, I couldn’t change by fighting him.”
“I woulda knocked his head off!”
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I thought I had found my angle. Trying to set him up using the Socratic method of
questioning I became familiar with teaching senior English classes, he was now in my
comfort zone. “Why would I want to beat him up?”
“Because, man, he coulda killed you.”
“But he didn’t.”
Phillip was already becoming frustrated with my reasoning. “But he coulda!”
“Well, he didn’t and I had no reason to get mad because he didn’t know me or care
about me.”
“So! Dat don’t matter. At least you coulda sued him or somethin’!”
“Would that have changed anything? I was okay. He didn’t do it on purpose so it
didn’t hurt my feelings.”
“Naw, but it woulda made me feel better to kick his butt or to sue him fer about a
million dollars.”
Would you sue your Maw Maw or dad for breaking broomsticks over your arms or
punching you?”
Phillip stopped for a moment. I was afraid that I crossed the line and he would
withdraw. “Naw, but dat’s differn’t and you know it.”
“How?”
Again Phillip paused. He looked at the stapler again for a while and rubbed his head
from the nape of his neck over his face. “I dunno! It just is. You can’t go ‘round hittin’
your folks and all. Dat ain’t right. But dey can hit me ‘cause I’m d’ kid and dey d’ grown
ups.”
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I went for the check mate, but I wasn’t dealing with a normal pattern of logic when I
appealed to Phillip. “So you think it is better for someone who is supposed to love you to
hurt you on purpose than it is for a stranger to hurt you accidentally?”
I could tell by Phillips sober expression that I made the point. His pause was only for
a second, but he squirmed and fidgeted in his chair as he pondered the question. He
faked a grin and looked at his shoes and then again at my stapler, this time leaning
forward and grabbing it to give it a closer inspection. Crouching over it as he held it in
his hands which rested on his lap, he mumbled, “I dunno.”
“Well I do,” I quickly responded, starting to get angry. “There are some people in the
world who have a job to treat you fairly and care for you. I am one of those people and
so are all the teachers here. Your Maw Maw and your dad are two others who are
supposed to protect you. They are supposed to do that without hurting you.”
Phillip looked disturbed. “Well, dey don’t never do dat too much when dey ain’t
drinkin’. I look at it like dey ain’t knowing exactly what dey mean to do when dey
drunk. Dat’s why we go to Mr. Hatley’s mainly to get away from dem when dey drunk
and mad. We know dey ain’t comin’ lookin’ for us over there ‘cause Mr. Hatley’ll probly
call the cops.”
I went to open and close the door because it had become obvious that Sally and Ruby,
the office workers, were perched right outside trying to listen in. Their normal pattern of
muffled chatter had not been heard for some time now. When I returned to my seat,
Phillip knew that I was upset, but there was a look in his eye that told me that he was
happy that he was not the subject of my ire. He proceeded to tell me that his biological
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mother, a stripper with a drug habit, recently came by the trailer and stole “Rocky,” their
father’s pit bull. Phillip was afraid that she was going to train Rocky to fight in order to
make money. I learned that his father drinks, smokes marijuana, and snorts cocaine when
he can get it. Maw Maw sticks to beer, but when she drinks she gets very violent until
she passes out. I asked Phillip if he would mind writing down these things so I can get
some help for him. He told me that he couldn’t write and he didn’t need any help
because that would only make things “worser.”
“Phillip, I know how you feel because my childhood was not much different. My
mother drank, filled the house with smoke, and shouted cuss words at me for little to no
reason. I was slapped until blood flew from my mouth and beaten so badly the purple
and scabbed lash marks stayed for weeks afterwards. I recall once being hit in the face
with a fly swatter because I was laughing at the dinner table. I think my mother loved
me, just not when I was around.”
“My mudder don’t care nothin’ about us. She just cares about getting’ high. Dad,
he’s da one dat loves us, I reckon.”
“What about Maw Maw? Is she you grandmother?”
(Laughing) “Naw, she ain’t really nuthin’. She‘s somebody Dad found on a run and
brung her home to cook and clean for us while he’s gone on d’ road. We call her dat
because she don’t want us callin’ her Mom or Mama or stuff like dat. I started calling her
Maw, but she got mad, so we call her Maw Maw now. I don’t think she likes it cuz we
called her dat to make her mad until one day it just stucked. She don’t think about it no
more.”
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“Phillip, how long has she lived with you?”
“Well, at dis trailer she lived with us fer about six or nine weeks. At d’ udder trailer
she lived wid us just a few weeks until we got kicked out and moved to d’ new trailer
over at Mr. Hatley’s house.”
“Why were you kicked out?”
“I dunno. Probly cuz she left out and stayed gone and wouldn’t come home until Dad
was comin’ home. Joey and me wuz on our own most d’ time.”
“Why didn’t you tell somebody. There are people here at school…”
“Mr. O’Neal! Would you tell somebody if you wuz a kid? We had d’ best fun ever!
We wuzn’t tellin’ nobody!”
Phillip explained that the owner of the trailer park came by a few times to collect rent
and noticed that the kids were unsupervised. He called the sheriff, but the only result was
a threat of eviction. Mr. Hatley is a man who worked with Phillip’s father. His mother
or grandmother had lived in a trailer behind his house until she passed away, so he agreed
to rent it out.
It occurred to me that I had broken through to Phillip, and a small sense of
accomplishment lifted my pity and caused me to temporarily believe that I could succeed
where countless others before me had failed. With the surprise of Arthur as he felt
Excaliber sliding from its stone sleeve, I felt unprepared for the responsibility of this new
power. I was convinced that Phillip was reaching to me for help, or that he had always
been reaching towards adults incapable of helping. His face had lost the hardness and the
scowl, but now he lacked the confidence to look me in the eye, especially when his
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rambling ventured onto sensitive side streets. His strong Southern drawl and his speech
impediment had become hardly noticeable, but for some reason I couldn’t take my eye
from the dirty smudge on his white, lightly-freckled forehead. Because I was involved in
reading The Sorcerer’s Stone with my oldest child every evening, it was natural to
compare the dirt mark to Harry Potter’s scar. Perhaps both were symbols of a personal
triumph over the sometimes vicious nature of adults.
It occurred to me that I would have to report Phillip’s story to the Department of
Social Services, and I couldn’t help but feel that it would betray him. In Phillips words,
his confidence in me would only make things “worser.” I had to call his father in because
Phillip and Joey, who was in the eighth grade, each owed over $20 in the cafeteria and he
had never completed an application for free and reduced lunch. We had inactive phone
numbers and notes and letters home solicited no response. My first impulse was to get to
Dad and let him know, in so many words, that I was going to be watching Phillip and his
brother very carefully, and if he or Maw Maw continued to abuse them I would be all
over the situation. I try not to be a very complicated person, so I decided to go with my
first impulse, before I had a second. I was going to visit Phillip’s dad, with free-lunch
form and receipt book in hand and a much more significant agenda behind my back.
However, Phillip was still in my office and there needed to be closure and a trust
established.
“Phillip, I had better not see you in here again because you won’t take a stupid ball
cap off your head. I better not have to deal with you because you are giving one of these
teachers a hard time. You need to learn to read and write instead of running around here
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like some kid who wants to work at McDonalds all his life.” It occurred to me that my
example may not have much effect on Phillip since he probably considers such a position
in the dynamic fast-food industry as one of considerable prestige, but I continued. “I told
you a little bit about my childhood. I am not different from you. I think that you are a
victim of child abuse until you are old enough to do something about it. If you still
accept it, you are not a victim but an accomplice to your own demise. I realize that you
don’t know what that means but…”
“Yes I do, Mr. O’Neal. My uncle is one. He’s in prison, well, he wuz or maybe he
still is, I dunno.”
“Then you get the idea,” I responded, reminded of my brother and two uncles, all
current or former products of the North Carolina correctional system. It was then an
empty realization came over me. My father worked nights when I was younger, and my
mother was an alcoholic who, at times, was vicious to my younger brother, sister, and
me. Sometimes I would go all week without seeing him, and when I did, Mom had a list
of things we had done wrong over the past five days. He often greeted us with a Friday
night or Saturday morning belt whipping. It occurred to me that the smudgy, illiterate,
lisping boy with the Southern drawl, bad haircut, and no self-esteem who was sitting in
my office hot seat, was actually me.
Daddy Dearest
As mentioned, I escaped the horrors of my childhood by creating a mental and
psychological bower, a retreat where I entered an imaginary place where I communed
with the very real voices of reason and my inner child. Phillip possibly did not have this
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capability, so he and his brother found Mr. Hatley’s carport. The more I thought about it,
the more sobering it became. I asked Phillip when his father would be home again, and
he told me that he was home at that moment. I explained to him that I was going to visit
the trailer to take him some lunch forms to complete. He became confused, as if he had a
premonition of his two fragile worlds colliding.
“Now Phillip, I am not going to give you an I.S.S. (in-school suspension) or send you
home for a day, but I need your word that you will come see me the next time you feel
smothered by teachers or Maw Maw or whatever. I am going to try to help you, but I
need you to trust me. I will do everything I can to make things better for you and not
‘worser’.” I don’t think he believed me, or he had no idea what I was talking about.
Either way, he shook my hand when I offered it, took the pass I had written for him, and
stood to leave. As he turned, his face recaptured his trademark scowl and he headed back
out into the school.
Going to his father’s house reminded me of the time when I was about six years old
my uncle held me down and spat in my face repeatedly much to his and his friends’
amusement. He was seven years older so I was rather helpless, but I never forgot it. I
always felt that I would get him back one day. When I finally became big enough to
confront him about it, I did nothing, because I realized that we are ever-changing
creatures, different people in one evolving frame, sharing the others’ experiences.
Besides, he had been imprisoned for trying to kill a man with a hammer, so I probably
couldn’t have reached him to unveil my twisted and sinister plan for revenge. He told the
judge that he didn’t use a gun because he was already a convicted felon and they weren’t
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allowed to possess firearms. His unorthodox strategy proved to be somewhat ineffective.
Instead of going after the people who abused me, I have found it to be more productive
and fulfilling to go after the offenders of other children.
The mobile home was worse than I imagined it. Even though it sat on level ground, it
looked as if it was about to roll down a hill. The cinderblocks beneath the home were
exposed and adorned with dirt-dobber nests reddened by the Carolina clay. These same
cinder blocks were cleverly stacked to form the front steps that led to a small, home-made
porch near the front door. Cardboard window replacements backed broken glass panes
and there was orange and brown rust in areas where rain drained from the roof of the
narrow domicile. The storm door had no glass or screen, but guarded the prefabricated
front door as if it had some unknown purpose. It had lost its recoil spring, but had been
repaired with an orange, elastic cord. I knocked, not sure whether I should stand erect
when I entered or lean with the trailer. “I had it rough as a child, but at least we weren’t
poor,” I thought. I heard a muffled groan coming from within that I could only assume
was an acknowledgement of my knocking. I listened to the creaks and thuds of someone
walking to the front door. I heard the chain of the lock jingle as it slid to the opening on
the other side, and then it was dropped, clinking against the interior wall. The door
cracked open and an eye poked out at me. It was then I noticed that, when closed, the
door was being held up by the deadbolt and one hinge. Without the support of the lock, it
wavered unsteadily in the hands that belonged to the eye.
“Uh huh?” came a voice from behind that bloodshot eye, nestled in a fat, unshaven
cheek.
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“Mr. Gregg? I am Gerry Neal, assistant principal at the middle school. I have some
paperwork that has to be signed today and I need to discuss another matter with you, if
you don’t mind. I realize you are busy and I won’t take up very much time.”
“What kind of paperwork?”
“Just some forms from the cafeteria manager.”
The door opened and he grabbed it with both hands to stabilize it as I entered. “Damn
boys done torn up m’ door knockin’ ‘gainst it like a couple sorry-ass bulls. S’cuse the
mess.” The trailer was indeed as it appeared, leaning toward the front door. The smell
was horrendous, like he had been cooking cabbage all morning, but there was nothing on
the stove. I remember it being very dark on the inside, even after my eyes adjusted from
the sunlight. I sat in the frayed fabric couch across from an old, floor-model television
with a greenish picture. The excitement of a game show blurted noise into the room as he
plopped into a duct-taped chair beside me. The only thing worse than the cabbage smell
was his ripe body odor. Before I handed him the free and reduced lunch cafeteria form,
he wiped his hands on his grimy, wife-beater tee shirt as if I was bestowing upon him a
sacred artifact. As soon as he recognized the form, he said to me rather indignantly, “I
done filled one a’ dem out. Dey said I make too much money to get free lunches.”
“Then we have a problem. Both of your boys owe the cafeteria a good bit of money.”
“Naw, dat ain’t right. I give Ginger money to put on their account every time before I
make a run. Dey ain’t no way!”
“Who is Ginger?” I asked him as I noticed empty, folded beer cans on the coffee table
and the floor around it.
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“She da lady who rears my kids when I ain’t here. She been livin’ wid us fer a while
now.”
“You mean Maw Maw?” As soon as I asked I knew that was a stupid question. Any
man of even limited intelligence would know that I had been talking to Phillip or Joey
about his home life. I also remembered that she didn’t like that name, so it may be
offensive. Fortunately, those thoughts passed him by like a feather in a windstorm and he
just laughed.
“She ain’t here or I’d get her in here to straighten dis thang out. I give her ten dollars
for bof of dem boys last Mondey. She gone into town now to get somethin’ in my truck.”
I decided to drop the bomb. “Mr. Gregg, Phillip was sent to my office today because
he keeps acting up in school. When he…”
“You just let me know whenever he does. I’ll whoop his ass. He ain’t none too old to
get a ass whoopin’. Dat boy ain’t been nothin’ but…”
I returned the interruption. “That is why I am here. You and I grew up in a time when
child beatings were considered normal, none of anybody’s business. But today…”
“Spare the rod, spoil d’ child.”
I always thought it was funny how some people use the Bible to justify their actions
instead of using it as a guide. As an educator, however, I left that one alone. He
probably didn’t know the origin of the cliché anyway. “Today we are learning about the
long-term effects of child abuse.”
“Hey! Now wait just a damn minute. Nobody here said nothin’ ‘bout no child abuse.
There’s a difference, and you ain’t gonna come in my …”
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“Mr. Gregg, would you hear me out. I am not going to sit here and try to come up
with an agreeable definition of child abuse with you. Since I feel like I am out of time
(he was attempting to stand, but was having difficulty getting out of the chair while
showing me that he was offended), I will tell you one thing. I have examined Phillip’s
arms and he described to me what has been going on.” Getting louder to be heard over his
attempts to interrupt and throw me out, I continued, “If I see it again and I will check, I
will not only call D.S.S. on you, I will call the sheriff!”
“Fine, you said what you had to say! now get d’ hell out of my house or I will call da
law on yur ass!” I left quickly, probably because the front door was downhill from the
couch, and there was the possibility that he might have a gun or something. However, I
figured he probably didn’t own one or Phillip and his brother would already be full of
more holes than a slab of Swiss cheese at the Wisconsin state fair. He caught the
unsupported door as I released it into his hand. I jumped over the cinderblock steps out
into the tall pasture grass surrounding my car and quickly fumbled for my keys. It had
not gone as I would have planned, but then again, I really didn’t have a plan. I didn’t
know if my actions constituted harassment or not, but if they didn’t, then I didn’t do it
correctly. As I wheeled the car around and headed through the field back to the road, I
passed Mr. Hatley’s small, frame house. I looked at the attached carport and imagined its
infamous history, as if it was an out-of-place war memorial stuck in the middle of a rural
Southern county. I had envisioned it to be at least a few hundred yards from the trailer,
but it was only about fifty feet from the front porch. I felt guilty for what I might have
just done to Phillip, which amounted to nothing more than stirring a hornet’s nest above
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his head. I wasn’t sure whether I had acted selfishly or on Phillip’s behalf, but I meant
every word. I was determined to stop him and Maw Maw. I returned to school and
refined my documentation. The Department of Social Services asked their standard
questions. They informed me that they were going to review the information to
determine if an investigation would be an appropriate course of action.
The following day Mr. Gregg appeared in the office. He was dressed much nicer than
before and had bathed and shaved, so I barely recognized him. He told the secretary that
he was there to pay the lunch debt, and he did just that. I felt that I just couldn’t let him
slip away, so I sarcastically asked him if he intended to pay some money in advance or if
he was under the impression that we operate on a credit plan. He gave me a blank stare,
and then laughed as if he pitied me, shaking his balding head and stuffing the receipt into
his pants pocket. He looked at me and said calmly, “Can we talk?” I nodded and invited
him into my office.
He sat in the same chair his son had occupied less than 24 hours earlier, with the same
scowl and apparently the same familiarity with the principal’s office. He looked at me
and exhaled forcefully. “Look, me and you got off to a bad start. I ain’t like you think I
am. But I got it tough ‘cause da boys ain’t got no real mama to speak of, when she ain’t
out whorin’ or doin’ drugs she ain’t out. An’ Ginger she’s hard on Joey ‘n Phillip ‘cause
she ain’t used to takin’ care of no kids, ‘specially dem two. Dey ain’t give her a chance
‘cause dey think she ain’t stayin’ around long, but she wants to stay. Anyhow, I guess its
my fault dat dey act like dey do, but dey ain’t gonna listen to a bunch of talk or being
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grounded. Dem two only knows one language and dat’s d’ only one I know’d growin’
up. I just don’t want to see ‘em goin’ to jail an’ all.”
I hesitated, reminding myself to act on Phillip’s behalf. “You know, Mr. Gregg, you
act like it is important for me to understand why you treat those boys the way you do. It
is not about you. I am only concerned for your boys. If you threaten them or hurt them,
then you are something I never will understand or ever want to understand.”
“Well, dem boys is exaggeratin’ more times dan not. Ginger’ll tell you dat much.”
I looked him in the eye and said, “Mr. Gregg, I reported Phillip’s bruises to D.S.S. and
gave them information he told me during a conversation we had for over an hour
yesterday. I took several pages of notes and faxed them to the case worker. I should tell
you that I will do the same after this conversation.”
Mr. Gregg’s chin fell to his chest. He slapped his thighs and rocked out of his seat
and left, nearly bumping into a teacher on her way into my office. Mrs. Cryer closed the
door behind her while looking back at Mr. Gregg. Her expression quickly told me that
she was upset. “Mr. Neal, I realize that you are busy and have a lot to do, but I have a
concern.” Her eyes pierced mine as her aging face trembled in a weak effort to restrain
her anger. “Phillip wore a different hat today and I suppose he thinks we are going to go
easy on him like we did yesterday. He has been warned and warned about his clothes,
hats, not doing his homework, and I think he needs some serious consequences!”
“Like O.S.S. (Out-of-School Suspension)?”
“Well, yes. He won’t come to Saturday school and can’t stay after school. I.S.S.
needs a break from him once in a while, and quite frankly, so do we!”
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“We?”
“His teachers. Come on, Mr. Neal. We need consistency and he needs discipline. He
is laughing at us. If we don’t set the tone early in the year, the problem is just going to
get worse. I don’t mean to tell you how to do your job, but I feel that I am experienced
and professional enough to come in here and let you know what the teachers think about
the situation.”
Oddly, I understood her frustration, but it was nothing compared to Phillip’s. Every
adult in his life, every woman and man charged with his well being have bullied him and
tried to discard him. She did not understand that Phillip’s behavior was a reaction, a
response to the anguish and the raping of self esteem that he endures daily. There is no
place where Phillip is accepted by the adult world. There are no detention halls that will
meet his needs, no special classrooms or Saturday punishments. Phillip is not welcomed
at home or at school. She failed to realize that she was not offering what he needed--
opportunity, kindness, and patience that would help him to his feet. The only place he
finds solace is on the oil-stained cement in Mr. Hatley’s carport, a place where adults
ignore him and he can be himself. It is his bower, where his inner child consoles him,
kisses his bruises, and covers him with canvas tarps to keep out the chill of night. I had
no reply that would quickly appease Mrs. Crump, so I advised her to take the hat and I
will keep it until the end of the year. Her reaction suggested that this was not the answer
she wanted to hear. She left to continue her campaign with the other teachers and report
my insensitivities to the torch and pitchfork-bearing mob congregated in the teacher’s
lounge.
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My experience with Phillip unlocked rooms that had been unvisited for years. It is
amazing how oddly different abuse looks to the abused child, a child who must respect
and obey the adult who regularly inflicts pain and causes his internal destruction. Every
punch, slap, lash, and harsh word chips away at the child’s sense of normalcy and his self
image. The belittlement is so severe, in many cases, that the child usually blames himself
for his own inadequacies and fears. Childhood and adolescence are awkward times when
one attempts to define oneself as a human being. Relationships and success in school
require confidence, an ability to take chances, and a willingness to try again because the
child’s support system is in tact. When a youth’s support is a series of degrading and
painfully negative acts that reinforce the concept of failure, the child has no safety net
and will not take the chances that coincide with proper social, cognitive, and even
physical development. This is consistent with what I have read, but this realization did
not come from a book. In many ways it came from Phillip and the way he opened the
darkened chambers of my past.
My interaction with the legendary boy must have occurred on a day when my
biorhythms were arching downward and my horoscope warned me not to leave the house.
The rusted locks on the iron doors that line the shadowy and bleak corridors of my youth
were released, and the ghosts of banished memories floated back and screamed through
my skull. One by one, I paralleled his stories with mine, matching each of his horrors
with a nightmare of my own. I heard the cries for mercy and the snapping sound of
leather cracking into the soft skin of a child. I felt the sting of the slaps and the throbbing
of blood rushing to the area where he had been punched. I sensed fear swelling in his
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stomach and throat, and I could see, through the watery scope of tear-filled eyes, the
reddened and angry face of a grown man delivering endless blows. I heard so much
defenseless screaming and felt so much unnecessary pain. I re-experienced the frantic
blur of violence as I saw him scrounging for safety on the floor like a gun-shy hound
being brutally trained by his master. Yet my only recourse was to act in a manner that
would risk more abuse and not guarantee that his needs would be met. According to the
law, I had no choice.
.
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CHAPTER II
THE FACES OF CHILD ABUSE
Denial of human dignity discredits the worth of any cause that needs such denial
to assert itself. And the suffering of just one child discredits that worth as
radically and completely as does the suffering of millions.
-Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Love
The Football Star and the Military Brat
My father was a nineteen-year-old freshman football player at the University of South
Carolina who had just married his high school sweetheart, eighteen, when he learned that
they were expecting a baby, despite having been told that a childhood Jeep accident made
my mother incapable of bearing children. Dad had somehow escaped an abusive
upbringing through athletics, and was proud to be the first person in his family ever to
have completed high school. Sports would be his ticket out of the poverty of a small
town amidst the tobacco fields in eastern North Carolina, and the means by which the
battering and cruelty at the hand of his step-father would only have an ephemeral impact
on his life. He became a high school superstar in his hometown and outgrew the abuse of
his step-father, as strangers who align themselves with football and winners showed him
love and admiration.
Mom was basically a chain-smoking military brat who fell in love with the local high
school football hero. Her family was a bit imbalanced, probably the result of hateful
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arguments that were brutally personal and emotionally crippling. She, her mother, and
her sister were elitists, assuming their actions were not to be questioned by enlisted
personnel or other commoners because my maternal grandfather was an Army colonel.
Mom’s dad had little to do with her upbringing; in fact, there were times when he had as
little to do with the family as possible.
This is the recipe that created the embryo that can be traced to the man sitting at his
computer forty-four years later, recalling his childhood with sorrow and a nostalgic
numbness, in an effort to intrinsically discover the link between abuse and scholastic
success. An outsider might think I have a solid pedigree, but the mutts that my parents
produced were cursed from their first gasps of earthly air. I inherited from my mother
her addictive qualities and bipolarity. From my father, I was issued the athletic shoes I
could never fill. All of these attributes would affect my life at different times. Because
the bipolar and addictive tendencies didn’t manifest themselves until adulthood, the
casual observer might think that I was saved from this disposition. I was a successful
athlete (by others’ standards) and my grades were above average. Nonetheless, I had
hardly escaped; in fact, I would eventually be blindsided. The design was complete and
this would be my blueprint, the genetic platform on which the quiet desperation of my
childhood and beyond would be played out.
One might assume that I had it better than Phillip because I was raised in a two-parent,
middle-class family. In some ways I did, but there were many times I would have been
envious of Phillip’s situation when Maw Maw was not around. Having two parents
meant that I was twice as likely to receive a beating, although I learned rather quickly
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that the participants in this tag-team duo were quite different. Dad was the executioner
while Mom was the sniper. When we had committed a major crime and the beating was
to be severe, Dad would be the one to step into the ring. Mom’s area of expertise was the
quick hit with no prefacing speech. It was largely dependent upon her mood, so there
were usually warning signs, but not always.
When I was about nine, I walked up behind her in the kitchen after my brother or
sister had irritated her, probably repetitiously asking her when dinner would be served; it
was late and we were all hungry. I unknowingly asked her the same question, and she
whirled around and hit me with open hand square in the left ear, rocking the side of my
head to the right, causing me to lose my balance. I fell toward the range, catching myself
cleanly, except for the fact that my right hand landed on a vacant, red-hot burner. It
sizzled and smoked in the fraction of a second I left it there before yanking it back and
continuing my fall, which led to my chin being split on an open knife drawer. I hit the
floor, screaming and holding my fried fingers as the blood from my face poured into the
cradled hand. A high-pitched ringing deafened my left ear. Pain from the burn was
shooting up my arm into my spine. “Get up, you whining little bastard!” she yelled,
admittedly before she knew the extent of her damage. “You’re not hurt!” Once she
realized that I had indeed suffered injuries, she lectured me, while she doctored my
wounds, about sneaking up on her. For the remainder of my childhood, I do not recall
ever asking her when dinner would be served again.
Dad, on the other hand, was the victim of very cruel and merciless beatings when he
was a youth. They lasted until he became big and brave enough to fight back. His
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children never reached that pinnacle because the physical element waned before we
matured, although the emotional abuse and neglect remained. I am sure that Dad never
considered his brand of discipline to be abusive because his method was much more
controlled than the violence he endured. He would enter the room with his “belt” in
hand, a thin strap of flexible leather that probably hadn’t been threaded through a pair of
pants since before the Truman administration. In fact, it was always dangling in his
closet like a hangman’s noose on the village gallows, a disturbing yet constant reminder
for all who passed, that there was a darkness within that was capable of sapping the
humanity out of the entire house in a matter of seconds. He would yell at us, words we
never comprehended because we were futilely crying and fervently rubbing the backs of
our bare legs as if the friction would toughen them. Fear swelled where remorse for our
actions should have been, but we knew the routine that preceded the beatings. The pain
of each lash of the belt was so intense it seemed to make my ears pop and eyes tingle. It
is traumatic for a child to watch a hero transform into a monster and attack him in his
own bedroom. Dad’s face would turn red and the veins and tendons in his athletic neck
would protrude. Through tightened, angered lips, he’d grunt with each mighty swing of
his leathery lance. From my perspective, it was a microcosm of a medieval battlefield,
except for the fact that we had no weapons or armor to defend ourselves, and there was
no chivalry, no honor, and no justice. So we would jump, curl into fetal positions, cover
our faces, and shriek. Looking back, I can say that I never knew if he took mercy on us
or just became fatigued by the energy that an all-out attack required.
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The slamming of our cheap, hollow door signaled the end of the beatings. The room
suddenly had the solemnity of Gettysburg- soundless, save the muffled whimpers of the
wounded. I remember easing into my bottom-bunk and covering myself with the cool
cotton sheets, the lash marks still burning deep into tender flesh. In the midst of hard
weeping, I gasped for air and spit the salty tears from my mouth, staring blankly into the
semi-transparent meshing covering the underside of my brother’s box springs above. It
was my bower before I learned to internalize one, an imaginary gauntlet where I learned
to cope. It was there, I suppose, that I got to know my inner child. It was there I made
promises to my adult self, the promises that would break the cycle of abuse in my
lineage, and, perhaps, the promises that would silently guide me to become an educator.
Family Ties
There is a very subtle scene in the Walt Disney animated film entitled The Lion King
that caught my attention when I was watching it with my two boys a few years ago.
Mufasa, the large, male Lion, king of the pride lands, is very upset with his son Simba, a
curious cub who had ventured far from safety, directly disobeying his father’s direct
order. Played by the powerful and deep voice of James Earl Jones, an angry Mufasa
thunders to Simba, “COME HERE!” Simba drops his head and slowly approaches the
giant lion from behind. He stumbles upon Mufasa’s huge footprint, sculpted into the mud
of the Savannah plain. Ever so gently, he places his tiny paw into the molded track,
revealing his miniscule stature in comparison to that of his father. His fearful and moist
eyes look up drearily toward his dad, who sits firm and rigid, his huge back and mane
towering over the scolded cub. Eventually, Simba’s slow cadence stops at the feet of the
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great lion, whose face is stern and very angry. Simba looks up at his huge father, ready
to accept his unavoidable punishment. But when Mufasa finally breaks the silence, his
concerned voice is surprisingly gentle and loving. After his fatherly lesson is delivered,
they play and laugh in the tall grass on their way back home. It was a powerful message,
one that so eloquently and laconically speaks volumes about the ferocity of child abuse.
Children look to the adults in their lives for love, support, and guidance. When they
reach out for these things and receive anger, ridicule, and neglect, the implications are
traumatic and lasting. Adults hurt children in many ways, many without intending to do
so. They are angry or frustrated and the child appears at the wrong time and becomes the
object of the adult’s inabilities to cope with their own stressors. Ironically, the source of
that frustration often stems from deeply-seeded and ancient episodes of abuse that adults
inflicted upon them when they were children. Although there are various forms and
combinations of abuse that carry with them similar and different mental consequences,
all of them have a profound impact on various levels of development in children. There
are four basic types of child abuse which are: physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional
abuse, and neglect.
Physical abuse can be described as any non-accidental injury to a child, even if the
care-taker had no intention of hurting the child. It is not considered an accident if the
caretaker’s actions were intentional, such as an injury that occurs while throwing a child
into the air and dropping him or her. Many think that there is a gray area between
corporal punishment and physical abuse; a gray area does not exist. If the caretaker
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inflicts injury, or is verbally abusive during the administration of the punishment, then
the child was abused and not merely punished (Helpguide, 2004).
Sexual abuse is any sexual act between an adult caretaker and a child. If the adult is a
stranger, then it is a sexual assault, not sexual abuse. This is only significant in the way
reports are handled; sexual assaults are usually handled by law enforcement while abuse
is a matter of concern involving the Department of Social Services (DSS) and Child
Protective Services (CPS). Fondling, inappropriate kissing, sexual exploitation, exposing
a child to inappropriate sexual material, and, of course, prostitution, incest, rape, sodomy,
intercourse, and oral sex are some of the major examples of sexual abuse (Helpguide,
2004).
Any condescending attitude, inappropriate behavior, or failure to act on the part of the
caregiver is possibly emotional abuse (Helpguide, 2004). It is often called other names
such as mental abuse, verbal abuse, or psychological maltreatment. As suggested above,
it is almost always present when there is another form of abuse found. It covers such a
wide array of possible descriptors, it is impossible to cover all of the ways it can be
implemented. Arguably the most common form of abuse because the abuser is less
aware of its implementation and result, it is as long lasting as the others and can be
equally damaging.
Most people don’t realize that neglect can have a more profound impact on a child
than abuse, depending on the degrees of seriousness. There are three basic forms of
neglect: emotional, educational, and physical (Helpguide, 2004). Emotional neglect is
the caregiver’s failure to meet the child’s emotional needs, such as love, caring, and, if
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necessary, psychological care. It is also the refusal to shelter the child from witnessing
avoidable trauma, like arguments or drug abuse. Educational neglect is simply the failure
to enroll a child in school or to provide special education when needed. Physical neglect
occurs when the caretaker refuses to provide for the child’s most basic needs, like food
and shelter. Inadequate hygiene and abandonment are other examples (Ney & Fung,
1994).
Philip Ney and Tak Fung (1994) determined in a study that investigated the various
forms of child abuse that less than five percent occur singly, without another form.
Therefore, one could easily generalize that, in most cases, there will be the presence of
another form of abuse. Their labors investigated the combinations that have the most
detrimentally profound impact on the child. It is nearly impossible to have any form of
physical abuse without the emotional abuse that coincides with it. Interestingly, the
combination of physical abuse, physical neglect, and verbal abuse was determined to be
the most damaging (Ney & Fung, 1994).
Looking back at Phillip, there were signs of more forms of abuse than physical. It is
important to note the phrasing here, because the role of the educator is to recognize abuse
and report it, leaving the diagnosis to the professionals. However, the fact that his head
was dirty and he occasionally slept in a carport strongly suggests that he was physically
neglected. Witnessing his caretakers’ drug and alcohol problems and their seemingly
unaffectionate approaches toward Phillip point toward emotional neglect. I would later
determine that Phillip was educationally neglected when he moved into a new school
district and there was never a request for transcripts from his new school. Apparently,
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Dad and Maw Maw forgot to enroll him and he missed several weeks. There was little
doubt that he experienced both verbal and physically abuse. I have no reason to do more
than speculate about possible sexual abuse because he didn’t display the subtle signs that
are indicative of a child who might be suffering from that particular affliction.
Bus 355
On a Valentine’s Day several years ago, a school bus driver brought two children into
my office, a boy and a girl, because they were engaged in a fistfight when the bus arrived
to pick them up earlier that morning. As the assistant principal, it would be my job to
hear the details and dole out the punishment. The children had lived together for about a
year, since the boy’s father moved in with the girl’s mother. They referred to themselves
as brother and sister, even though there was obviously no blood relation. Both white,
rather poor, and in the seventh grade, they were very angry when they plopped into the
small, fabric-covered chairs across from my desk. Strangely, they calmed down quickly,
before I could tell them to do so, and both smiled embarrassingly at me.
As the routine interrogation began, I was surprised that they didn’t show anger toward
one another, considering the driver had to separate them just ten minutes earlier. They
were courteous, respectful, and understanding; I sensed that their bitterness was real, but
not aimed at anyone in the room. It occurred to me that something must have happened,
something beyond their control, that caused them to turn on one another. I felt an
urgency in their voices that told me this was going to be a long story with no simple
solution. I had no idea, however, of the magnitude.
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“Starla, what did David say to you after you were separated on the bus?” No reply,
but she looked at David and forced a sheepish grin. I figured that the best way to get to
the root of the problem would be to re-enact the verbal exchanges, where many assistant
principals might go straight to the more severe infractions, the physical aspects of the
altercation. David, an exceptional student whose name, like Phillip, is synonymous with
delinquency and off-task behavior, found the words much more easily, in fact, rather
proudly.
“I called her a bitch and a whore, “ he said matter-of-factly, and sat back and folded
his arms and looked at me as if I would certainly agree. His voice was deeper than other
13-year-old students, and his face was stern and troubled. “I told her she was a whore
‘cause she slept with her father,” he added, as if to provide the damning evidence that
would help convince me that his previous comment was justified.
Starla lashed back, “I did not! That was my sister! And don’t act like you hadn’t done
some stuff what I could say about you!” David looked ashamed and confused. His oily
bangs partially covered bluish-green eyes that were like tropical waters before an evening
storm. Starla locked in a threatening stare, as if the slightest draft in the room would
push her to reveal his darkest secret. They gazed at each other. Her red hair was pulled
back into a pony tail which seemed to accentuate her rather large, freckled nose; she wore
a white t-shirt that was a size too small, exposing the fact that her figure was prematurely
developed. Her brown eyes widened at David. “I’ll tell him about Uncle Steve,” she
nearly whispered in a voice so soft her mild lisp was unnoticeable. His head dropped.
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There was no mistaking that she had won this little argument. She had just played her
trump card.
David looked up at me and froze. Starla seemed to feel satisfied that she had silenced
him. Then David told me words I will never forget. Crying, he muttered, “Uncle Steve
one time made me suck on his growing.” At first, I was confused, but the horror of his
meaning eventually hit me with such force that the florescent rods above my desk were
not strong enough to withhold the sudden darkness that blurred my sight. My heart
bounced in my stomach as I conditioned my face to reveal nothing of the hysteria inside.
A heavy chill ran up my back and nested at the nape of my neck. It was the one form of
abuse, the most damaging kind, that I had somehow avoided. He and Starla then told me
that when they were “bad,” Uncle Steve would take off his pants and whip them with a
belt until they both performed sexual acts on him, or on one another while he watched,
telling each what to do. Starla described an attempted rape in a nearby park where she
had to run to a nearby gas station to call for help. She told me that he made her strip and
had fondled her breasts and genitalia, but she fled when he tried to penetrate her. David
explained how Uncle Steve had sodomized his older brother (who then attended the high
school) and how he was forced to perform various acts that gave Uncle Steve sexual
gratification. When they started talking, words flowed out of their mouths as if they were
in a competition to purge their souls of the guilt that consumed them. My note-taking
couldn’t keep up; I had to calm them because they were talking at the same time. I was
in shock and having difficulty with the perfunctory aspects of my duties, as rage and pity
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periodically stunned my pen. I calmed them once I had control of myself and decided
what to say to them. I don’t remember what it was, but they were returned to class.
I immediately called a CPS caseworker, who told me that they would review the
details and let me know if they would accept the case. The caseworker, Angie, called
back and explained the family history to me so we could protect the students from those
who might harm them further. Starla’s biological father was accused of raping her older
sister, and there is reason to believe Starla also; he was denied visitation unless other
adults were present. One year earlier, Uncle Steve, who is of no relation to the children,
had been accused of sodomizing David’s older brother, now in high school, but the
charges were dropped due to insufficient evidence. Steve did not live with the two
children, but Starla and David were dropped off at his home for the weekend
occasionally. The caseworker said she would investigate the parents for neglect because
they had knowledge of Uncle Steve’s past exploits and continued to take their children to
stay with him. She added that they would not classify this as an emergency because the
children were not presently living with the accused. Someone would be out to question
the children within a few weeks.
I was not satisfied that these children were being properly served, so I called the
detective at the Sheriff’s department who took more interest in the story. Since I learned
that Steve was not a relative, this was actually a case of child sexual assault, which
should be reported to law enforcement instead of DSS. Two detectives immediately
came to the school and interviewed the children before taking them to be tested or
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questioned further. The detectives, a male and a female, later told me that the two
victims’ stories were consistent, and that they had no doubt that they told the truth.
I later learned that Uncle Steve had been arrested and charged with several counts of
indecent liberties with minors, including rape. He received a sentence of over 40 years in
prison. I am sure this was disappointing to Steve because he would never realize his
dream; his application to operate a children’s group home just three houses away from a
school was being processed when Bus 355 came to screeching halt that winter morning.
Starla and David may have confronted Uncle Steve, but there is an abundance of
painful healing that will have to be dealt with over the courses of their lives. They agreed
to cooperate with law enforcement, see psychiatrists, and let me know if there is ever
another problem I can help them resolve. They moved to the mountains, perhaps an
evasive measure on the part of the parents to shed the accusations of neglect that led to
the sexual assault. The last I heard, Steve was appealing his conviction.
Reading Labels
Albert Camus (1948) said, “Perhaps we cannot prevent this world from being a world
in which children are tortured, but we can reduce the number of tortured children…I
continue to struggle against a universe in which children suffer and die” (2006). Child
abuse is one of the most damaging and harmful things an adult can do to a child because
it devastates the growth of a small, helpless individual on such a large scale it is nearly
impossible to have a fruitful and productive life without some sort of intervention and
salvation during the developmental years. We live in an era when our government
leaders have decided to overhaul education by a doctrine of accountability that is
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packaged with the nifty slogan, “No Child Left Behind.” However, the data that is
available to school administrators and politicians suggest that educational leaders and
well-intending politicians have omitted a rather significant subgroup that will
undoubtedly lead to the failure of any reformative movement because it leaves children
hidden in secrecy and behind labels.
Perhaps the first American study of the effects of child abuse and neglect is the most
telling. The H. M. Skeels study (1937) states:
The beneficial effect on intellectual growth of transferring neglected, abused, and
homeless infants from custodial placement in the sterile environment of a state
institution for mental defectives of similar age to the corresponding institution where,
administratively, they were the guests of the inmates, who lavished on them much care
and attention. The state administrative bureaucracy soon put a stop to this iconoclastic
guest program, thus inadvertently providing a contrast group of children, not
originally retarded mentally, who became retarded in the sterile environment of a
custodial institution for the irrevocably brain damaged and retarded. (as cited in
Money, 1982)
Thirty years later, a determined Skeels (1966) conducted a follow-up study on the
participants, then adults. He found that the infants who received the motherly fondling,
interaction and emotional stimulation were adopted at a much higher rate, succeeded in
school, held down responsible jobs and provided for their families. The others had done
poorly in special education classes for the learning disabled, in vocational programs, and
had difficulty securing regular employment. The did not establish family households
and, if they had children, did not support them. Their I.Q. scores were permanently
defective, while their counterparts had average I.Q. scores (as cited in Money, 1982).
Phillip was a learning-disabled student in a self-contained, E.C. program. The two
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adults who had the opportunity to interact with him regularly were his teacher, Mrs.
Cryer, and Mrs. Morgan, a sixty-year-old teacher assistant. Between the two, they had
received absolutely no training in the recognition of the symptoms of child abuse,
although both had been in education for nearly 50 years. Nonetheless, it is possible that
children in the E.C. program are labeled as such because their abuse caused a deficiency
in learning abilities. Phillip’s lack of cognitive development, family structure, father’s
drug and drinking problem, and other negative stimuli made him one of the most
probable candidates for life-long child abuse. However, he went unnoticed through the
school system for over six years, with the exception of his constant behavior problems
and inability to learn basic educational functions, until he walked into my office. Since
teachers are not trained in recognizing abuse, but educators have become experts in the
administration of labels-something that comes with extensive training, it probably took a
formerly-abused, grown child to spot one.
American social and developmental psychologist Wayne Dennis (1973) conducted a
study unrelated to that of Skeels but complimentary in findings. His subjects were
Lebanese children who were suddenly made available for adoption after a 1956 law
change. The older group, which had been wards of the institution all of their lives and
had been exposed to harsh discipline, neglect, and abuse, had an average I.Q. score of 50,
while the younger children who were adopted by age two averaged a score of 100. His
study concluded that a child living in abusive and neglectful conditions loses up to six
months of intellectual development every year (Dennis, 1973). This suggests that abuse
and emotional neglect alone cause the child to cognitively develop at a much slower rate
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than that of other children. If this included educational neglect and the failure to provide
basic needs like food, shelter, and hygiene, one could hypothesize that the rate of
development might exceed 50 percent of their well-adjusted peers. Over the period of
several years, the difference is astounding, which explains the likelihood that these
children would be placed in E.C. classes. Skeels’ study basically addresses the problem
of neglect that begins early in childhood without involving abuse, and, while Dennis
takes a look at neglect and abuse, his findings exclude social, emotional, and physical
development. Due to laws protecting the rights and confidentiality of subjects in studies
of this nature, and because parental consent is required, it is difficult to find
contemporary studies that link abuse and cognitive development. However, in more
recent studies that perhaps were spawned from these pioneering efforts, there are clear
links between neglect/abuse and later psychological, emotional, behavioral and social
disorders.
During the last twenty-five years much more has been learned about child abuse than
ever before. Aside from physical impairments and injuries caused by abuse and neglect,
the emotional and cognitive prices are steeper than one ever imagined. According to the
American Academy of Child Adolescent Psychiatry, it was learned that children who
experience extreme or chronic stressors suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), the same affliction associated with Vietnam veterans (Cohen, 1998). Symptoms
can last for years if left untended. To make matters worse, there is very limited support
for specific treatments. According to the Journal of the American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, the process used for treating adults, cognitive behavior treatment
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(CBT), is considered to be the best available treatment for children (Hamblen, 1998).
The process involves discussing the trauma and restoring a healthy perspective of the
child’s environment.
New research since the early 1980s has determined that child abuse and neglect during
infancy and early childhood actually hinder brain development, which supports the
findings of Dennis and Skeels. “It is now clear that what a child experiences in the first
few years of his life largely determines how his brain will develop and how he will
interact with the world throughout his life” (Shore, 1997, p. 40). The stress that humans
experience is the body’s way to survive environmental pressures and threats. Much has
been researched about the effects of stress in adults, but the levels of stress that occur in
children who are exposed to prolonged and chronic abuse and neglect is more
problematic. Basically, the child stays in survival mode and many parts of his brain are
not developed. According to Dr. Bruce D. Perry, creator of ChildTrauma.org., the
following situation occurs:
Chronic stress or repeated traumas can result in a number of biological reactions.
Neurochemical systems are affected which can cause a cascade of changes in
attention, impulse control, sleep, and fine motor control….Chronic activation of
certain parts of the brain involved in the fear response …can “wear out” other parts of
the brain such as the hippocampus, which is involved in cognition and memory.
(2000)
Not only are memory and learning affected, there are other physical deficiencies
created when the brain stays on the defense mode. “Early experiences of trauma can also
interfere with the development of the subcortical and limbic systems which can result in
extreme anxiety, depression, and difficulty forming attachments to other people” (Shore,
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1997, p. 40). In essence, the stress associated with abuse is damaging both cognitively
and socially. While the brain’s defense mechanism may be necessary to survive in a
hostile world, experts agree that the long-term effects are difficult to reverse, creating a
child or adult who is reactive, secluded, depressed, and unpredictable. This is what
caused PTSD in soldiers who had year-long tours of duty. However, the adult brain is
fully developed, so the imbalance seems to be more social than developmental. With
children, the tour of duty is much longer, and the impact is arguably more devastating
and less treatable because it interferes with normal brain development.
PTSD is undoubtedly more frequently associated with the soldiers returning from the
Vietnam War than with young children, when over three million men saw active combat
over a 12-year period. Over the next 20 years, a full 30 percent developed PTSD (Perry,
1993). According to The Child Trauma Academy, “In 1995, nearly 3 million children
were exposed to traumatic abuse and neglect in the United States, a 42% increase from a
decade earlier” (Perry, B., Conrad, D., Dobson, C., Schick, S. & Runyan, D., 2004). The
report states that number is identical to the total number of Americans who served our
country in combat during Vietnam, and suggests that it is a conservative assumption to
estimate that the trauma children experience is similar. Of those soldiers, nearly one third
developed PTSD. If the trend continues, it is possible that as many as 12 million children
annually will develop cognitive and psychological problems (such as PTSD) related to
traumatic abuse and neglect. (Perry, 1994). It remains to be determined exactly how
much more dramatic and damaging traumatic stress must be on children exposed to
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chronic violence or abuse during their most vulnerable years, during the time they are
developing socially, cognitively, physically, and emotionally.
Young brains are much more susceptible to PTSD because they are developing and
defining their environments at a much more rapid pace than adults. According to the
PTSD Alliance, victims of childhood abuse who are at a tremendous risk for PTSD may
be difficult to detect because symptoms might not occur immediately after the trauma
(2006). There is a vast array of characteristics that might be otherwise difficult to
diagnose. Children often experience sleep disorders, separation anxiety, stomach pain,
headaches, or even asthma-like symptoms (2006). According to Perry (1993), the
debilitating symptoms of PTSD falls in one of the following three categories:
(1) recurring intrusive recollection of the traumatic event such as dreams, ‘flashbacks’
and intrusive thoughts, (2) persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma
or numbing of general responsiveness, and (3) persistent symptoms of increased
arousal characterized by hypervigilance, increased startle response, sleep difficulties,
irritability, anxiety, and physiological hyperreactivity, reflective of a ‘hyper-reactive’
autonomic nervous system. (p. 4)
In an attempt to generalize a rather complex analysis and description of the brain’s
component areas and their primary functions, it is essential for the various regions to be
joined by a series of synaptic connections. A fully integrated brain requires connections
between the hemispheres by the corpus callosum. Psychologist Arthur Becker-Weidman
(2006) of the Center for Family Development states:
Abused and neglected children have smaller corpus collosum than non-abused
children. Abused and neglected children have poorly integrated cerebral hemispheres.
This poor integration of hemispheres is and underdevelopment of the orbitofrontal
cortex is the basis for such symptoms as difficulty regulating emotion, lack of cause-
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effect thinking, inability to accurately recognize emotions in others, inability of the
child to articulate the child’s own emotions, and incoherent sense of self and
autobiographical history, and a lack of conscious. (p. 1)
Because the brains of abused children are not as well integrated as those of non-
abused children, abused children have difficulties emotional regulation, cognition or
processing, and social development (Neuberger, 1997). In fact, brains of maltreated
children can be 20 to 30 percent smaller than those of non-maltreated children
(Lowenthal, 1999). It is interesting that the orbitofrontal cortex, which houses
conscience development and the capacity for empathy, is also sensitive to face
recognition and eye contact. Perhaps an inability in one of these areas, as was the case
with Phillip’s prolonged blank gazes at my rather uneventful stapler to avoid my piercing
stare, was a clue that could have led me to more of an understanding that the abuse had
been over a longer period of time than I imagined. That would have been useful if having
to determine if Maw Maw, who recently joined the Gregg clan, or Dad was responsible
for the abuse.
According to Wayne Kritsberg (1985), a therapist who specializes in dealing with
adults who were abused children, the functional family is very different from the
dysfunctional (abusive or neglecting) family. In The Adult Children of Alcoholics
Syndrome, resiliency is the child’s ability to overcome trauma or a setback, which is
referred to as “shock.” When the dysfunctional family does not assist in the rebound and
resolution stages that follow shock, then the child goes into a shutdown mode. “He is
unable to talk about his emotions to anyone in the family.…The child has no one to turn
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to, and no one who is safe enough for him to express those feelings that are bottled up
inside” (Kritsberg, 1985, p. 56).
As an adult, I have developed amnesia about the events of my childhood, which is a
coping technique that I unknowingly utilized to help establish resiliency. As a child,
however, I had stomach problems that caused nausea and occasionally would actually
vomit anticipating an abusive situation, even if I was not the target. Research reveals that
different age groups respond differently to stressors that trigger PTSD (PTSD Alliance,
2006; Hamblen, 1998). When the stomach-aches faded away just before puberty, I
developed intense migraine headaches that would prohibit any exposure to light or
physical movement for at least twenty-four hours. My parents had taken me to the
hospital for X-rays and a brain scan to grasp the reason for this sudden outbreak; the
doctor explained that there seemed to be a “slight abnormality” in my brain, one that I
could overcome as I continued to develop. It was dismissed by my parents as something
minor, and I had to endure jokes about it for a good while. It is interesting to note that
when I left home for college, the migraines stopped within a few months. I continued to
get a few pre-migraine symptoms when stressed, like a partial loss of vision and nausea,
but the migraines themselves faded away.
Stress brought on by the memory of the abuse can occur for years after the traumatic
event or series of events. Time does not heal these wounds as with other injuries. Often,
childhood scars are carried deep into adulthood. A person cannot internalize the trauma
because it continues to haunt the victim until it is rejected by the mind at an emotional
cost. There is no way anyone can understand Starla and David without first
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comprehending the world in which they live. The fists they were throwing at the bus stop
and the insults they shouted were their way of releasing the stress associated with abuse.
When they described how Uncle Steve threatened them if they ever told anyone, how he
abused them under the guise of punishment so they would feel the shame and guilt of the
trauma, I understood how much courage it took to tell me. According to The Royal
College of Psychiatrists, children can be secretive about the abuse because they may have
been threatened or feel the abuse is their fault, like Starla and David (2004).
Unless there is physical evidence, it is difficult for an educator to detect abuse.
Teachers are not psychologists and so much of the abuse, including the physical, is
psychological. As early as third grade, teachers might be responsible for over 125
students each day. It would be detrimental in the establishment of rapport with the
parents and community if teachers are having every possible abusive family investigated.
They may also know or love the abuser and want to protect her or him. They might feel
that reporting the offense would break up the family, causing them to be separated from
other family members they love (The Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2004).
Abused and neglected children are difficult to identify because their behaviors vary
depending on the type and length of the abuse. “Children are often characterized by
developmental delays, fear of strangers, trouble socializing with peers, disruptive
behavior, and poor school performance” (Barnett, Manly, Cichetti, 1993, p. 2).
Adolescents turn their rage inward. Their behavior features delinquencies, eating
disorders, truancy, self-mutilation, and suicide. Alert and trained teachers who know the
subtle signs of the abused child can monitor interpersonal consequences in classrooms.
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Abused children are insecure with their parents or caregivers, have few close friends,
have difficulty trusting others, and display a fear of intimacy. (Barnett et al., 1993).
More difficult to detect is an abused child’s self-perception. They usually suffer from
extremely low self-esteem to such a degree that it often coincides with severe depression.
All abuse is emotional, which makes it difficult to detect at times because children have
difficulty expressing themselves, especially under extremely stressful circumstances.
Psychological maltreatment consists of the following:
(1) discipline and control techniques which are based on fear and intimidation, (2) low
quantity of human interaction in which (caregivers) communicate a lack of interest,
caring and affection, (3) limited opportunities for (children) to develop adequate skills
or feelings of self-worth, (4) encouragement to be dependent and subservient…and (5)
denial of opportunities for healthy risk-taking. (as cited in Hyman, 1996, p. 26)
Not only are these characteristics applicable to abusive parents, they are also applicable
to teachers who demand obedience, disseminate knowledge, and disregard the importance
of the student-teacher relationship.
These consequences obviously take their toll on the child whose goals are not to
succeed but to survive in a world where normal is a foreign concept. Parents are not a
source of stability but the reason for a child’s inability to trust others and love himself.
Friends are often threats to the intimate secrets that haunt the abused and neglected child.
There are no human vessels for sharing, only judges and enemies. Considering the chaos
that characterizes life at home, there is no haven where the child feels safe from the
world. Nor is there a mindset where the child feels safe to experience the world, unless
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the child finds the strength to trust a potential enemy and confide in an adult. For many,
school is the last resort.
Dropping the Ball
According to data accumulated by the National Foundation for Abused and
Neglected Children (1997) collected from forty-four responding states, 80 percent of the
perpetrators of child maltreatment were parents and ten percent were relatives. This
suggests that the only way protective agencies might be alerted to the abuse or neglect of
a child is by identifying marks of physical abuse or by the admission of the victim.
Considering that the child’s caretakers might be the only adults regularly in the company
of the child, educators have a tremendous responsibility, one that they are not prepared to
handle, according to the statistics. “Although the majority of the abused children in the
United States are of school age, school staffs are responsible for only about 15 percent of
cases reported each year” (Neshaminy School District, 2005). Take into account that
there is evidence to suggest that the number of abused children reported to CPS could be
lower than an estimated thirty percent of all cases of child abuse, then the significance of
educators in the battle against child abuse is alarmingly miniscule, especially after
considering that educators are with students for about 1,200 hours per year.
Because child abuse by its nature is allusive, statistics that estimate how widespread
the problem is have become varied. The truth is that child abuse is a hidden problem that
we cannot easily measure. However, even if these minimal percentages are exclusively
examined, the range still covers too high a percentage of children to ignore. They also
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reveal some rather disturbing trends that are directly associated with poverty and parental
support. This by no means suggests that any race, socio-economic status, or family
framework is immune.
In a more recent study than the previously referenced, Nancy Rayome (1993) of
Cornell University determined that although poverty, socioeconomic background, and
family structure are distinguishing variables, child abuse is constantly and consistently
linked to academic failure. She concluded that “maltreatment is an additional factor over
and above poverty that impacts on the academic skills of these children” (p. 17).
Nonetheless, the statistics are overwhelming. For example, in the congressionally-
mandated Third National Incidence Study on Child Abuse and Neglect (NIS-3), data that
reflects some interesting trends in the composition of the American family seem to
conflict with recent educational reform:
First, one must question the dedication to address the needs of children who live in
poverty. NIS-3 reveals that the number of abused and neglected children almost
doubled from 1986 to1993, when the total number of children seriously injured and
endangered quadrupled. Alarmingly, the report also concluded that children who live
in poverty are 22 times more likely to be abused or neglected, 56 times more likely to
be educationally neglected, 18 times more likely to be sexually molested, and 60 times
more likely to die from abusive injuries than children in families whose income
exceeds $30,000 per year. (Sedlak & Broadhurst, 1996)
The report added that children who live in single-parent homes have a 220 percent greater
risk of being educationally neglected than children with married parents living at home.
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Big Brother
These statistics were presented to Congress before the “No Child Left Behind”
(NCLB) program was being processed into law. NCLB implements four tactics for
successful reform: accountability (test scores, more or less), expanded local control,
expanded parental options, and utilization of research-based educational methods. (Child
Protection Leader, 2004). With information from NIC-3 in hand, it would seem that
things might also be done to target the life-long problems surrounding child abuse and
recognize the detrimental impact it is certain to have on NCLB.
It is logical to implement programs to help educators recognize and address the issues
surrounding this epidemic that threatens our children, loads E.C. classes, creates
unemployment, fills prisons, and is passed from generation to generation like a sacred
family heirloom. But there was more legislation in the early stages of the George W.
Bush administration that sent a different signal to our desperate children. According to
Children’s Defense.org. (2002), the $1.6 trillion tax cut Bush proposed aided the wealthy,
the top one percent of the incomes in the nation, more than it assisted the bottom 20
percent. This budget cut the Child Abuse Discretionary Fund nearly 46 percent, from
$33 million to under $18 million. The proposal also froze or cut other discretionary
funds for children in 14 areas, totaling a $3.1 billion reduction (Children’s Defense.org,
2002). The tax breaks that provided for the top one percent in America were put into
perspective by providing the following list of interventions that the United States could
do with the money it cost to provide the tax cut:
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1) Provide health insurance for every uninsured child in America (approximately 11
percent are uninsured), 2) Provide Head Start preschool and quality child care for
every eligible child in need, 3) Provide housing vouchers for the parents of the 3.6
million children whose parents pay more than half of their income on rent or live in
subsidized housing, 4) Provide services to protect millions of abused and neglected
children. (Children’s Defense.org, 2002)
School employees are instructed to report all suspected cases of child abuse to CPS. This
is not always a practical option, which is why Phillip knew that his problems would only
get “worser” if I helped. In a letter featured on the National Association of Social
Worker’s web site, the problem of under funding was addressed:
The nation's child welfare system has long been stretched beyond capacity to handle
the full scope of child maltreatment. While report after report has been issued about a
system sorely in need of resources, funds for CAPTA programs have been nearly
frozen for a decade. Far too little attention is directed at preventing harm to children
from happening in the first place or providing the appropriate services and treatment
needed by families and children victimized by abuse or neglect… Nationally, average
caseloads for child welfare workers are double the recommended caseload…Billions
of dollars are spent every year on foster care - too often the only option for families in
crisis. Very little money is spent on the front-end, prevention programs. If we could
invest in proven prevention programs and strategies designed at the local level to meet
individual family and community needs, we could reduce the expenditure for costly
back-end crisis services. (Miller & Greenwood, 2004)
A combination of high case loads, worker turnover, and low salaries critically impedes
the delivery of services at the expense of our children. According to the Child Welfare
League of America in North Carolina, the minimum salary for a caseworker responsible
for investigating reports was $15,000 per year in 2000 (National Data Analysis System,
2001). That same year, the annual turnover in the state was nearly 16 percent (Drais-
Parillo, 2002). According to North Carolina CPS’s data from 2001-02, only 52 percent
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of the reported cases were ever investigated. Scotland County’s CPS department
investigated only seven percent of all reported cases. Six other counties investigated
fewer than 20 percent (2002). Once the child slips through the school and CPS’s porous
screen, there is little anyone can do until the action is initiated by the victim. For some,
the next step is incarceration, as was the case with my brother, uncles, and countless
others.
Dirty Socks
As an administrator I am witness to an unseen population of students falling victim
to the various forms of abuse and neglect. There is no established method for teachers to
recognize the symptoms of child abuse, with the exception of reporting the obvious
exposed bruises. And there is no technique that is being taught to help the abused regain
their balance and focus to overcome this adversity. Teachers need the power to hear their
cries and the ability to feed their malnourished minds. Suspensions, inadequate federal
programs, standardized testing, and various forms of competition create a current in the
school that sweeps the abused children back into their corners. There are millions of
Phillips out there, like tiny birds in a robin’s nest, their wings have been healing when
they should have been developing. They cannot support themselves when the others are
nudged from the tree tops to flutter to nearby perches. Instead, they spiral downward, out
of control, and crash into the hardness and cruelty of the earth below. And we watch and
shrug our shoulders, walking away, mumbling something that sounds a lot like, “No child
left behind.”
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The fact that most school districts give more staff development to help empower
teachers with “test-taking techniques” than they do in recognizing and reporting child
abuse is absurd. How can schools allow this to occur without acknowledging that such a
high percentage of children come to them each day, broken, hungry, beaten, and
ridiculed? It seems that the adults are so preoccupied with their mission statements they
forget to properly prepare their passengers. Educators must be concerned with the
legalities surrounding the reporting of child abuse. In most cases teachers are informed
that they have a legal obligation to report such incidents, but educators should feel a
moral obligation to get involved. Child abuse is the 800-pound gorilla in the room
nobody in education acknowledges. By perusing school board policies and teacher
manuals, there is little mention of this tremendous threat to children and what teachers
should look for or how they should respond, but there are detailed descriptions of what
constitutes an illegal bandana or sagging pants. They go to great lengths to describe
inappropriate body piercing, but when I asked a local board member what precautions are
in place to assist and protect teachers in abuse assessment and reporting, he ended the
conversation; frankly, he had no idea. The bottom line: educational leaders consider it
somebody else’s job, leaving it to CPS and law enforcement officials as often as possible.
It is the hot potato of educational politics. A problem nobody feels should fall on his or
her respective plate. CPS is not funded to handle the fraction of the problems that get
reported. Federal and state governments are not prepared to treat this epidemic, so if
they ignore the problem long enough, the cries of the children will be drowned out by the
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din of voices from countless others in need of services. With no body of adult advocates
(parents and educators), the child can not get the attention of those who can help.
Essentially, every other aspect of a child’s well being is addressed. 504 plans are
designed to give children an equal footing when disabilities threaten learning. Hearing
and vision are tested and nurses administer necessary vaccines and monitor shot records.
Emergency procedures are in place that outline steps to protect children from intruders,
fires, and threatening weather. Dogs sniff school lockers to keep drugs out of our
children’s hands, while resource officers frisk suspects for knives and guns. Principals
and school nurses rush emergencies to hospitals and provide insurance and expensive
protective equipment for student athletes. Translators are hired for children who speak
other languages. Initiatives to improve relations with parents and communities seem to
ignore the issue of abuse. If communications are in tact that announce bad weather or
athletic contests, why is the same system not in place for reporting domestic violence
perpetrated against our children? Yet somehow, something that kills a large number of
children annually, something that causes various forms of mental retardation, destroys
any hope of a normal adulthood, wrecks lives, sabotages marriages, and populates our
prisons, is not the responsibility of public education. Public education is the one
institution that can protect, nurture, and mend child abuse, but its power is wasted in a
bureaucratic slumber. In fact, some school systems today still endorse the use of corporal
punishment, which illustrates how blind we are to this tragic problem.
According to an article in Education Digest that questions why school health officials
remain largely silent on child abuse and neglect, there are no valid reasons why we have
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excluded child abuse and neglect from our curricula (Sechrist, 2000). It added that a
review by the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences indicated
that “85% of child abuse and neglect deaths have been ‘systematically misidentified’”
(Sechrist, 2000, p. 45). In other words, there is no urgency because the problem is being
buried by the government services that, as mentioned, are under-funded and overworked.
Deaths listed as homicides with no indication that the murder was a caretaker, abuse and
neglect fatalities categorized as accidents, and treating “Sudden Infant Death Syndrome”
as natural or undetermined causes have reduced the blow by watering down data. A
report from the U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect says, “The misery
caused by near-fatal abuse and neglect ripples through this country, each year leaving
18,000 permanently disabled children… tens of thousands of victims overwhelmed by
lifelong psychological trauma…who, as adults, continue to bear the psychological scars”
(as cited in Sechrist, 2000, p. 45).
The signal we send to the public is characteristic of a dysfunctional society.
Eventually all states will have a lottery to fund education or to offset the need to increase
educational funding from existing budgets in the future. We funnel millions of dollars
each year into competitive elitist school programs, but we neglect the abused and
neglected. Can we justify gambling for the sake of the kids without properly funding
interventions that could save them? Can we explain how we are a sophisticated culture,
when schools endorse spanking children who, quite possibly, are disobedient because
they were whipped before arriving at school every day? Is there evidence that the public
money spent on elitist activities such as athletics and honor societies, programs that cut or
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exclude children, is exponentially higher than the funds, if any, designated to educate our
teachers and school nurses to help put a stop to child abuse and neglect? Can we
continue to pawn the problem off on federal and state agencies, like those in Scotland
County, that investigated a whopping seven percent of reported abuse and neglect cases?
Is there any way of knowing how widespread the problem actually is when most cases
are rejected or misidentified?
Recently a father came to see me because his son, a Latino who is one of the most
humble, polite, and adorable kids in the sixth grade, was having trouble catching the bus.
He explained that Alex had trouble reporting his problem to me because he functions on
the level of a six-year-old. The discussion led to allegations that Alex had money taken
from him on the bus, but neither he nor Alex could provide names or details. The father
suddenly became angry by my reaction or lack of one, and stood and leaned on my desk.
“If you don’t find out who took that $5.00 from Alex, I will. When I find out, they will
wish you had gotten to them first.”
“Mr. Torres, you will not be investigating, confronting, or threatening any student in
this school. I was willing to look into this, but right now it seems you are the biggest
concern I need to deal with. Unless you want to get arrested, I suggest that you change
your approach.”
“You don’t scare me. I have been in prison before and I would go again in a minute
for my son!”
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“Would you go back to prison over five bucks?” I should have just asked him to leave
and saved the sarcasm for another day, but I am not good at that. Whatever disorder Mr.
Torres has, I probably have as well, which made our conversation pointless.
He became very angry. His arms flinched, which drew my attention to the homemade
tattoos on his hands. The row of indistinguishable blue letters across his knuckles
surprised me a little. Every time I had seen that in the past, it had been the marking of a
gang member. It was my guess that he wanted me to see them to intimidate me, but I am
not from his world, so they did not. Besides, tattoos are only symbolic of gangs. I didn’t
see his gang in the office, and I have never feared ink or skin. I did fear for Alex,
however. Before I enraged him any further with my stinging sarcasm and ever so
pungent wit, I stood and asked him to leave. He obliged, but not without the stare that
was intended to scared me, but I was too busy to give it a lot of thought.
I notified every adult in the building that I was concerned for Alex’s safety. I asked
his teacher to look for specific signs and report them to me if she found any. On the
following Monday after his father’s visit, that same teacher received a phone call from a
local elementary school, where Alex’s step brother and sister attend. They had noticed
some unmistakable belt marks inside the arm of Alex’s sister, and wanted to alert other
schools that also may have a child in danger. I admired the school for their proactive and
philanthropic approach to the issue. Mrs. Freehand had him waiting outside my office
door by the time I knew about the problem. Alex also had visible bruises. A brief
conversation with him revealed the horror of his weekend. His slurred speech, hunger for
positive attention, stunted cognitive development, difficulty processing questions, and
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formulating responses suggested to me that his abuse had been going on a long time,
perhaps since shortly after birth.
He had bruises from various beatings. The bluish marks on his legs were faded and,
according to Alex’s best estimation, about a week old. He pulled down his pants
(without being asked to) and showed more marks that were more recent. They had a
purple quality and more distinct lines that revealed the width of the belt. He then told me
a story that occurred the day before. Alex’s step mother asked him to go outside and take
off his dirty socks. He didn’t do it, later explaining that he was watching television and
didn’t hear her. His father flew in from the other room because the step mother had to
tell him again. With his tattooed fists, he punched Alex, “four or five or three times” in
the side of his cranium while he sat defenseless in the chair. When he didn’t get up
because his father and his wife were yelling at him while he was crying, Dad lifted the
chair into the air and dumped Alex onto the floor, where he kicked him. Since we had
heard enough, Mrs. Freehand and I called CPS and reported the abuse.
That Wednesday Alex told his teacher that “the government” was at his house. I was
relieved, but then he refused to answer my casual questions, telling Mrs. Freehand and
me that his father told him he is never to talk to us about him again. CPS sent a form
letter to follow up on my report, which basically stated that Alex’s dad was being
investigated for neglect and that they would be in contact if I would be needed any
further.
Neglect? How can corroborating testimony from three children, visible bruises, and
statements from professional educators as secondary witnesses to child abuse lead to
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neglect? I need no more proof of CPS’s inconsistency than I have experienced as an
educator. Most investigations, including Alex’s, serve only to increase the temperature in
the home. Parents who abuse children are very familiar with CPS and don’t seem to fear
their periodic investigations. These parents seem to know the game and how to bend the
rules. I suppose that we should feel fortunate that Alex’s father was investigated when
forty-eight percent of the state’s reported cases are not. In fact, we identified the problem
for them with documentation and witnesses. Admitting that there might be something I
have overlooked or don’t understand about the process, but it seems to me that we gave
them proof of physical abuse and they still missed it.
It was frustrating to have been physically and verbally abused as a child, even more
frustrating when I consider the actuality that my childhood was abnormal and at the core
of nearly every adult problem I have, but nothing compares to the emptiness I felt when
the only bullet I had in my chamber to protect this child was a blank. Mrs. Freehand
became upset, fearing that our perceived incompetence of the CPS officer would only
make Alex’s father more brash and arrogant. She was correct.
Until things change, educators are very limited in their abilities to figuratively go into
the home with the available resources to save children. They can, however, help children
that they strongly suspect are abused and give them an antidote to the poison they get at
home. Administrators can invite abusing parents to roundtable discussions about topics
that indirectly address the problem and offer solutions. Notes home that detail when
faculty training on recognizing child abuse would be held, describing the forms of abuse
that threaten children. Explaining that we will be teaching the children what constitutes
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child abuse and how they need to go about reporting incidents. If they fear that their
secret is out or might soon be exposed, it could change things, but by no means make
enough of a difference. The job of the educator is to protect and educate the child. We
also need to give him or her the security, confidence, and equal opportunity to succeed.
The most important thing we can do is to provide an environment where everybody is
nurtured and loved. According to Ron Edmonds, “A school can create a coherent
environment so potent that for at least six hours a day it can override almost everything
else in the lives of children” (School Violence Prevention, 2006). But somehow, the
modern school has lost its way. Schools are now microcosms of the industrialized,
competitive, “dog-eat-dog” world, where children are systematically measured against
one another and labeled by adults. We create winners and losers, passers and failures,
and leaders and followers. Some are praised and promoted in life, and others are rejected
with all the warmth that Charles Darwin’s mother must have shown him.
Caged Birds
About a third of all women in American prisons reported abuses as children, which is
nearly three times the entire female population’s estimated 12 to 17 percent. About 14
percent of the male inmates reported abuse as children, with the estimates of the normal
population ranging from five to eight percent (Childhelp, 2005). Aside from the fact that
these statistics indicate that child abuse (note that these statistics do not include neglect)
is eventually contributing to the prison population, it is noteworthy to take into account
the percentages of the general population who reported being abused. Combining these
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percentages suggests that the abused population of American citizens falls somewhere
between eight and nearly 13 percent of the general population.
In a recent study in Alaskan prisons involving long-term inmates, the figures are even
higher. A shocking 80 percent of the inmates surveyed described some form of physical
abuse in their childhoods, while over 70 percent experienced some type of sexual abuse
(Alaska Justice Forum, 1998). According to The Alaska Justice Statistical Analysis
Center, 100 percent (52 of 52) of the long-term inmates surveyed who were convicted of
at least three juvenile crimes, suffered from child abuse and neglect (Alaska Justice
Forum, 1998). The study was conducted to examine a cycle of violence to see if and how
abuse correlates with harmful aggression. These staggering statistics suggest that it
might be more cost effective to increase spending in the area of child abuse instead of
cutting funding for children’s discretionary funds. When you consider that the state of
Florida, for example, spends around $25,000 per year on each inmate in its prisons (Child
Welfare League, 2004), one might decide that it could also be prudent at this juncture to
address the issues that seem to harbor a high percentage of child abuse that is, essentially,
the result of poverty’s frustration.
Of course, this is not to suggest that all abused children are poor and end up on death
row. Miraculously, many survive the ordeal without major, noticeable setbacks. In fact,
there are many success stories. There are stories of people who extricate themselves
from these horrible circumstances to assume positions of great power and responsibility.
Alice Miller (1990), in her book entitled For Your Own Good, describes the abuse of a
young Austrian boy who rose to an adulthood of fame and great accomplishments. The
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boy had a father who, as a youth, was beaten with a whip by his stepfather, who, in turn,
beat the young boy to the point where he recalled his sisters eagerly trying to pull his
enraged father off him. The boy remembered “growing up with his parent and four
siblings in two basement rooms, watching his father beat his mother and seeing ‘things
that can fill even an adult with nothing but horror’” (as cited in Steinem, 1992, p. 75). At
the age of 11, he was nearly beaten to death for trying to run away. His older brother, 14,
was more successful in this regard, leaving home never to see his father again. “Later,
the only thing he would remember with pride from that childhood was being able to
deaden himself so thoroughly that he could take thirty two whip-lashes from his father
without making a sound” (as cited in Steinem, 1992, p. 75). I realized that he had
discovered a secret that I too had learned; we both seemed to have formed mental,
protective bowers where we were immune to pain. And like me, he would survive his
childhood abuse and reach far beyond his own or anyone else’s expectations. I would
become an educational leader who graduated with high school and college diplomas.
That Austrian boy would learn to adapt. He would move to Germany, determined to
avenge the horrors of his childhood, arguably achieving more power and reputation than
any other man in the modern world. And like me, Adolph Hitler never went to prison.
One never knows how beneficial it is to society to save a child from abuse, or how costly
an abused child can become.
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CHAPTER III
COMPETITION’S UGLY UNDERBELLY
In academe, I see competition and, still, white man elitism.
-Maxine Greene, A Light in Dark Times
Orange Paper
Last May I decided to attend my son’s fifth grade awards ceremony, located in the
media center at his new, state-of-the-art school. The parents filed into the observation
location where unfolded, metal chairs were carefully aligned to define the designated
viewing area. The guests seemed confused and ignorant, like they had stepped out of
time capsules into a fictional and distant future. I tuned in on individuals in the crowd
who seemed peculiarly out of place. Some rambled on without purpose or point, like the
elderly man offering epistles to everyone within an earshot, droning about the differences
between this particular media center and the libraries of the mid-twentieth century. It
seems whenever people congregate, there is always one who finds it necessary to talk to
someone sitting right beside him very loudly, obviously intending for everyone around to
hear. The rather undistinguished grandfather commented, “When I wuz in school we
didn’t even know what no computer wuz. They won’t no carpeted library and all da’
books could fit on two a dem shelves.” I waited for him to add, “And I turn’t out just
fine,” but he stopped short of that, as if it was widely understood. The media center was
impressive, having obviously absorbed much of the funding that went into the $30
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million facility that opened two years earlier. Since I was employed as an assistant
principal who worked in a middle school across the county that was also new, I could
only imagine how such a room might amaze those in the crowd, aliens to modern
education, some of whom last graced the halls of public schools when gas was a quarter.
Their eyes pressed against every corner of the center, scanning it with a sense of
unnecessary urgency, as they shared their exaggerated and nostalgic experiences. So
there we sat, shoulder to shoulder with displaced strangers in this modern edifice, waiting
for our little elementary school descendents to march in like robotic toy soldiers to have
us praise, honor, and decorate them for rather routine and ordinary accomplishments.
My son Taylor has always been an excellent student, so, I must admit, I was
inherently hoping he’d walk away with an armful of trophies, certificates, and ribbons. I
imagined the moment when he approached the crowd at the end of the ceremony to hand
me part of his load as we were leaving because his tender arms could not bear the burden
of so many tokens of lofty adoration, justly signifying his academic supremacy and
exemplary citizenship. Every one of those bumbling time-travelers would know that the
little boy beneath the mound of accolades was my son. I would hear them whisper
jealously to each other and congratulate Taylor with their smug, counterfeit clichés,
unsuccessfully restraining their true envy. Then I would boisterously ask him about his
purple belt in karate in a vain attempt to let everyone know that his excellence exceeds
the arena of academia, that this humble prodigy can also break boards. Perhaps I might
have found a transition to remind them that he led his basketball squad in scoring and
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rebounding, easily making him the most valuable player on his team, and perhaps, the
entire league.
However, my embellished vision of that day was not to be. Taylor received his
awards, but there were other children who earned more. I was a little jealous and,
perhaps, somewhat angry. I thought, “Why didn’t Taylor try out for the media club? If I
had known that he could have been recognized for excellence in reading and received a
signed certificate from the governor for finishing ten books from a certain collection of
classic literature, he would have read those instead of the silly Harry Potter novels he
loves so much.” I then blamed the school because they did not give me this information
at the beginning of the year, they gave it to the students. All the while I had to hear the
same name called out repeatedly, “Angelica Whitley,” who must have had an awards
checklist that she worked on all year, like a boy scout going for his eagle badge. It
became so embarrassingly repetitive, the other students would tiredly and simultaneously
chant her name before the presenter could, robbing that particular recognition of its
climax. “Angelica Whitley,” they would painfully moan, subconsciously knowing that
her presence in the school eliminated their chances of ever earning the most prestigious
acknowledgements, limiting most of them to the white and yellow “Field Day
Participant” ribbons, or the paper dish that a self-proclaimed calligraphy artist carefully
inscribed with a Sharpie, “Clean Plate Club Member,” which is the cafeteria’s highest
distinction and by no means a shallow accomplishment.
My attention became fixed on a child I recognized from our front yard at home, a tall
Italian boy who had recently moved into our neighborhood from Pennsylvania. Two
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families lived together in the house just down the street, three boys about the ages of
Garrett and Taylor, my two sons (who were 8 and 11 at the time, respectively) and a
teenage, delinquent girl who had recently been released from a juvenile correction facility
and was showing no signs of finding that new leaf she was supposed to flip. Eventually,
we learned that their house was nothing more than a Southern hideout, protecting them
all from an abusive existence they thought they could leave 500 miles behind. The adults
in the home were cousins, each nobly salvaging her family by ripping them from the
clutches of an abusive husband and father, settling into the ranch house at the end of my
preferably quiet cul-de-sac. These three boys had issues of various sorts, and I was very
cautious about my children spending unsupervised time with them. I would reluctantly
allow moderate interaction, simply because there is such a large population of retired
people living nearby who, much to Garrett and Taylor’s chagrin, have lost their zeal for
stick ball and make-believe sword fighting. However, My wife Cindy and I always had
the new boys come to our home where they could be monitored; we never allowed our
children to go to their house. Some may think that she and I were being snobs, or at the
very least overly protective, but I refuse to take unnecessary chances with my children,
regardless of public perception. At any rate, as I became more familiar with them, I
sensed the disturbance behind their eyes that I knew too well, and I was not going to
deliberately put my two boys in harm’s way for the sake of neighborhood harmony.
They seemed normal to me on most occasions, but there were times when the make-
believe sword duels became real, or the stick ball released a fiery fiend, as if the distant
enchanter from Pennsylvania had reassumed his mind control. My children were not to
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become indirect victims of his abuse, so we discouraged future encounters with the
Italian boys who romped and played in the paved circle at the end of the Ember Lane.
His name was Trey. He was older than the other children in his class by two years,
which became obvious when they marched in; he was at least a head taller than everyone
else, or they were a head shorter, depending on your perspective. His class rigidly sat on
the blue carpet in their predetermined rows, all rather obviously and recently threatened
about showing any sign of non-conformity to the guests from the outside world. His
thick, black, tangled hair was all I could see because he stared downward, drawing
imaginary doodles with his index finger into the fabric of the flooring. A trained
educator could tell that Trey’s particular seating location was not left to chance as were
those of other children, but it had been carefully selected, directly in front of a teacher
with a firm hand and a phony smile. It was also obvious that she was pressing the barrel
of a metaphoric pistol against his cerebellum, like a kidnapper does a hostage, daring him
to try any of his normally disruptive antics during the sacred event. Several times
throughout the proceedings she leaned forward and silently reminded him of her
ultimatums, hiding her mouth behind his head from the cluster of grinning parents and
relatives gathered across the room. I could tell that he was immune to her whispery
warnings. She couldn’t see his face, so she didn’t know that he was no threat to the
ceremonial ambiance that the insincere applause and construction-paper decorations
inspired. His mood was somber and withdrawn. Perhaps for the first time all year, the
teacher’s presence was not necessary, but that didn’t matter to the ever vigilant staff.
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They were at their assigned posts, expecting the unexpected, like the secret service before
a presidential visit, keeping a close eye on the thirteen-year-old sixth grader.
Throughout the ceremony, even when it was obvious that the speakers could not
possibly be describing Trey as they monotonously dropped hints about the identity of
each praiseworthy recipient, his countenance would sadden and he would slump when a
name other than his own was called. One after another, his frustration mounted. He
began subtly throwing his arms into the air in a silent protest, like a basketball player to a
referee for not calling an obvious foul. Finally I heard his name uttered amidst a long list
of others, and I found myself praying that whatever the award was for, it would be the
elixir he needed to endure the feelings of inadequacy I watched overcome him. However,
what appeared to be around 50 children were also called for the same award, such a large
population of the students in attendance that it made the gesture inconsequential; I
silently cursed the school for frivolously wasting so much expensive orange paper by
mass producing these generic certificates on the Xerox machine. They were lined up and
handed the certificates as they marched slowly by, like orphans with empty bowls
awaiting their watered-down potato soup in a Dickens novel. I can’t remember what the
award was for, something like “Outstanding Bus Rider,” but there was no justification,
individual praise, or amusing tidbit for Trey and his mother to hear, assuming she were
actually in attendance. The award-presenting teachers who were handing out carrot-
orange certificates continued quickly, rapidly working like army reserves tossing
government cheese to hungry hurricane victims. I watched his face as he anonymously
walked by the throng of parents with his generic award in hand. He was obviously not
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expecting a standing ovation for his citizenship during mass transit, and did not get one.
He plopped onto the floor at his assigned spot and continued his downward gaze, but at
least this time he could study an orange, summative symbol of his positive contributions
to the school. I had completely lost all interest in the teachers’ tedious babblings, as if
every day of the school year had been better than the one before it, so I watched Trey
carefully, vicariously experiencing his disappointment. The teacher behind him sensed it
as well, which prompted her to lean forward and whisper something into his ear. The
untrained eye might think it was a congratulatory offering, but I knew better. She was
repositioning herself, reminding my new neighbor that he was still her hostage for the
rest of the ceremony.
I heard the students moan, “Angelica Whitley” in unison a few more times, and
mercifully the festivities ended and the parents and students were quickly shown to their
respective exits. I heard Trey’s teacher scolding him on my way out when she thought it
safe to resume her verbosely authoritative dominance. I turned around and saw him
standing but hunched over, about 50 feet away, nose-to-nose with the school employee
whose only responsibility had been watching him. Students walked by the pair as if the
scene were as common as a water fountain or bulletin board. Her hand was on his
shoulder, angrily and unsuccessfully trying to dip her face into his sagging and defiant
gaze. I don’t know if she could tell that he was crying because his hair drooped into a
black veil, but his distant profile made it unmistakable. At first I didn’t understand the
reason he was confronted and nearly went over to tell the teacher to leave him alone
because his behavior had not at all been disruptive. A closer inspection revealed,
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however, that she was angry with him for his obvious lack of appreciation for his award.
There, in his left hand, I observed what seemed to be a piece of carrot-orange paper,
wadded into a shredded, mangled mess, dangling from clinched fingers.
Without Nets
Educational reform activist Alfie Kohn openly criticizes the widely-practiced quick
fix of dangling carrots to motivate students. He challenges the apple pie cornerstones of
the American fabric and in doing so, reveals the virus that stigmatizes many educational
reform movements. His teachings do not directly address the issues surrounding child
abuse so the significance of its parallel with the subject will not be made immediately,
but his points are paramount in exposing a cultural obsession that must be examined and
corrected before we even attempt to reach all students as magically mandated by federal
legislation. He states:
There is a time to admire the grace and persuasive power of an influential idea, and
there is a time to fear its hold over us. The time to worry is when the idea is so widely
shared that we no longer even question it, when it is so deeply rooted that it feels to us
like plain common sense. At the point when objections are not answered anymore
because they are no longer even raised, we are not in control: we do not have the idea;
it has us. (Kohn, 1999, p. 3)
To assume that politicians, so steeped in the rhetoric of their trade and the fallacious
concepts they associate with progress, could have anything to do with a successful
educational reform movement is ludicrous. Presidents and governors are perhaps the last
people in the nation who would be qualified to question competition’s impact on the
common man, more specifically, the abused child. They are survivors of a competitive
environment who must endorse this accepted American process because it gives them
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credibility and public authority; in fact, it made them who and what they are. The politics
of their party affiliation and budgetary concerns define what is needed and acceptable.
They feed on statistical manipulation and four-year, cyclical posturing instead of true,
bottom-up reform, which is the only way schools will collectively improve and why few,
if any, reform movements over the past several decades have succeeded (unless you
believe the governmental education advisors’ manipulated, one-sided statistics). Reform
will be difficult to accomplish until our politicians and local school boards become
willing to part with power and admit that their expertise is limited. They need to let the
professionals who have experience and educational backgrounds push the movement, but
politicians didn’t rise to their lofty perches by relinquishing power. Education in our
country is retarded by all who profess to know better than the professionals within the
walls of the schools. Their lack of understanding is why they need statistical data (as
provided by high-stakes testing) to justify their conjectures and issue self-credit for the
actions of those performing well on tests, despite bureaucratic distractions.
If the national and state politicians weren’t enough to thwart educational reform, we
give a tremendous amount of authority to local school boards. The only real policing of
ethical practices and sound decision making comes from the voters and the local media.
However, in rural counties there is no media, or a newspaper is not much more than a
glorified bulletin board, so the public is not informed about school board activities or able
to monitor ethics carefully. In essence, there is a weak system of accountability. Board
meetings can become a charade of rhetoric while the decisions that reveal their incapacity
for the job, or their lack of knowledge about its responsibilities, are hidden in “closed
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session” meetings or pinned behind the curtain of “personnel matters.” Factions form
within the board and values are compromised for supporting votes on unrelated issues. In
essence, the board is formed by many who ran unopposed or campaign success that fell to
the candidate who cluttered the county with the loudest signs. According to William T.
Harris, the U.S. Commissioner of Education in 1892, there are three common types of
school board members:
First, the businessmen chosen from the class of merchants, bankers, and
manufacturers, or professional men who have no personal ends to serve and no special
cause to plead….Second, there are the men representing the element of reform or
change…honest and well-meaning but…prone to…an unbalanced judgment….A third
class of men…is the self-seeking or selfish man. (as cited in Tyack, 1974, p. 140)
It has been my experience that this fits the description rather adequately in the twenty-
first century. Is this a governing body that might inadvertently bring elements of adult
society and the business models into its educational decision-making? To suggest that
there are many cooks stirring the broth is an understatement, each one seasoning the soup
to his liking without purposefully considering the fact that the meal being prepared is for
children.
The fact that competition has been instrumental in the United States’ rise to global
respectability is an understatement. One must also acknowledge that it has pulsed
through the veins of our capitalistic society since the industrial revolution over 100 years
ago. We evaluate one another by our occupations and, ultimately, the assumed salary
that such a position commands. The dollar has become the measuring stick of success
and failure in most circles. The awards I envisioned my son carrying home were
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significant to me because the underlying assumption is that they would one day translate
into prosperity. Since I too am the product of a system so steeped in competition that its
political leaders think it is a basis for motivation and reform, I enjoyed the vicarious and
fleeting moment of victory at the awards ceremony. I didn’t notice or care how the
public rise of my son from mediocrity to elitism at the expense of the 11-year-old
classmates would affect them, clutching their meaningless carrots with one hand and
embracing their humiliation with the other. If it had been brought to my attention, I
might have justified my selfishness with any of multitude of excuses, like “The world is
not fair, and we need ditch diggers as well as leaders.”
I take comfort in the fact that striving for material wealth and fame at the expense of
others has been a trap into which men have fallen for thousands of years. During a
conversation with Adeimantus around 400 B.C., Socrates discusses the value of having
businessmen and politically-ambitious individuals involved in the education of children:
(Adeimantus) A somewhat squalid fellow, who makes a profit from everything and
hoards it—the sort the majority admires. Isn’t this the man who resembles such a
constitution?
(Socrates) That’s my opinion, anyway. At any rate, money is valued above everything
by both the city and the man.
(Adeimantus) I don’t suppose that such a man pays any attention to education.
(Socrates) Not in my view, for, if he did, he wouldn’t have chosen a blind leader
(reference to Plutus, the god of wealth, who is blind) for his chorus and honored him
most. (Plato, 380 B.C. /1992 A.D., p.224)
It was my son’s awards ceremony that brought prophetic truths about competition into
focus for me. How readily I, an educator, accepted the dismantling of these other children
as a necessary ingredient in his educational development proved that the standards by
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which we measure and weigh adults had seeped into the developmental years of children.
Not only do we accept it, we celebrate it.
In relation to the abused child, what exactly is being celebrating when people support
and endorse the competitive curriculum in schools? Linking school competition and
child abuse, studies have determined that reports of child abuse double after report cards
are sent home (Romeo, 2000). Abused children’s grades often hold intensified
significance to the parents because they have low self esteem, which causes them to view
the child’s actions as psychological extensions of themselves. They interpret the child’s
poor performance with their own inadequacies and failures. “Thus, the poor report card
grades serve as a ‘trigger’ for the abusive parent’s violence toward the child” (Romeo,
2000, p. 438). In Florida, a father was sentenced to twenty-five years in prison for raping
his eight-year-old daughter for bringing home a bad report card. According to the Sun
Sentinel, he threatened to rape her 400 times if she came home with a single bad report
card. (as cited in Romeo, 2000, p. 438)
When I watched an educator chastise an abused child because he was not appreciative
of an insulting recognition, I realized that no politician or testing campaign will save the
children of abuse. They have not the footing to compete with my son or others whose
parents support them, empowering them to take chances without fear of failure. As
previously documented, their brains are operating in an entirely different mode than those
of other children. I considered the other papers Tony must get throughout the year from
teachers, such as poor report cards, discipline referrals, notes to his mother, and failing
graded assignments. He has little positive support at home because they are all stuck in
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survival mode, and the communication and feedback he gets from school slams his self-
esteem again and again. Without consistent, positive parental guidance, the child will
stay in his comfort zone and not take the structured risks others take. He has not the
support to rebound from shock. But we measure them as if all our children develop on an
equal plane. Is Trey going to take the chances that lead to learning and success that my
son Taylor takes? Does anyone really believe that teachers have the same expectations
and offer Tony the same opportunities as the others? These are rhetorical questions, and
so is the next one, which strikes at the heart of the issue: Are teachers able to recognize
the source of Trey’s burdens and do they know how to help him overcome them?
A few years after their infancy, children are unwillingly placed upon the competitive
high wire and forced to conform to this adult idealism; some children waltz out onto the
wire with nets below and others drearily and shakily tread forth knowing the only thing
beneath them is the sting of the pavement. In some ways they are aware that the parents
(of the children with nets) want them to fall in order to glorify their own. The stands
below are full of these blindly-accepting adults, who are in attendance solely to reap the
fruits of victory. These intelligent, well-intending adults have been conditioned by
surviving the same competitive screening and do not feel guilt, shame, or even sincere
compassion for the losers. We do not question this circus because it has a hundred-year
history, we simply applaud the triumphs and temporarily pity the failures with insincere
pats on the back as we guide them away. But everybody loves the winners, who are
shouldered out of the arena while the losers tend to their bruises alone, fading into a
world of darkness, pain, and anonymity until they are heard from no more.
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This is not to suggest that winning is without consequence. In fact, it simply increases
expectations and places the child in more competitive arenas. The issue of motivation is
one that will be explored in more detail, however, it is significant to note that parental
pressures can be much more severe regarding children whom others may envy. Pressure
to maintain lofty standards can also be concentrated. In Winnetka, Illinois’ New Trier
High School, one of the nations top performing schools, the competitive atmosphere is
so intense that “hyperambitious students carry calculators to compute their up-to-the-
minute GPAs” (Hansen, 1999, p. 36). Social scientist Chris Argyris has studied why
smart people have difficulty learning in the work settings. He concludes that they have
so much invested in their cognitive development in proving what they know and hiding
weaknesses, that learning becomes secondary to appearance and image (as cited in Senge,
2000). He quotes Deming who began a meeting with state school department heads by
saying, “We’ve been sold down the river by competition” (as cited in Senge, 2000, p. 49).
Victories, or the unquenchable thirst for them, guide the student, who is nothing more
than a participant in a pyramiding eternity of competitive levels, with no genuine
satisfaction until there are none left to beat. So there are more losers than winners, and
the losses hurt us more than we benefit from the triumphs.
The Sacred Cow
America is a society so deeply rooted in competition that people rarely ever question
its effects on child development. Competition is anything that separates the successful
from the unsuccessful, a situation in which some are celebrated by the failure of others.
Athletic teams on television dominate the airwaves every weekend. In our communities,
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parents of eight-year-old children scream bitter insults to umpires and coaches from
weather-stained bleachers. Executives jealously compare annual salaries and trust funds
as they fight for promotions and bid for contracts. Parents paint the faces of their four-
year-old daughters and parade them down runways, teaching them to seductively stare at
the judges like Bourbon Street hookers. Adults pressure children from the time they are
able to bounce a ball and read their names. Married spouses argue that one is more giving
than the other. Children in schools across the nation are eliminated from spelling and
geography bees, showing them that competition has no boundaries. We build 100,000
seat football stadiums so athletes, who would not ordinarily qualify for admission, can
help the alma maters of fattened alumni humiliate rival universities. Children who have
correct answers stretch their arms into the air, hoping that the teacher will call on them
and ignore the others. We accept competition without ever examining the destructive
afflictions upon our children.
In The Moral and Spiritual Crisis in Education, David Purpel (1998) demeans the
economic view of public education by attacking the reform movements that have
misguided vision at their cores. He shows how hierarchy, order, and competition are
antithetical to “educational values of free inquiry, the development of a critical and
creative consciousness, and the struggle for meaning” (p. 93). It is rather alarming that
many of the federal interventions into American education were spawned by a desire to
compete on a global scale. Education has become a governmental tool, in principle, used
to preserve national and economic security. The pressure that politicians place on
educators creates a tense environment that doesn’t just trickle down into the classrooms,
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it is magnified there. Many think competition is needed to bring out the best in an
individual or team. It is what makes life interesting or meaningful. In a 2002 interview
in Early Childhood Today, Alfie Kohn states, “When children are set against one another
in an effort to win any thing, they learn that other people are potential obstacles to their
own success” (p. 48). He attacks accepted notions about competition by breaking the
topic into four widely accepted myths, the four legs of the sacred cow of competition, all
influenced by a misinterpretation of Darwin’s theory of natural selection, in which only
the strongest (most competitive) emerge victorious.
The first myth, “Competition is inevitable,” suggests that the spirit of competition is a
part of human nature. It is, as mentioned, so ingrained into our society that its citizens
assume it is natural because Americans are reacting to the competitive nature of their
culture as early as they can remember. Dale Brubaker (1994) explains the lust for
winning at the expense of others in Creative Curriculum Leadership, “Life is viewed as
an arena where competition is both inevitable and desirable” (p. 73). In the United
States, we often assume that the desperate quest to triumph over others is a universal
human condition. But in 1937, Margaret Mead and her colleagues found that competition
was virtually unknown to the Zuni and Iroquois in North America and to the Bathonga of
South America. Since then, cross-cultural observers have confirmed that our society is
the exception rather than the rule (Kohn, 1986).
Two American primatologists recently challenged the current, accepted theory that
competition is the driving force of social behavior in primates, both human and non-
human. Paul Garber and Robert Sussman made the following conclusion after extensive
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research on primates: “In place of the ‘aggression-competition-reconciliation model’ of
primate sociality, the researchers offer a new theory that recognizes cooperation and
affiliation as the species’ primary social behaviors” (Lynn, 2002).
The second myth is “Competition keeps productivity high and is necessary for
excellence.” Many confuse success with competition, or even more drastic, success is the
product of competition. Success does not need competition, but competition is dependent
upon success and failure. A group of children accomplishing a task together, utilizing
teamwork and effort, is an example of success without competition.
Kohn cites several studies that confirm his condemnation of the assumption that there
is a positive correlation between competition and achievement. He references Robert
Helmreich of the University of Texas and his colleagues who conducted studies in
various occupational models to determine if competition has a positive effect on
achievement. Each study produced a negative correlation between the two factors (Kohn,
1986). In No Contest: The Case Against Competition, Kohn analyzed 122 studies on this
topic and found that 101 failed to reflect a positive relationship between achievement and
competitiveness. It was also determined that cooperation led to higher levels of
achievement in sixty-five of the studies (1986).
“Recreation requires competition” is the third myth. Children are often pitted against
one another in gyms and on fields where the objective is to have one group
defeat the other. Sports psychologist Terry Orlick observes:
For many children competitive sports operate as a failure factory that not only
eliminates the ‘bad ones’ but also turns off many of the ‘good ones’….In North
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America it is not uncommon for us to lose from 80 to 90 percent of our registered
organized-sports participants by fifteen years of age. (as cited in Kohn, 1986, p. 91)
The solution requires a look into the component parts of play, and then filtering the
competitive elements out of it. All games simply require achieving a goal by overcoming
some obstacle. Nowhere is it written that the obstacle must be other people. Referring to
Orlick’s suggested example, imagine musical chairs if all participants remained in the
game and each time a chair was removed until everyone was trying to find a way to sit on
one chair. There are no losers, no sidelines for those who failed to watch the fun, only a
cooperative attempt to overcome an obstacle of increasing difficulty.
The fourth and final myth is “Competition builds character.” If competition indeed
builds character, then one should examine why humans feel the need to compete.
Douglas Kellner suggests that this need is nothing more than a modernistic search for
identity, which happens to be at the expense of others. “Identity today becomes a freely-
chosen game, a theatrical presentation of the self” (as cited in Bauman, 1995, p. 81). In
other words, winning is actually not intending to demean the opponent(s), but it most
certainly is a side-effect that has not been carefully considered. Anthropologist Jules
Henry states, “a competitive culture endures by tearing people down” (as cited in Kohn,
1986, p. 136). Trying to outperform others is harmful because most of us lose most of
the time. In the business world, eleven applicants may vie for one job. In the sports
world, thirty-two National Football League teams claw it out each year for one Lombardi
trophy. On the playgrounds, several children eerily prophesize their fates as they
compete for one position in a game of “king of the hill.” Jeffrey Sobel states: “In a
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competitive game, a player reaches the objective-winning-only if the other player or
players lose or fail…and the winner can’t help but enjoy everyone else’s loss” (as cited in
Kohn, 1986, p. 220).
Genuine self-esteem is best built outside the framework of competition. From a
review of seventeen separate studies, David and Roger Johnson conclude: “cooperative
learning situations, compared to competitive and individualistic situations, promote
higher levels of self-esteem and healthier processes for deriving conclusions about one’s
self worth” (as cited in Kohn, 1986, pp. 107-108).
Basically, competition and rewards thwart cooperative learning because it transforms
others from a supportive resource to a rival. In Schools that Learn by Peter Senge
(2000), renowned statistical consultant Dr. W. Edward Deming discusses the impact of
weaving the prevailing system of business management into our schools. He describes it
the following way:
The machine world of teachers in control, students dependent on teachers’ approval,
and learning defined as getting an A on the test. Most of us developed our survival
skills for industrial-age institutions in first and second grade. We learned how to
please the teacher, as we would later learn how to please our boss. We learned how to
avoid wrong answers and raise our hands when we knew the right answer, habits that
would later shape the ongoing organizational dance of avoiding blame and seeking
credit for successes. We learned how to be quiet when we felt lost, which is why no
one questions the boss in the official meeting, even when he or she makes no sense.
(as cited in Senge, 2000, p. 34)
Kohn’s support of Deming’s views becomes evident in an article in Educational
Leadership, in which he cites Deming in an argument against applying Total Quality
Management (TQM) to American schools. He states, “The most important thing we need
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to manage can’t be measured” (1993, p. 60). James Austin (1990) explains the
discrepancy at the core of what we know and what we feel in an article called
“Alternatives to Competition in Music Education” which appeared in Education Digest.
He says:
The large gap between research findings and our intuitive beliefs on this matter might
be explained as a different perspective. Competition connoisseurs are naturally drawn
to the excitement and thrill of victory that surround extraordinary performances and
winning performers. Researchers, on the other hand, generally concern themselves
with larger populations that include not only elite performers but also average and
struggling performers who often flounder under competitive conditions and bring the
average performance score back down to earth in achievement studies. (p. 46)
In essence, the supporters of the competition myths are failing to consider the entire
scope of competition. Those who study its effects must also account for those who do
not win. Eyes are trained to objectively see the entire picture instead of focusing only on
the victorious. In America, there seems to be little interest in second place, which is why
the effects of losing on children is of little concern.
The threat of competition affects one’s closeness to colleagues at work, our recreation
and leisure activities, our familial affections, and our fellow students at school. In every
human arena there is documentation to suggest that relationships have been tainted by the
ill effects of competition, many times preventing the group from achieving the objective
that brought them together. Ridding ourselves of the handicapping cancer that has
embedded itself into the American culture, and is guarded by Darwinian fallacies held
sacred by so many, is not going to easily happen. Leaders must begin by re-examining
the accepted practices in our schools.
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Dogs and Rats
Competition is not only fostered in our schools by athletics, high-stakes testing, and
grades, but by the way schools attempt to motivate and discipline children. By issuing
rewards, singular or collective, environments are created where there is isolation spawned
by failure. As in the ceremony at my son’s school, one receives an award while there are
several losers, students who received no special recognition. The students’ moaning
“Angelica Whitley” in unison was a spontaneous, collective effort to accept the inevitable
rejection. Rather ironically, they unconsciously forged a cooperative protest and
assumed a unified stance against the humiliation that coincides with the repetitious
promotion of one child over others.
Referring to the works of John B. Watson, the father of behaviorism, Frederick W.
Taylor, author of The Principals of Scientific Management, briefly describes the
behaviorists’ research in the early days of the Industrial Revolution. This excerpt
illustrates the science of maximizing productivity by having men compete against
themselves through a system of productivity measurement:
The general adoption of scientific management would readily in the future double the
productivity of the average man engaged in industrial work. Think of what this means
to the whole country. Think of the increase, both in the necessities and luxuries of life,
which becomes available for the whole country, of the possibility of shortening the
hours of labor when this is desirable, and of the increased opportunities for education,
culture, and recreation which this implies. (1911)
Jean Piaget and B. F. Skinner developed theories on classical conditioning (Pavlov’s
dogs) and operant conditioning (Skinner’s rats), which accepts the notion of learning and
achievement as it relates to the concept of reinforcement as described by Taylor. Skinner
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applied his work with animals to human behavior and even developed teaching machines
where students were conditioned with the correct answer for an immediate “reward.” By
his own admission, Skinner (1979) felt that he had “found a process of conditioning that
was different from Pavlov’s and much more like learning in daily life” (p. 89).
Computer-based self-instruction uses many of the principles of Skinner's technique.
Rewards based on the theories of operant conditioning are nothing more than
authoritative control. An idea pioneered by the military and adopted by businesses whose
owners were influenced by research on rats and dogs, controlling people like animals is a
common acceptance in America’s culture that few question anymore. Douglas
McGregor’s “Theory X” describes the average worker as one who hates work and wants
to be controlled. He wants no responsibility and would rather follow than lead (1960).
The Theory X model rewards through compensation and competition is based on
productivity. Succeeding McGregor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was
Warren Bennis, whose philosophy contradicts that of his predecessor. He cites Abraham
Maslow, who, in Further Reaches of Human Nature, states, “Most of us, most of the time
(and especially does this apply to children, young people), listen not to ourselves but …to
the voice of the Establishment, of the Elders, of authority, or of tradition” (as cited in
Bennis, 2003, p. 105). In the case of education, school leadership, or “the
Establishment,” has adopted the “tradition” established over 100 years ago by
behaviorists.
Perhaps this mindset has caused recent education reform to be more competitive than
ever. Rewards (income), consequences (job security), and competition (blind tradition)
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are woven into the fabric of modern education. Aside from the fact that extrinsic rewards
extinguish internal rewards, competition in schools increases the destructive potency of
the process. In Punished by Rewards, Kohn (1993) says the following:
The tendency of some classroom teachers to grade on a curve is nothing short of
immoral: it gratuitously limits the number of good grades just so the result will
conform to an arbitrary, fixed distribution…More important, it turns students into
rivals, creating an atmosphere of hostility and sabotaging the possibility of
cooperation that leads to higher-quality learning….Finally, in an organization or
school that cares about excellence, there is no place for awards assemblies or
banquets. Either people do not take them seriously, in which case there is no reason
for them to exist, or people do take them seriously, meaning that watching someone
else get an award is a powerful demotivator--in which case, again, there is no reason
for them to exist. (p. 93).
In other words, if the end result of competition is extrinsic rewards such as praise, prizes,
and recognition, or the lack of them as a consequence of losing, how does the individual
ever value intrinsic gratification that leads to self-motivation? To suggest that
competition in schools prepares a child for the world of competition is shallow and
politically charged. Since, we do not have babies compete (I assume I am accurate with
this assumption), there has to be a point when adults decide it is time for competitive
development. After all, I have not seen office pools where adults place wagers on the
date little Junior will walk, or brackets to determine which infant will make it to the final
four of breast-feeding. Perhaps Jonathan Kozol (2000), whose book Ordinary
Resurrections features his interactions with success stories that emerge from
impoverished schools in the Bronx, attempts to protect childhood development from the
clutches of the awaiting adults who think they know best:
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Competitive skills are desperately needed by poor children in America; and realistic
recognitions of the economic roles that they may someday have an opportunity to fill
are obviously important too. But there is more to life, and ought to be much more to
childhood, than readiness for economic function. Childhood ought to have at least a
few entitlements that aren’t entangled with utilitarian considerations. One of them
should be the right to a degree of unencumbered satisfaction in the sheer delight and
goodness of existence in itself. Another ought to be the confidence of knowing that
one’s presence on this earth is taken as an unconditional blessing that is not
contaminated by the economic uses that a nation does or does not have for you. (pp.
141-142)
As mentioned, all children do not have the same support system at home, which
makes competition and the rewards and consequences that go along with it completely
unfair. It is impossible for researchers to acquire data that would reveal the entire scope
of the problem because the trauma causes the children to go into shock mode where they
need consoling and support from the child’s natural advocate, the parent, who is absent
from this process because he/she is usually the abuser. Competition is an enemy to
abused and neglected children because it destroys them from the inside out. It doesn’t
groom them for adult life, it helps wreck their adult lives. President Bush takes care of
the top one percent of the nation because they are the leaders of the world order. They
are the sponsors of the cause and the power brokers needed for national security.
Competition becomes a necessary screening process to prevent nuclear attacks, economic
collapses, and any other threat to the United States’ position as number one. The abused
and neglected are expendable, as are other losers that fall by the wayside, because they
are no threat to national security, or are incapable of preserving it. However, there are
those who would prosper in a cooperative environment if they aren’t left for dead at such
an early age. Some of our greatest leaders have emerged from the trenches of abuse
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despite the pounding of competitive frustration. Without this constant thrashing, how
many more might emerge and find stability, not humility, in school.
Education should internalize the rewards because that is where the battle is being
fought. Instead of competitors, the child described above needs friends, cooperation, and
understanding. He needs to feel that others appreciate his contribution to a common
good. He doesn’t need to be beaten and defeated by the other child whose family
nurtures and supports his or her endeavors. The abused child has learned to internalize
and preserve shock because he cannot trust his own family. He carries these burdens
with him to school, where his teacher is a judge and his classmates are contestants. He
lives in a world, including school, where most are out to beat and control him.
If competition is detrimental to almost all children, it has an increased significance to
abused and neglected children. Recommendations for school reform build resiliency in
children, something abused children desperately need. Experts agree that there are three
characteristics of a resilient child: 1) social competence, 2) problem solving skills, and 3)
sense of autonomy (Benard, 2001; Krovetz, 1999; Jones, 2003). Abused children need
cooperation over competition, friends and not enemies, and intrinsic motivation to
succeed. They need to feel support in a non-threatening environment to find success.
They do not need to see others garner rewards and praise while they struggle with shame
and low self-esteem. The school that compares them to others is magnifying their trauma
for the purpose of promoting their elite students. Leaders do not realize this, much in the
way they do not evaluate the consequences of competition, because they don’t question
blind tradition or they believe the myths about competition. Who is going to complain?
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The abused child, who has internalized the trauma and shock that characterizes his life?
His family, which doles out abuse and denial like seconds at Thanksgiving dinner? The
teacher, who must objectively control, correct, evaluate, and reward a large number of
children on an daily basis? His classmates, competitors who have been pitted against him
since preschool? How do consequences for poor behavior, losing, lower grades, and
watching others receive awards benefit the abused child? Children become nothing
more than sacrificial lambs or tools with which others promote the predetermined elite.
Like child abuse, the adherence to a unquestioned reliance on the powers of
competition has become engrained into a vicious cycle that must be broken. Education is
not going to be saved by politicians, who are proud to speak for all. Business leaders,
who forcibly apply extrinsic motivational practices that they feel are successful with
adults to lure students in the right direction, don’t get it either. These people are products
of a flawed system and must remain loyal to that system to sustain their control and
power. They are unwilling to learn new things because hiding weaknesses has become
more important than growth. Mass production that was made popular at the onset of the
industrial age has found its way into our school houses. We made a huge mistake. We
followed the wrong leaders.
Breaking Away
As mentioned, our industrial age’s dehumanization for economic and militaristic
global competition has had a detrimental impact on modern education. Arguably, the
increasing challenges facing education today, single parent families, poverty, declining
morality, cyclical abuse patterns, gangs, and many others are, in part, a result of a
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competitive and elitist school system and a public that no longer questions competition’s
purpose in our society. The federal and state focus on accountability is legislation that
starts in higher government and gives ultimate responsibility to the student-teacher
relationship. If education is to ever prosper, the leadership must spawn from the
practitioners and the accountability needs to be on the political leaders, both past and
current. In essence, educators need to appease our elected officials with positive data
concerning the achievement of minimal standards and do what they do best, educate
children. Brubaker (1994) states:
Curriculum leaders who are primarily interested in control speak in terms of an
efficient educational system. A technically sound system, it is argued, will
demonstrate progress in measurable terms. I am amazed and disquieted by the
number of superintendents who use the terms evaluation and measurement
synonymously, whereas, in fact, measurement is but one kind of evaluation or
assessment. If our discussion of the control mode sounds like industrial or factory
rhetoric, it is because this language originated in the early years of the Industrial
Revolution. (p. 13)
Teachers too have been brainwashed in the competitive model and have been spun
dizzy by the fly-by-night, quick fix methods and mandatory testing that taints their trade.
State testing is a deterrent to education because it turns children into numbers. It tells
exam-free teachers that their discipline is not worthy of governmental feedback or that
character education, resiliency, socialization, and all other components of healthy child
development are trivial matters. In reality, they are the only things that are truly
important if education is to be considered in its purest form; it is the state that has become
involved in our regurgitation of trivia and understanding of basic mundane tasks, things
the state calls mastery.
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The proposal that multitudes of experts have endorsed suggests that true education is
exactly the opposite of that into which it has evolved. Education is not measurable; if it
were, government would find a way to more appropriately tax it. It is perhaps a human
being’s most intrinsic and wholesome activity. We are going to leave children behind
with the current system. When experts suggest that resiliency is at the core of learning
and child development, and cooperation and relationships are key protective factors, then
competition does not fit into the equation. We are potentially damaging self-esteem and
confidence with measurement that is best described as subjective objectivity. After a
child is rejected for inadequacies and easily detectible signs of abuse are ignored, that
child is shipped to self-contained classrooms for lower performers, simply because the
nurturing and support he needs wasn’t provided. Our educational system is focused on
teaching styles more than learning styles, and numeric characters more than character.
Outcome outweighs process, and test scores overshadow experience. We have learned
not to question an inferior system and have developed a warped awareness of what
motivation really is. Rhetoric becomes truth because truth becomes inconsequential.
The reform ideas that the educational experts, psychologists, philosophers have been
screaming for all these years are so simple it would save millions of dollars spent in
testing, child protective services, corrections, and many other areas of governmental
services that have been established or expanded to sop up the children left behind by
current educational practices. Their voices, not backed by major corporations who
support political rhetoric in return for the special considerations that have nothing to do
with learning, are not heard. Teachers are fed their feel-good, nonsensical messages, but
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aren’t given the necessary training to make it work. In fact, many teachers are abusive
and, like the students, may not consider it abuse until they are provided the opportunity to
conduct a self-examination. For example, Maxine Greene scholar Jean Anyon describes
the failure of teachers to adjust to a particular reform movement that may benefit abused
children, insisting on keeping with their techniques that are proven to be detrimental to
social and cognitive development. She refers to it as the “abusive school environment”
(as cited in Ayers & Miller, 1998). Like their abused students and countless others who
have competition’s scars on their backs, the teacher refuses to take risks for fear of
failure. So she spins cocoons for protection and return to her underachieving areas of
comfort and mediocrity.
The Coldest Rain
As a sophomore in high school I was in a competition for the reserve first baseman’s
position with a junior; a stellar senior occupied the spot, but he had the ability to play
outfield, so it was possibly a starting position. I was better than my competition in every
facet of baseball, but I wasn’t cocky or brash about it. I lacked confidence but had
athletic ability, which kept me from feeling competition’s sting earlier in life, not until I
moved to a new town at the conclusion of my ninth grade year. We had no junior varsity
team, so it was make the varsity squad or sit at home drinking R.C. Cola and eating moon
pies. However, that was not a realistic possibility. I hit the ball better than nearly
everyone else on the team in tryouts and many times better than my foe. He made errors
at first base and didn’t know the proper footwork or how to respond correctly in game
situations. These were second nature to me.
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Baseball season followed a difficult junior varsity basketball season where the new
coach had followed his players from the middle school (where he coached them) and
started the same group in high school; for all I could tell, he enjoyed the novelty of it. He
once openly bragged that he was winning with ninth graders even though his tenth grade
players were good enough to start as well, but he felt more comfortable with the ninth
graders because he “knew them better.” During tryouts it was rumored that he had the
ninth graders over to his house for a small party. They came to school the next day
telling everyone who had made the team and who had been cut. Unfortunately, I made
the team and sat on the bench. So one might understand that I was seeking redemption in
baseball season. I had an extra incentive to make the team; if I didn’t, I would have to go
home every day after school.
It rained that afternoon in late February when the baseball coach announced the cuts
following practice in the gym. Richard, my competition, was seemingly dejected and had
conceded defeat. I was trying to be humble and supportive to him. He knew that if I beat
him out, he would be cut, and I would suffer the same fate if he somehow made the
roster. He was not a bad player, but this differed from basketball season because I didn’t
feel the bias that I had been fighting since moving to the small town over the summer.
The coach seemed fair and did not seem to show favoritism to anyone; I swore that he
hated us all, but he hated equally and fairly, which was acceptable to me. He had our
brand new uniforms draped over the first row of the wooden bleachers, both the home red
pinstripes and the away grays, separated by number. There were sixteen uniforms on
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display and thirty eight pounding hearts sitting impatiently on the hard gym floor, gazing
at them as if they were the only parachutes on a crashing plane.
He called the names of the returning seniors up one at a time, beginning with the all-
conference players and working downward. After that, there were nine uniforms left.
Number 31 was still there; it was the number I wore the previous summer in Babe Ruth
when I led the city in hitting with an even .500 batting average. He called the returning
juniors from the previous year’s team, all four of them selected a uniform and returned to
the crowd, holding their numbers up for admirers to see. Five uniforms left, and my
number was still available. I calmed myself by remembering that I had also earned a
gold glove in the city league for going twenty-two games at first base without an error.
However, even those numbers weren’t enough to make the all-star team; I fell back into
panic mode. The summer league all-star coach selected the first baseman off the team he
managed during the regular season, his son’s best friend, who had seven errors and hit
below .300. I was new to the city then and I supposed being a native counted for
something, so I pouted for a few days until I became comfortable with this newest
frustration. Two more juniors’ names were called, which left only three uniforms. I was
getting nervous, but I figured he would give the remaining three to sophomores like me.
“Richard Helms!” He angrily bellowed in the same frequency he used to summon the rest
of his team. Richard screamed like a Confederate soldier and pumped his fist into the air.
I frantically tried to interpret the meaning of this unexpected and shocking turn.
Rejection burned my face, but there were two more numbers left; however, 31 was not
available. Richard had it hanging from his extended arms above his face as if he was
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sending a distress signal with it. I felt like he was a matador and I the lowly bull,
swinging the home red 31 before me and snatching it away while stabbing me in the
back. By the time I regained my composure, the remaining two jerseys were gone and
the coach was into his “thanks for coming out” speech. I hated this town that had hated
me since my arrival ten months earlier.
I wish that I had known at that particular time that I would be the starting first
baseman for the next two years, my junior and senior seasons, on that team as their clean-
up hitter, the captain of the Rebels (my senior year), on a team that would lose only two
regular-season games in those two years. I had no way of knowing that the coach would
be accused of accepting bribes later that spring, like the alleged set of radial tires given to
him by businessman Alan Helms, Richard’s dad, the local Firestone dealer, which were
reportedly put on the coach’s truck a few days after I was cut. These events were in the
future and were of no comfort to the fifteen-year-old boy who walked home in the rain,
with his first baseman’s mitt tucked under his arm, looking upward and crying steaming
tears from a broken heart, as the indifferent, rush-hour traffic whisked by.
Later I would win meaningless awards and honors both as a student and an athlete,
culminating in college scholarship offers in football and baseball. I was even invited to
try out in Newberry, South Carolina, for the Kansas City Royals farm team, but I
declined because I had already decided to attend college on a football scholarship.
Besides, nobody makes those teams anyway, and I didn’t want to ever again taste the
rejection I felt in that gym two and a half years earlier. If you ask me which had the
biggest impact on my life, I will always tell you that getting cut affected me more than
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any honor or trophy. I found little celebrity or prestige at the cost of another’s dignity
because the taste of rejection never leaves your mouth, while glory’s sweetness fades like
flavor in cheap bubble gum.
Cream
If one ever doubts the hold competition has on our schools, try suggesting that all
elitist programs (those that are selective and deny participation through a screening
process) are removed. Immediately advocates of school-sponsored athletics and
exclusive clubs will argue that all students have the opportunity to join if they are willing
to work hard enough. However, if seventeen students worked hard for the sixteen
jerseys, and the coach is honest and just, how would he determine who doesn’t get one?
The sixteen players who give the coach the best chance of winning would don jerseys,
and the lone child would soon be forgotten. If an educator suggests that honor societies
are selected objectively, he or she is delusional. Grades are at best subjective
interpretations, where teachers are influenced by a variety of factors not affiliated with
pure academic measurement. Then there are character statements and interviews which
are more about hype than substance. Local politics and personal biases are impossible to
screen fairly. I have observed committees congregating to determine members of the
honor society. I have actually sat in while the committee discussed unsubstantiated
rumors about a child’s morality. I have also seen parents strong-arm principals into
adding a name to the roster moments before the induction ceremony. I remember the
principal saying, “I am not losing my job over this.” Then there is the child who missed
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the cut by a tenth of a percentage point on the rubric, based on the formula the committee
concocted to divert responsibility from themselves.
Athletics have many positive qualities, but to experience them, one must examine the
effect they have on successful participants, not those who were cut or pushed to the end
of the bench. Because coaches rarely see their success as anything other than winning,
the school or its employee have nothing to do with the positive side effects that
accidentally occur during the course of the season. Coaches are not to blame, however,
because losing is a primary reason many are fired. The National Federation of State High
School Associations (NFHS) suggests that these elitist activities are beneficial for the
following reasons: (1) activities support the academic mission of the school, (2) activities
are inherently educational, and (3) activities foster success later in life (2003). It seems
rather evident that NFSH is not referring to the benefits for the athletes who were cut or
those who made the team but discovered that winning was more important than their
opportunity to play. The focus here is on the successful, not those who are publicly told
to leave the practice facility, that they were not good enough. Notice that the three
statements are theoretical opinions that cannot be measured or objectively evaluated.
Strangely enough, it seems that the benefits of athletics, as stated by NFSH, are more
applicable to curricular activities where winning is not a priority.
How important, then, is winning to the children who make the team? According to a
survey conducted by the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association, having fun was the
number one reason that girls and boys participate in high school sports. Conversely, a
lack of fun was the number one reason they dropped out or quit. “Winning was not seen
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as a major benefit of sports by young people who participate- it was ranked No. 8 by the
boys and No. 12 by the girls” (as cited in National Federation, 1990). The report added
that intrinsic rewards outweighed the extrinsic ones, the most significant reward being
“self knowledge.” Why then is winning so significant to the adults in public school
athletics?
If students in elementary and some middle schools would like to participate in
athletics, they join local youth leagues; athletic teams are not needed to promote our
schools. This would be an excellent tool to link the school with the community Lion’s
Club or YMCA, sharing children and facilities. Because they can field multiple teams,
all children have the opportunity to participate. How much money do athletics cost our
schools each year? Is it possible that these funds could be used in other areas of the
school that help all students. I have heard teachers say, “Take him off that team and he is
going to fall apart. It is the only reason he comes to school.” If that is true, we have a
motivational problem in the classroom and it is likely that the sports activity is more of a
distraction than an educational tool.
Every student should have an opportunity to participate in all school programs when
that child is age appropriate. Taxpayers’ dollars should not pay for selective, elitist
programs that don’t accept all children. From this perspective, one must assume that this
practice is nothing more than institutional discrimination. In essence, it is not fair to take
funds that could be used for academic programs to fund activities designated for only a
few. Expenses such as insurance, transportation, uniforms, utilities, use of the facilities,
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and officiating make it practically impossible to operate an athletic program without the
supplement of local funding.
The laws that protect children from discrimination of this nature reveal two things
about our culture: first, competition is also ingrained into our laws; second, our laws are
contradictory. Every state in the nation prohibits discrimination based on race, creed,
religion, gender, and disability. Assuming that child abuse is not a disability because the
schools seem to shun its existence or consider it someone else’s problem, then the
adherence to a competitive selection process is fundamentally based on a system of
fairness and accountability. In Public School Laws of North Carolina, it states that
“equal opportunities shall be provided for all students” (2001, p. 25). It refers to Article
IX of the state constitution which addresses the need for equality in public schools. But
there are ways around these overarching statements. Courts have allowed schools
flexibility in formulating eligibility requirements for extra-curricular activities. In Public
School Law, it explains that “selection can be based on selective judgments, and as long
as fair procedures are uniformly applied, courts will not disturb such decisions” (2004, p.
136). The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction (DPI) explains the system of
fairness a little more clearly:
Students may not be denied the opportunity to try out for a team or be excluded from a
team based on a disability. However, decisions regarding the selection of team
members… involve the exercise of judgment and a great degree of discretion by the
coach. (1997, p. 18)
The coach can not deny students from trying out, but his or her selection is dependent
upon a “great degree of discretion.” The fallacy here that shows how we are so mired in
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competition our laws and standards pertaining to child development are paradoxical.
First, the assumption that all children are equal is at the heart of competition, probably
because the American society is also steeped in the concept of fairness as a premise.
Secondly, there is no way to assure that the coach’s “discretion” is consistent with the
spirit of the discrimination laws. The wording of that phrase in the Wisconsin DPI’s
bylaws legally erases the overarching statement that protects children from discrimination
if the desired involvement is an elitist, extra-curricular activity. Coaches want to win, not
lead sweaty campaigns of self-discovery. And it isn’t only a problem in middle and high
school. College basketball and football coaches can earn around to $4 million per year,
many times higher than the university president. The Wall Street Journal Online recently
asked Mike Bragg, the athletic director at Duke University, one of our nation’s most
prestigious academic institutions, about the exorbitant funding that goes into the men’s
basketball program:
"Duke reported to the [U.S.] Education Department that it spent $7.4 million on men's
basketball in 2004 to 2005, and that's extraordinarily high on a national basis," says
Welch Suggs, an associate director at the Knight Foundation Commission. "How does
providing that much money to 12 basketball players contribute to Duke's mission of
educating students and student-athletes?" Mr. Cragg declined to comment. (Karmin,
2006)
The Seedling
Wade, eight years old, was a bit shy and eager to try basketball in his community
recreational league. It was the first practice since the children were divided into teams;
they were warming up when the coach called them all together. He hustled over while
some remained behind, ignoring his whistle and continuing to shoot. Not Wade,
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however, who sat right in front of the coach, who stood gazing over him at the boys still
on the court. He called them by name until the last child eventually settled on the edge of
the hardwood floor at his feet. After a brief welcome and introduction, the seven boys
were sent out onto the court with a gallery of wide-eyed parents watching closely. Coach
Jones was a police officer whose son was to be the star of the team, which is probably
why he coached. He called the names of five boys and had them stand. Wade and the
other boy, whose names the coach didn’t know, were told to sit on the bench and listen.
He turned to address his son and the four teammates standing at mid court, awaiting the
opportunity to display their basketball talents. “You guys are my starting five,” he
shouted with absolute certainty, even though he had not seen as much as a lay-up from
the other two. He then turned to Wade and the other boy and said confidently, “You are
my bench. Your job is to give these players (pointing to the starting five) some rest.”
Five of the parents present continued watching with smug smiles, while two dads became
very uneasy.
After about twenty minutes of drills, he decided to scrimmage. Again he called out
his starting five, and again, he placed Wade on the bench with the other nameless boy.
He discussed the offense and the defense in a voice so low that the parents nor the two
players on the bench could hear. When ready to scrimmage, he called his daughter and
another son onto the court, both a few years older than the team members. Two other
fathers joined the coach and his offspring, who would scrimmage the starting five for the
next twenty minutes until the practice time expired. Wade sat on the sideline with his
new buddy, picking at his Nikes, neither getting to play. His father restrained himself
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until the coach concluded his post-practice speech, where he talked about playing as a
team and winning “a bunch of games this year.” The five sweaty kids, and the two who
were not, sprinted to their awaiting parents. Wade didn’t have to run far, because his
father was half way to center court to talk to the coach of the third and fourth grade team.
Although I never call my son “Wade” unless I am teasing him about his recurring
bone-headedness, or I decide to conceal his identity for journalistic effect, but Taylor and
I have the same middle name. I understood that any public rant would only embarrass
him further, but a father can only watch so much when his child is being openly
sacrificed to build others, especially when that father knows firsthand how devastating
rejection can be. I was furious as I advocated for my son Taylor and the nameless child,
whose father had stormed out of the gym with the intention of removing him from the
team. I suppose I was a bit animated; it was during my controlled, low-volume tirade that
he felt it necessary to inform me of his position as a public servant in law enforcement. I
explained how he ridiculed the two kids and accused him of being the president of the
“daddy-ball” league.
In retrospect, the coach took the criticism well and I narrowly avoided arrest; he
developed the two bench warmers by giving them a generous amount of playing time
throughout the year. In fact, Taylor played as much as anyone else. They lost every
game, but his investment paid off. Three years later, Coach Jones selected Taylor in the
draft as a sixth grader, and finally found those wins he was seeking. Taylor had become
one of the tallest children in his grade. I have already mentioned Taylor’s
accomplishments, leader of the league in scoring and rebounding. Perhaps this is the
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story I would not have been able to tell if Coach Jones’s blinding ambition to win had not
been addressed three years earlier. When we allow winning to drive us, we ignore
potential in lieu of instant gratification. So the blooms are not fed and the flowers never
blossom, simply because the coach will not get credit when and if they do.
Coach Jones was a big man for seeing how winning is not the primary goal and
putting things back into perspective, learning that children are not pawns as much as they
are seedlings. Treat them as game pieces and they are gradually removed from the board
unnoticeably while the more important pieces remain. Nurture them when they are
young and they might develop into trees that stands strong and proud, whose presence
increases each year, and whose branches shade fathers and coaches, who in their old age,
are too weak and tired to handle the heat of the competitive sun.
Candles and Cameras
Athletics in high school is where elitism is most visibly manifested. Many schools
pay their football and basketball coaches more than the administrators. I witnessed high
school baseball players from my classroom window, who were supposed to be in my
English class, taking batting practice one spring afternoon before a playoff game. I saw a
2-9 football team leave campus on a Friday morning to travel five hours each way in a
chartered bus to play a football game. The bus alone cost the team over $600. More
teams were added to the playoff brackets because the state’s athletic association gets
twenty percent of the revenues from every playoff game. That particular game cost the
school about $1100 to lose 42-6, but they were compensated with 40 percent of the gate,
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which totaled about $440. But when administrators speak to faculties, they bellow,
“academics come first,” and I sincerely believe they think it is so because they decree it.
Advocates for school-sponsored athletic competition rightly say that kids learn
teamwork, camaraderie, and see the relationship between success and hard work. So do
classrooms if run properly. Resilient environments don’t endorse Darwinistic cutting,
battles for playing time, or the hostile desire to humiliate rival children. But until
classrooms are operating properly, perhaps the advocates are right. Maybe basketball is
the only reason Billy-Bob goes to school. But it doesn’t have to be. He needs the sport
to give him self-worth and an identity, things a cooperative classroom is more than
equipped to handle. In the spirit of the new order others before me propose, it is only
assumable that elitist programs hinder overall progress and give access to a few at the
expense of denying access to others. This is not what we are supposed to be about.
Therefore, the first step in creating pure schools that foster resiliency is to take a look at
the elitist clubs and teams and either find a way to open them to all who are interested
when they are age appropriate, or do away with them altogether. There is no way to
select children for a club or team, who are in good standing academically, without
subjectivity and bias, which adversely affects the child by attacking his or her self worth.
No child should feel the sting of getting cut at school by being told that he or she is not
good enough, regardless of the coach’s record or the group’s reputation.
Consider the abused and neglected child who reaches out beyond his cocoon and
courageously seeks the self-redemption that participation on a team would instill. He
sheepishly goes through the routines that the others know well. He integrates with peers
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and, perhaps, begins a new friendship or two. He was not encouraged to go out by
anyone, but he does, fearing ridicule and dreaming of the prestige that coincides with
wearing the uniform. He is cut. There is no support system to catch him when he falls
back into his lair, where others think he belongs, and from which he should never have
ventured. Elitist competition threatens resiliency and nearly destroys the children who
bear the weight of abuse and neglect.
It is always good when you can discriminate against children and stand behind an
official, un-reproachable name with the word “National” in the title, so established that it
can even be phrased as an acronym to be even more intimidating. In this example, I am
referring to the National Junior Honor Society, (NJHS). Although their requirements
seem as concrete as possible, a 3.5 grade point average and teacher-supervised rankings
in several other areas that are compiled and calculated on a rubric. Then the sum of the
parts is divided by the number of areas observed, providing the evaluators with a
concrete, measurable scale score that is seemingly indisputable. In some cases, it is a
lack of one tenth of a percentage point that disqualifies an applicant. If the school
chooses not to use a point system, the student must have a majority vote. It is my
observation in education that the more documentation you need to repel parents, the more
subjective it probably is. However, before this prestigious seventh grade academic
judgment day, all students in the school who maintain a certain grade point average are
notified. The child then goes on a self-promoting scavenger hunt, compiling a resume or
portfolio that covers mastery of the other four areas: service, leadership, character, and
citizenship. The entire process is extremely flawed for a variety of reasons.
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First, some students are sought out and encouraged to apply for admission, only to be
rejected by the club or organization. Secondly, the grade point averages students post are
tainted because teacher grades are subjective. There are huge inconsistencies from one
teacher to another in grading, teaching style, fairness, and ability to develop resiliency.
Third, service is described by most middle school websites as involvement with an
organization like scouting or a church youth group. Abused and neglected children
would love to participate in these activities. However, the issue becomes a fear of asking
mom for a ride to the church or getting $25 from Dad for scout dues. Leadership is very
difficult when a child is not supported at home. Abused kids are in survival mode, not
parade mode. Character and citizenship may be questioned because teachers may
observe awkward social skills, emotional reactions, or disciplinary issues. Abused
children are not protected by the anti-discrimination laws that save others from biases
involving identifiable factors. So they are recruited because, miraculously, they hold a
3.5 grade-point average or better. But they fail miserably with the remaining criteria
because they are not understood. So the child is recruited and given the opportunity to
sniff acceptance and belonging momentarily, until the inviting hosts slams the familiar
door of rejection in their hopeful eyes. A few weeks later, the denied student is required
to sit in an assembly and watch the fortunate few light candles to the flashes of their
parents’ cameras and the applause that characterizes glory and acceptance.
The Best Rule
As seemingly obvious the reasons are for having selective activities in public schools,
there are undoubtedly stronger reasons for changing or eliminating them. If “No Child
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Left Behind” is nothing but a cliché, or is applicable only to test scores, then it reflects
the shallow approaches of educational leadership on the highest level. If we are to take
its meaning literally, then leaders should apply it to all facets of education. If
participation in athletic events is so rich in its educational value, then it should be
rationalized why so many students are denied the opportunity to participate because they
simply aren’t good enough. There must be no gaps or holes in the nets we hang to
protect our children who take the chance on the high wire. We must consider the tragic
cruelty of the screening processes and what rejection does to the development of self-
esteem. Even if all children had similar backgrounds and systems of support, there is
something inherently wrong with the approach to athletics in schools, once adults mix the
need for competition and lust for winning into the equation. All one needs to do is focus
on the losers and not the winners, the rejected in lieu of the honored, and it becomes
obvious. Follow a child home in the rain after getting cut from his baseball team and
enter the doors of an abusive home with him. Share his pain for a moment, then apply it
to the whole. Winning is expensive.
From this perspective, where we promote the strong at the expense of the weak, our
leaders have chosen a philosophy much closer to the aforementioned Hitler and Darwin
than those of Martin Luther King Jr. or Gandhi. A purist might say that education reform
involving selective organizations calls for nothing short of disbanding these programs.
However, there are reasonable solutions. Let the community support athletics. In
community sports, they create second and third teams to accommodate the demand. The
school could offer its resources, gym and fields, and even offer transportation in some
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cases; and the civic groups could get academic vouchers from the schools that qualify the
student/athlete and offer its resources to the school. Administrators can have their honor
societies and other clubs of distinction, but if you want the club to motivate and inspire,
then leave its doors open. Individualize the requirements for admission so a child can
showcase strengths, not deficiencies that may be beyond his control. If honor society
members are to be real leaders, then instead of rejecting fellow students, cooperatively
identify areas in which improvement is necessary, and then, collectively, make it the
mission of the society to get them into the organization by assisting them. No rejections,
just a “not yet, but I will help you get there.” Burn candles for others, not ourselves.
Make the culmination of the honor society not the acceptance, but the network of people
helping others to achieve honor status by establishing criteria that give every student who
is interested a fair opportunity to become a member.
This is how competition becomes cooperation. This is how we facilitate children who
have little support or confidence. We do not beat them or humiliate them, we learn the
most significant lessons life has to offer as we make others see value in their lives.
Wisdom should not teach that winning the gold is the most important rule, but that
education is a process of development where the power obtained is used to practice the
golden rule.
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CHAPTER IV
COOPERATION, RESILIENCY, AND THE SELF
Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the
restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the
world, with the world, and with each other.
-Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
The Round Tables
David Purpel, a former professor whose Socratic classroom strategies made no sense
to me at the time because the class was called “Curriculum Planning.” Yet it was
philosophy and nothing more; there was no “planning.” I left after the first class
wondering how I was ever going to apply the rhetoric, which I enjoyed very much, to
developing curriculum. However, the brilliance of his teaching began unfold as my mind
became open to the broadness of the concept of curriculum. He began the class by
having us define curriculum, something we found surprisingly difficult. As our
frustrations increased, we ceased to cooperatively develop a working definition and
became more interested in what he thought it was. He never told us, and I became
somewhat agitated because I had already paid my tuition. Upon reflection, I realized that
we sought a standard definition of curriculum.
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As a true educational leader, are we to follow the blueprints of our predecessors or
blaze a trail based on new thinking? He seemed to suggest that there was a conflict in
education reform between the brain and the heart, and our leaders have been too afraid to
listen to the latter. But he never answered our questions unless the answer led to a more
complex one. So we explored the possibilities of various perspectives and formed our
own definitions. He was a true teacher and a brilliant philosopher. His handling of the
issue of competition is more powerful using the Socratic method because it requires an
inspection of the heart, where truth is more readily found, as well as the brain. In his
book Moral Outrage in Education, Purpel (1999) asks:
Are we really to have schools serve as an arena in which people are required to earn
their dignity? Where honor is rationed out? Where people learn to achieve and get
ahead of each other? Are we to establish schools in order to legitimate and facilitate
the process of determining the winners and the losers of the race to attain material
achievement and personal success?…Will our redemption be based on our ability to
help some people become rich and famous? (p. 78)
If we cannot turn to the political or business leaders, then we must look another
direction. Educational leaders are influenced by the aforementioned, and they are so
extrinsically trained in antiquated methods that even they may not have the answer even
if extricated from the political red tape. We utter the meaningless words, “No child left
behind,” which has become no more than an example of the paradox between reality and
educational policy. We need leaders who do not fallaciously attempt to measure the
immeasurable by developing high-stakes testing to produce data for leaders to manipulate
in an effort to hoodwink the public. It is easier to get re-elected that way, for true
educational reform will take generations and is an ongoing process, and there is no way
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to garner exclusive personal credit over that period of time. It would have to be a
collective humanitarian effort where the leadership is shared for the good of the cause.
The leaders we need to model are the humble humanitarians, not the brash politicians.
Purpel makes this point:
As a profession we are obligated to be models and to affirm models for ourselves.
The greatest models of teachers have been religious figures-people like Moses, Jesus,
Buddha, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther King, and Mohandas Gandhi-who have
inspired millions upon millions to be guided in their lives by a vision that provides
light, warmth, and transcendence. It is to participate in this task, however humbly,
however inadequately, that enables our work to be worthy of being considered sacred.
(1999, p. 41-42.)
At some point, we have gotten away from the meaning of education and created a
competitive factory that mass-produces Pavlovian dogs in a quest for a sole objective, to
raise test scores. The seed for standardized testing was planted before the ink on A
Nation at Risk was dry, a document that doesn’t try to hide the fact that our schools need
to improve if we are to compete on a global scale. High stakes testing has evolved from a
fear that we would lose our supremacy in the world order and our inferiority would
threaten national security. It is time to take back our children from the governmental
control and begin working on a child-centered approach to educational reform that
focuses on the balance, esteem, and contributions of all children to a common good.
Perhaps Bush is right; we are not leaving children behind, we are actually kicking them
aside. They are destined to lead unfruitful lives full of regret and crisis. We are
systemically burying the abused children from the time they learn to walk by forcing
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them to measure up to others. Which is why we are closer to the practices of Hitler and
Stalin than we are to those of Gandhi or Jesus.
When my youngest son Garrett was six and his brother Taylor was in the third grade,
the entire family went to the opening of their new school during open house on the eve of
the first day of school. We went down the first-grade hall as soon as we arrived, passing
other families who were looking for posted rosters beside the teachers’ doors. Garrett
recognized his name on a brightly-colored, alphabetized list and flew into the room,
where several of his future classmates were clustered together on the floor, pulling out
educational toys and trying to figure them out. Garrett bounced from center to center,
like he had just won everything there and was trying to comprehend his newly-acquired
wealth. There were five circular tables with five tiny seats pushed underneath each, the
legs of every chair adorned with four, optic-yellow, tennis-ball slippers. He jumped from
one round table in the room to another, again looking for his name to see where he would
sit. He went to the blue table first, and then the red, finally finding his name on the green
table in the center of the room. He spied the names of his four partners written in
vivacious letters on tags adorned with tropical birds, and he adopted these strangers, who
were certain to be a huge part of his life for the upcoming year. He looked at us and
smiled with a grin he gets when he is trying not to show his enthusiasm but can’t contain
it. This was probably my fault for teasing him about Barney and then the Power Rangers;
he was the youngest and probably thought we would tease him about his classroom,
which looked an awfully lot like Pee Wee’s Playhouse. I didn’t harass him because I was
excited too, having lost most of my childhood to the dark alleys of shame, I was also
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drawn to the inviting warmth and hospitality of the room. It was an exciting, vividly-
colored, happy place that I was not familiar with, having spent eleven years as a high
school English teacher and one as a middle school assistant principal. It was refreshing
to see students ecstatic about the opening of school. I wondered, when I looked at the
sprawling children playing in the floor, exactly when it is that educators abandon them,
when these children lose the spirit of discovery and become morbid creatures of routine
and solitude.
Garrett disappeared a few times during our brief conversation with the teacher, but he
quickly reappeared in the math corner working out a problem with a member of the red
round table and then on the rug with a book under the huge “Reading Rainbow.” It took
several attempts, but he eventually and reluctantly came when we summoned him to
follow us to Taylor’s third grade classroom.
Taylor’s teacher, posted at the entrance to the classroom like a militant guard, was
pleasant but formal, immediately telling us that this was a big year for our son and his
fellow third graders because it would be the first year of state standardized testing. She
explained that he would be pre-tested in August in order to determine his reading and
math levels, so they could form the ability-level groups and gauge the growth from the
year’s beginning to its end. Garrett wasn’t paying attention, he was looking up and down
the hallway. Taylor, whose facial expressions have always been honest windows, was
rather stoic. My wife Cindy, Taylor, and I entered the classroom, which initially seemed
so much larger than Garrett’s. Desks were aligned like soldiers in four rows of seven
facing the front, which was equipped with an overhead projector and a white board with
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blue marker scribbling depicting tomorrow’s date and objectives. There was also a
bulletin board beside the door, that rather impersonally greeted the children because they
could not see it until they were already in the room. “Welcome Bearcats” it cleverly
stated on a yellow background with blue script, framed into the cork by a stream of what
bearcat paw prints must look like if bearcats actually existed.
The mood of the classroom was somber and the chatter of others slightly echoed
against the tile and concrete enclosure, as if they were speaking into an empty barrel.
Garrett finally burst into the room, still excited about the glimpse of his immediate future
on the first grade hall. Not three steps in, he froze, slowly looking around the enclosure
as if another sudden movement would trigger an alarm. His face, also not yet adapt at
hiding his feelings, lost all traces of glee and gave in to Taylor’s and his own grim
prophecy. He sympathetically looked at his brother, who also was obviously not
impressed with the differences between his classroom and Garrett’s. “Taylor,” he said in
a troubled voice that revealed trace amounts of both shock and empathy, “how can you
have school with no round tables?”
A Sweaty Note
Mr. Michael was my eleventh grade English teacher who claimed that he had UFO’s
hovering over his house from time to time. If UFO’s actually were orbiting his dwelling,
it was probably only to get a snapshot or two of him to validate their stories back on the
home planet. Retrospectively, he reminds me of Doc, Christopher Lloyd’s character in
the Back to the Future trilogy, possessing the same passion for his particular science,
American literature. Every day he wore one of four leisure suits, the cornerstones of his
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outdated and rather unimpressive wardrobe. The color sequence never altered, blue,
brown, green, and tan, and then back to the blue. The silky screened shirts he wore
beneath were loud and rather humorous, featuring multi-colored clowns, tropical fish, or
classic automobiles, for example. Regardless of the outfit, he wore suede wallabies, tan
Hushpuppy high tops with leather laces and a yellowish, semi-transparent, spongy sole
that squeaked on the institutional tile in his classroom. When he talked his hair stayed in
place, but when he taught, when the spirit of literature overcame him, his silver comb-
over would fall into his reddened, usually sweaty face. Sometimes strands would adhere
to the corners of his mouth, something that never seemed to bother him. He had two
voices. When he was calm, he sounded like Marlon Brando’s Godfather character,
without the accent but with the same raspy quality. But when he felt the spirit of his
lesson, when the ghosts of our nation’s top scribes took over his body, he became, well,
Christopher Lloyd.
Mr. Michael, like the movie character, was also a time traveler of sorts. After all, it
was he who introduced me to a couple of men he called his “oldest hippy friends,” Ralph
Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. He taught their transcendental wisdom with
the same vigor of a fly-by-night pastor saving souls at tent revivals across the deep South.
To me it was miraculous and more than therapeutic; it began the dismantling of my
spiritual prison. Emerson and Thoreau’s inspiring philosophy calmed the rage and panic
within me like cool waters flowing across reddened embers. Transcendentalism became
a romantic reality to me, a state of mind that encouraged individuality and an awareness
that all things are connected by God and to God. It legitimized my purpose as an
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insecure boy who was still trying to stand while it seemed others were dancing. The
message had special significances for every child in the classroom, even those with happy
homes who had reason to be confident and secure. Of course, being a child is difficult
enough and many of the challenges facing one, face all. But for an abused and insecure
boy of sixteen, Mr. Michael’s literary resurrections helped exorcise the demons inside
that were feeding on my life’s horror.
Through Mr. Michael’s love for his subject and his students, the connectedness
between the figurative ideal and the actual circumstances of my life personalized the
hope I felt belonged exclusively to others. He gave me the wisdom of these great
thinkers and, in a matter of a few days, I owned their words. I felt that they left the key
to my freedom behind in a vault for me alone to pry open while sitting on the front row in
Mr. Michael’s eleventh grade English class. Ralph and Henry may have taught me
“insist on yourself, never imitate” (Emerson, 1841, p. 646), and warned that “the mass of
men lead lives of quiet desperation” (Thoreau, 1846, p. 703), but Mr. Michael gave me
the courage to act on it. Classroom discussions where we laughed and discussed literary
content, with the same comfort we might have talked about a ball game or a television
show, were very common. We all shared personal opinions and facts about ourselves,
but there was one aspect of my life I always left alone. Mr. Michael must have known
that I was at the crossroads, and if I chose the path of others in this particular school, I
might follow them carelessly toward my own tragic demise. I would be condemned to a
life of “quiet desperation,” beating my children and calling them the same names that I
was called, made true by the inability to navigate my own course. There must be
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something sadly tragic when one realizes that his life is at its end and awakens to the
awareness that he chose a barren street to travel from adolescence until remorse and
regret have carved every contour into a wrinkled and dejected face. I refused that
existence. Mr. Michael had mastered his hidden curriculum and he lived it beautifully.
He knew his students. He spoke to me and my situation, and it comforted me to know
that I must be a nonconformist because that is how I would save myself. If anything, Mr.
Michael showed me that it is acceptable to be different and there is providence in
breaking away from the norm, discovering your self, and then becoming just that. More
significantly, life has no meaning until you start living for yourself, but to do that, you
have to listen to what your self is telling you to do. Perhaps I was not crazy to listen
when my inner child spoke. It seems to have worked for Mr. Michael, but then again, he
seemed to hear lots of voices.
Emerson was the one of the pair with whom I connected. Thoreau was okay, but I
saw his contradictions and that weakened him. I never understood why he wasted his
Harvard education sweeping porches and living beside a pond. If he felt that it was the
only way he could live deliberately, then why did he leave? He said, “I left the woods for
as good a reason as I went there” (Thoreau, 1846, p. 728). He was nothing but potential
and excuses but his poetic words resonated in me. I remember Mr. Michael jokingly
blurting when we read this aloud, “Right! Have you ever lived through a Massachusetts
winter with no heat? He got the heck out there when those winds started blowing off of
that pond and snapping his nose!” We laughed as if he was referring to a comical
character, one that we could all could relate to because we met him together. Mr.
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Michael helped us forge relationships with the writers through analysis, cooperative
activities, explication, and a humor only he could deliver. It was okay to laugh at him,
Thoreau, the Puritans (he had a ball with them), and in the process, we learned to laugh at
ourselves. It was Emerson who spoke to me because Mr. Michael, in his indirect style,
made sure that I was familiar with two quotes. The first, he had me read aloud in class,
occasionally stopping me and discussing it so vividly that he unintentionally brought
tears to my eyes. He handed me the second on a piece of notebook paper marked by
frantic handwriting, as if he was afraid it would vanish before capturing it.
Reading excerpts from “Self-Reliance” aloud was the most powerful child abuse
intervention I have ever experienced. I thought that my family life was a secret. I knew
that my brother’s antics were making him infamous around town, but I had no idea this
crazy, polyester-suit-wearing, time-traveling, friend of E.T. had any clue about my
disposition. My pain was internal and my mask had no cracks. As children, before we
knew what the word “invisible” meant, my siblings and I would dream that adults
“couldn’t hardly see” us. We imagined the feeling of emancipation as we slid by grown
ups without fear of being hit or verbal condemnation. Since those days, that is exactly
what I had done. My behavior was acceptable, but not because I had goals; it was
motivated by fear, a lack of confidence, and a strong desire to be left alone. So I had
been invisible for the longest time before Mr. Michael’s class, but if he could see aliens
and the subtle nonconformity of donning leisure suits in public, he would see me. The
passages he placed beneath my nose gave me validity and showed that he, not men who
had been dead for nearly a century, might have understood me. He must have seen that
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“something” behind my eyes. He must have been abused himself and perhaps he was
called into teaching to end his role in his own vicious cycle. I will never know.
“Gerry, why don’t you read the next passage?” That itself was a signal that he was on
to me because Mr. Michael always asked volunteers to read and never called on someone
who didn’t have a raised hand. He would explain that reading is a personal thing and it
embarrasses some people to read aloud because they read slower, have speech
impediments, or mispronounce words, and so on. His aim was to promote desire, not
extinguish it. I obliged, reading some stuff I couldn’t interpret because the vocabulary
was above me and the language ornate, but after Mr. Michael’s explanation, the passage
that he stopped class to discuss had personal significance. I read Emerson’s words that
state, “It is easy in the world to live after the world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude to live
after our own; but the great man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect
sweetness the independence of solitude” (Emerson, 1841, p. 632). Was his insight that
keen, or had I become accustomed to people not caring to notice? I wasn’t exactly sure
what it meant. Was it a compliment, advice, or a warning? I felt as if the words were
rather ambiguous, but he stirred in me a fear that my invisibility cloak slid off my head. I
took my textbook home and ventured into my lair and re-read “Self-Reliance” until I was
so confused and the words became so abstract that I couldn’t comprehend the simplest
logic. Mr. Michaels knew that Emerson’s “trust thyself” theme would rock my world. In
less than forty-eight hours, it would be rocked again.
Two days later, Mr. Michael was concluding our unit on American Romanticism and I
had resumed the normalcy of my dual existence. Again, his clothes would have been
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humorous had we not grown accustomed to them by that time, and we might have thrown
a cruel verbal zinger his way had we all not been so fond of him. Even though nobody
with a job had worn leisure suits in nearly a decade, it was never fashionable to wear a
polyester shirt that featured black and white penguins against a white and blue oceanic
background with a chocolate-brown suit. Because he was so symbolic and interesting,
every faux pas and every eccentric act was interpreted to have some link to the text. “The
brown reflects pollution that is spreading to the purest regions on earth, so our next unit
will focus on corruption and the frigid nature of human formality,” we might have
humorously hypothesized if we were only smarter. The fact of the matter was, he owned
about seven polyester shirts to go with those four suits, so I don’t think he was testing us,
but we thirsted for meaning in every aspect of our time with him. During his closing
remarks, he fabricated a conversation between Emerson, Thoreau, and himself by
jumping from spot to spot on the floor, whimsically and spontaneously creating a
dialogue using some of the quotes we had discussed. It was not only a terrific review, but
a classic piece of improvisational comedy. His hair dropped into his red face and his bald
spot shimmering through the remaining silver strands; he paused for the laughter to cease
in order to properly present his next side-splitting line. You could tell by his smug,
impatient grin that he was two or three hilarious puns ahead of us, but he panted patiently
until the laughter waned. He didn’t mind being our stooge if we were learning. Of
course, I saw not a lunatic or dolt at the front of the class. I saw a genius who knew
children and refused to abandon his childhood because it was the vessel with which he
connected to us. We had to know our material to understand his satire. Knowing the text
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was a side-effect of the class, the tool we used to explore through interaction. He was a
man whose classroom was more about us than the subject.
I was sure the laughter booming from our room was disturbing the other classes, and
knew that my friends, yawning through the lectures of other teachers just down the hall,
would be envious of our experience. All he had were the antiquated words of dead men,
but he slapped us alive with the beauty of their minds in a manner we could have never
seen without him. Mr. Michael was more than a good teacher for me and others who had
insecurities of their own, he was a savior who rose from the debris of public schools. He
saw how the literature had the power to ease pain and boost self esteem. He sold it to us
because he had already bought into it himself. Although he would give us one the
following day, he said we didn’t need a test, and he was painfully correct. Our test would
be how well we would apply his gift to our lives, how well we applied the resiliency he
gave us. He found his feedback in our eyes, our laughter, and our attention to every word.
A grade would actually be rather insignificant and insulting.
When the bell rang, I remember feeling a little disappointment (as I had in the past),
which was odd because in most schools the only thing students tend to celebrate is the
passing of time. As I stacked my books on the desktop to begin my march down the hall
toward Algebra II, he passively approached me, perhaps fearful that he might offend me.
He dropped the torn piece of notebook paper with the scribbled quote into my hand. It
was moist with perspiration, as if he had been holding it throughout his impersonations.
“You can throw it away if you don’t find meaning in it,” he said and returned to his desk.
His honest face, still marked with the lines of laughter and speckled with droplets of
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perspiration, was suddenly somber and concerned. Intrigued and embarrassed by the
attention, I stuffed it into my pocket (because I sensed that he didn’t want me to read it in
his presence), grabbed my books, and headed out into the crowded hallway.
Before math class the mystery in my pocket quickly overcame me, but I waited until
the tardy bell rang before reading it because opportunities for social interaction were kept
at a minimum in a rough high school like the one I attended. Except for the discussions
in Mr. Michael’s class, it was the only opportunity for us to communicate with one
another without getting into trouble. The paper was soft from the moisture, so it didn’t
make the expected crinkling sound as I retrieved it during the math teacher’s droning, and
the blue ink was bleeding in places, but not as much as to make it illegible. The words I
then read initially stunned me, perhaps angered me, as if my privacy had been violated.
But they were carefully selected by my favorite teacher and these particular words were
written a century ago, so there was just cause to reel myself back in and consider these
initial feelings to be nothing more than a classic and customary overreaction. I knew this
was his effort to help, so I accepted it in the same spirit that was intended. In the words
of Emerson but in the hand of Mr. Michael, the scribbled quote read, “A low self-love in
the parent desires that his child should repeat his character and fortune” (2006).
I couldn’t breathe for a moment. “Does this mean what I think it means?” I thought.
He was perhaps the only adult in the world who I could have trusted enough to cajole me
from my bower. I didn’t know how to react, but it was delightful and equally horrifying
to know that a man I respected, a man who seemed to be nothing more than a visitor on
this planet, could have the insight to recognize the subtleties I thought were so well
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hidden. This man, who knew that laughter and trust are partners, had the intelligence and
the guts to see inside me and reach out to help. It gave me validity, an understanding that
the frustrations of my parents is what actually inspired their blind cruelty. Most
importantly, someone could see it, and knew that I was not totally to blame for my low
self-esteem and distorted reality. I flashed back to another quote from his role-playing
finale that might have been for my benefit, but I couldn’t have known it at the time.
During is three-way conversation that had us laughing, was another Emersonian phrase I
have embraced: “My giant goes with me wherever I go” (1841, p. 645). “What is my
giant?” I wondered. Later, I would eventually discuss aspects of my home life with Mr.
Michael, and he would listen. He usually responded by recalling quotations from other
writers, some of which have escaped my memory, but some did not. He didn’t judge or
give me pity; he gave me resilience.
During my high school experience, I had approximately 35 different teachers and
spent over 170 hours with each. Only one had the courage and insight to reach me, and it
has made all the difference in my life. Before that, in elementary school, I remember
frequently going to school with bluish-red belt whelps on my legs and back, finding
walking difficult at times. I spent an approximate 12,000 hours under the watchful eyes
of school personnel and not one recognized the problem, or worse, some must have
chosen to ignore it. It took ten years, but finally one noticed, using his academic
discipline like a surgeon’s scalpel, removing the calcified tissue and infection that a
decade of abuse creates. I had only been in his class for about three months, which is
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roughly 60 hours, for him to spot me and reach out. And there were no fresh wounds to
see; the beatings had ceased by then because my family was rapidly dissolving.
I do not blame the other teachers for not recognizing the situation because child abuse
had never been an area of child development that administration has deemed worthy of
teacher training. I do, however, owe more than I will ever be able to repay to one man,
who showed me how to turn scars into character and setbacks into motivation. At no
point did he ever assume the posture of hovering over me like his green friends; instead,
he walked with me and changed my life. Jesus, Gandhi, and Reverend King were revered
because they were able to see suffering and willing to make the ultimate sacrifices to end
it. If students witness adults who care enough to take chances, then they will have the
model and confidence they need to release the grip on their insecurities and take the
chances that will give their education meaning.
Three years later I became an English major in college. I recognize characteristics in
strangers and compare them to pilgrims in The Canterbury Tales, which helps me analyze
people more quickly. Few understood the human condition and the repetitious design of
man and how well it transcends time better than Geoffrey Chaucer. I analyzed the
significance of my father’s death through Shakespeare’s Hamlet, where Hamlet, Laertes,
and young Fortinbras all lose their fathers prematurely. Romeo and Juliet taught me the
danger of youth without patience. I cried for the orphaned children who died young
sweeping London chimneys in the late eighteenth century poetry of William Blake.
Homer metaphorically showed me the temptations and challenges in life and taught me
that the journey and the decisions one makes along the way, not the destination, is what is
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important. My Odyssey will have no grand finale, only the footprints that I left, or failed
to leave behind, will be significant. Homer told me to avoid the Sirens (temptations), the
lotus (drugs and alcohol), and that sometimes you find yourself in a position where there
is no easy way out, but a wise captain chooses the better way out (Scylia and Charybdis).
There are few situations that that haven’t already been presented to me in literature. But
most of all, Mr. Michael showed me how to be myself and to listen to that little voice that
is guiding me through the chaos of my world. Mr. Michael gave me back to my rightful
owner. He showed me a philosophy that gave my life meaning, even if it misguided me.
Regardless, it became purpose and courage. Had his genre been British literature, he
would have uttered the words Polonius shared with his son before he left for studies
abroad, “To thine own self be true” (Shakespeare, 1980, p. 1080).
Hot Water
The summer after Mr. Michael’s class ended, I accepted a lucrative position in the
poultry industry. I had never worked third shift before, but since I would avoid the drama
at home by sleeping when everyone else was awake, I liked it. My job varied, but
primarily I ran a hose that shot a fervent stream of steaming hot water into processing
machines in an assembly line, ridding them of dislodged feathers and feet that had broken
off during the chickens’ futile struggle for life. Many of my esteemed colleagues were
proud participants in the county medium-security prison’s fabled work release program.
This added to the already significant pressure and stress that was attributed to a man in
my position because the tiny corridors that housed the assembly machinery would get
very steamy and hot. The steam made it difficult to see coworkers, and there were times
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the high-pressured hose would coil loose from my grip, swerving and weaving its nose
like a threatening cobra. These were the moments I saw a direct relationship between
heat and anger. I specifically learned this when I inadvertently hit the inmate they called
“Streak” in the face with a bolt of water jetting out of my hose at about 50 miles per hour
and at a temperature of 130 degrees. The hot fog was thick and Streak was supposed to
watch for me instead of the other way around, but somehow he seemed to forget that
segment of the ninety-second training video. Even though he was about 6 feet and 5
inches tall and weighed nearly 300 pounds, my vision was very limited and I did not see
him. I didn’t realize that I had hit the bull’s eye until I heard the scream, and this worst-
case scenario was confirmed when I saw the shadowy image of his baseball cap flipping
away from his head into the mist of the moment, as I stepped from inside that machine
out into the folklore of local the prison yard.
Perhaps this isn’t the best time to interrupt the events being described to give Streak a
little more character development, but I had just learned from his buddies that he was a
feared man in prison because he had a bad temper. He had been incarcerated for several
years for cutting a man open when he found him with his woman, and then stabbing each
of her breasts. The upper management in this particular processing plant decided Streak
should be given a ten-inch knife with a razor sharp edge and have him cut chicken feet
from hangers because, I assumed, such a job was his only marketable skill.
At any rate, he became less foggy and more defined as he stomped toward me with the
knife in hand, cursing profusely. “Drop that damn hose, boy!” As much as I wanted to
cooperate with him to help decrease his level of anxiety, I wasn’t dropping the damn
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hose. I held it firmly, pointing it downward intro a drain normally used for chicken
blood. I didn’t see that particular irony at the time. Again, and slower, he repeated, “I
said, drop the damn hose, boy!”
If he thought the water was warm and aggravating twenty feet away, I had to consider
that it would be a rather suitable weapon at five feet. “Take another step and you will get
another mouthful!” I bluffed. He took another step. There was an increasing
congregation of inmates surrounding me, seemingly not too interested in helping me out.
It occurred to me that they were all afraid of him, trying to win his favor by encouraging
him to use the knife on me. It was then I would have liked for one of Mr. Michael’s
aliens to swoop down and abduct me, but the stench of the plant even kept dogs away, so
beings of superior intelligence were nowhere in my immediate vicinity. He stepped
again, and I could see the veins pulsing at his temples and the way in which he was
holding the knife. I took comfort in the fact that he was gripping it to slice me, with his
index finger running up the back side of the blade, which was better than the “stabbing
me” variety. I also knew that he was in a difficult social position; he’d lose all of his
hard-earned respect if he backed down. Then I concluded that the witnesses would all
say that I started the ordeal by intentionally washing his face from across the corridor,
causing Streak to act in self-defense. I also realized that his next step would put me
within an arm’s reach, and I wasn’t going to back up, showing him any more fear than he
already sensed; I learned to stand my ground in high school and it seemed to serve me
well. These thoughts raced through my head in a second or two, and none were very
comforting. He stared at me, and I stared back. His lips were wet and trembling beneath
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his anxious, bloodshot eyes. Why I chose that moment to reflect on Mr. Michael’s class,
specifically the wisdom of Ralph Waldo Emerson, shows the power of literature and
good teaching. “Trust thyself,” I thought, “Whoso would be a man, must be a
nonconformist.” I was certain that Streak was accustomed to fearful men, sacrificing
dignity to live to see their paroles. Had he ever been challenged? Would he know what
to do? I didn’t really want to discover that answer, but I was betting that he had never
been face-to-face in a confrontation with a boy, barely seventeen, who wasn’t even
flinching. Perhaps the fact that I was being brash was a stroke of brilliance. Emerson
whispered again, “My giant goes with me wherever I go.” I decided that Emerson was
referring to courage.
I had to yell because it was a noisy place, “If I have to throw a couple gallons of this
water up your nose, I won’t think twice…” the water lost pressure. One of his prison
buddies turned off the valve on the wall behind me and the stream gradually arched
downward and drooped into a trickle. I stared down at my unfortunate drought as if the
last moments of my life were sliding down the drain, where my blood would be blending
with that of a thousand fryers. Everybody, including Streak, mercilessly laughed as the
power dripped from my only weapon. He looked at me and stopped laughing, but could
not maintain a straight face. I maintained eye contact, but failed to see humor in any
aspect of the last forty seconds.
“Ah-ite den.” He said to me, then turned and walked away. The others followed,
many of them looking back and telling me that I was “a lucky-ass white boy,” and that he
would eventually get me. I stared at them too, probably because it had proven to be
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successful and I didn’t have any interest in stirring any of them up with another dash of
my Clint Eastwood-style bravado. I quickly revitalized my hose, crawled into a
processing machine where I sat motionless, letting the adrenaline run its course through
my veins until the dizziness and shaking ceased.
The following night, Streak plopped down beside me with his dinner in the break
room. He looked at me and laughed. “Boy, you wuz lucky I ain’t lookin’ to git in no
mo’ trouble. I wuz gonna cut yo’ ass sho’ nuff.”
“No you weren’t.” I replied calmly, convinced that I backed him down the prior
evening by not backing down to him. If you would have come another step closer, I was
going up your nose with my rubber hose.” I loved John Travolta’s character in the sit-
com Welcome Back Kotter, and I hoped that he would again see humor in my threatening
side.
He laughed. “I knowed you would. I could tell dat you would,” he laughed again,
before looking at me seriously. You woulda made a mistake,” he mumbled with a
mouthful of sandwich.
“I didn’t have too many choices. If I dropped the hose, you would have cut me. You
had to. You got a rep and you would have lost it if you hadn’t.”
“Now dat’s how it works. But it wuz funny as hell when dat water dropped off an’
you coulda seen yo’ face!”
“Why didn’t you cut me then?”
“I told you, I ain’t wanna do no mo’ time.”
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I knew what he meant. The loss of pressure was funny to everyone except me, but
more importantly, it gave him an out. Although I never was rescued by Mr. Michael’s
alien brethren, I was visited by one of his hippy friends from the grave, whose advice
showed me that confidence and wisdom are tools that I can use to avoid conflict, even
when it seems inevitable. By standing up to Streak, I spent the rest of my summer as a
respected co-worker, an honorary member of the North Carolina Department of
Corrections’ work-release program. Because I had personalized the lessons I explored in
English class, my life had already changed, and I was applying my learning to adverse
situations in the world beyond the walls of school. I realize that my possible
misinterpretation of Emerson’s meaning could have been painful, but the point is, I fused
my education with my judgment and utilized them in a stressful situation. I had
internalized English literature. I was using it to solve problems. I was becoming
resilient.
Master of My Fate
Establishing resiliency is such a better goal for educators than achieving higher test
scores, but the immeasurable qualities surrounding it make it difficult for politicians to
understand it and take credit for it. When I look back at Mr. Michael’s class, it is
interesting that I would convert the teachings of a nerdy, eccentric English teacher into a
stressful situation far removed from the academic arena. The significance does not lie in
the retrieval of quotations or Ralph Waldo Emerson’s pre-bout wisdom. There was
something more significant at work, something I only recently acknowledged while
reading about resiliency in an effort to understand why I took the path that was not
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traversed by my brother and sister. I stepped beyond the fear and intimidation that had
been synonymous with my existence. It even seemed to catch Streak, the most revered
inmate from the local prison, momentarily off guard. His reasons for backing off are not
clear or important. The fact that my mind took me to a place where I felt empowered was
significant because I, not the large and overbearing adult, was able to control the
situation, at least to a degree. I used wisdom to overcome fear. I used confidence to
avoid violence. I looked him directly in the eye and was willing to face the challenge
should that have been necessary. And the challenge was one of infinite possibilities for
failure. I was afraid but not vulnerable, both before and after the water was shut off. I
knew the long-term consequences of retreat and, whether it was smart or not, chose to
face the problem. I was trembling and very tired because I was not used to sleeping days,
but I met the man I was to become that night. It was the self that was in charge of my
destiny, the self that refused to allow me to be helplessly victimized any longer. I do not
know why I chose to prove this in an adversarial confrontation with such an imposing
man. That had less to do with resiliency than the stupidity of a teenager. Nonetheless,
when one overcomes obstacles like Streak, the mountains begin to look climbable, the
night is never again as dark, and seemingly unattainable goals drop closer to your grasp.
“Promotion of resiliency lies in encountering stress at a time and in a way that allows
a person to experience mastery and appropriate responsibility, thus increasing his or her
sense of self-confidence and competence” (Jew, Green, & Kroger, 1999, p. 79).
Resilient people cope with stress better because they are able to confidently select from
various acquired skills and abilities in stressful situations. I didn’t have an arsenal at the
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time of my encounter with Streak, so I retreated to my bower, but this time it was filled
with relationships and an adult who believed in me, and that gave me the courage to
return and stand my ground against a huge, rather annoyed, prison inmate with a ten-inch
blade standing only three paces away. “Children have an intrinsic need for mastery over
situations, a need that they express by using their experiences to search out significant
patterns in reality and thus reduce uncertainty” (Brown, 1993, p. 208). Although I
thought that I might be killed or severely injured and would be washed down the drain
with the rest of the remnants, at least my guts would unmistakably not be those of a
chicken. An idiot, perhaps, but not a chicken.
“The hallmarks of a resilient child include knowing how to solve problems or
knowing that there’s an adult to turn to for help,” explains Robert Brooks, a clinical
psychologist on the faculty of Harvard Medical School. “A resilient child has some
sense of mastery of his own life, and if he gets frustrated by a mistake, he still feels he
can learn from the mistake” (as cited in Sullivan, 2001, p. 35). Although there are many
rather similar definitions of resiliency, Glenn Richardson (1998) describes it as a process
by which “people have the opportunity to grow from the adversity and challenges of life
by strengthening protective factors and developing a healthy integration of mind, body,
and spirit” (p. 23). It is these protective factors that are of concern to educators who
would like to see abused and neglected children become contributing members of the
student body, colleges, and eventually, the community. Without protective factors,
children are at risk of becoming disciplinary problems, dropouts, and then prison inmates
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like Streak. The implementation of these factors leads to the skills and abilities listed in a
1987 article featured in Child Abuse and Neglect:
1) Rapid response to danger: The ability to recognize and adapt to the requirements
of an immediate social setting in order to avoid harm.
2) Precocious maturity/pseudoadulthood: The child engages in role reversal, usually
with his or her parents.
3) Disassociation of affect: The ability to distance oneself from intense feelings.
4) Information seeking: The desire to learn as much as possible about hazards in the
environment.
5) Formation and utilization of relationships for survival: The ability to create
relationships that result in critical help or support in times of crisis.
6) Positive projective anticipation: The ability to project oneself into the future and
to fantasize about how life will be when the difficult times are over.
7) Decisive risk-taking: The ability to assume personal responsibility by making
some crucial decision even if the decision carries some personal risk.
8) The conviction of being loved: The ability to believe that one deserves to be
loved.
9) Idealization of aggressor’s competence: The ability to identify with some aspect
of the aggressor’s competence.
10) Cognitive restructuring of painful events: The ability to reprocess negative events
in a way that will make them more acceptable or congruent with one’s view.
11) Altruism: The ability to gain pleasure from giving to others.
12) Optimism and hope: the disposition to take a positive view of events that will
happen in the future. (Mrazek & Mrazek, 1987)
It seems that this list begins with the simpler, more concrete application of resilience and
elevates to the more complex and abstract mastery. Although the source didn’t
specifically call it a hierarchy, it seems to be one of sorts, rising from coping to intrinsic,
positive adjustments. Many of the things listed are the by-products of Mr. Michael’s
classroom. The misunderstanding with Streak exemplified my clumsy attempt to apply
this learned resiliency to a stressful situation. At that time however, I am not sure that
development had begun in a few of the later abilities listed.
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In four studies conducted by education professors from California, Colorado, and
Norway, respectively, researchers compared students level of resiliency with academic
performance. They arrived at the following conclusions after developing a resiliency
scale by which to measure the level of resiliency in relation to academic success:
Persons scoring higher on the resiliency scale are likely to demonstrate better
academic skills; have a higher internal locus of control orientation, have higher self-
perceived competence in scholastics, jobs, athletic performance, and friendships; and
display a wider range of coping skills than less resilient peers. Depressed resiliency
scores may be associated with the occurrence of traumatic events in the adolescents’
lives. This suggests that resilient individuals endorse a different set of beliefs that
enable them to acquire and use more effective coping skills in times of stress. (Jew,
Green, & Kroger, 1999, p. 75).
These results are extremely significant because, not shockingly, they prove a direct link
between the level of resiliency and academic performance and other forms of success. It
reveals a scale by which resiliency can be identified, monitored, and measured, which
might help the politicians comprehend its importance. Since resiliency is important and
there are varying degrees of severity that inflict our children, why are we teaching to a
test? Why are we taking tests?
A leading resiliency expert, Bonnie Benard, describes four attributes of resilient
children that simplify the Mrazek and Mrazek findings previously noted:
Social Competence- the ability to elicit positive responses from others, thus
establishing positive relationships with both adults and peers.
Problem-Solving Skills- the ability to plan, based on seeing oneself in control and
being resourceful in seeking help from others.
Autonomy- a sense of one’s own identity and an ability to act independently and exert
some control over one’s environment.
Sense of Purpose and Future- having goals, educational aspirations, persistence,
hopefulness, and a sense of a bright future. (1991)
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Therefore, teachers, parents, and schools must focus on the long-term ideals that won’t
coincide with presidential, gubernatorial, or school board elections. They must develop
and maintain the aforementioned protective factors; this won’t be done with grant money,
cosmetic curricular changes, or the mandate of a policy. It definitely is not the product of
student competition, high-stakes testing, elitist programs, or elaborate awards
ceremonies. It will not evolve from quantitative studies or feasibility plans. It comes
from the heart, the immeasurable capacity for adults and children to cooperate in a caring,
nurturing place. If we build the protective factors in all children, not just those who
suffer from the sickness of child abuse, test scores will improve across the board.
However, they should not improve as a goal, but as a reaction to good teaching. The
thrill of exploration and discovery have no gold, silver, bronze, and participation
recognitions. They are unique to each student and compare to nothing else. “People with
a high sense of self-efficacy are likely to approach achievement situations with
confidence and engage in tasks willingly and persistently” (Brophy, 1998, p. 57).
Learning is an innate, natural process that is a reward in itself and is going to occur
regardless of schools, parental support, and adult supervision. It is the confidence and the
network of resources that must be defined and improved by the adults who are the
guardians of youth in the community. A child does not grow by surpassing another child,
and the child who is defeated definitely does not learn to value the experience of being
labeled inferior, regardless of the intent to build character through competition.
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Bottom Up
Recognizing the signs of abuse and neglect and knowing how to address the problem
is paramount in determining the possible need for outside resources, individual attention,
and peer acknowledgement. It does not suggest that resiliency development is solely for
abused kids. “All students can overcome adversity if important protective factors are
present in their lives” ( Krovetz, 1999, p. 28). Resiliency is basically the overcoming of
obstacles and the growth that occurs from the utilization of intrinsic and extrinsic
resources that contribute to the completion of the task. How is that different from higher-
order learning? Are they not one in the same, or at least first cousins? The rub,
therefore, lies in the manner in which public schools do their part in establishing an
environment where students become resilient utilizing the highest levels of cognition.
For the well-adjusted, upper-echelon students, the structure needs overhauling in some
areas and tweaking in others. For the groundlings in the schools, as is the case with
abused and neglected children, there must be a process of rebuilding that starts within the
child. The fears and insecurities must gradually be eliminated, which may be difficult as
the student is passed from grade to grade, where they tend to get lost. We have folders
that follow them, but they aren’t read at the beginning of the year by all teachers. Even
when they are, teachers are looking for grades, negative reports, and test scores, which
means nothing more than our intervention would be skewed from the start.
Schools, therefore, by the construct based on evaluation and competition that we
stopped questioning years ago, do little to foster resiliency. We pack small children into
large classrooms. Some teachers’ class loads are so immense that they hardly bother
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trying to learn all of the names of the children any more. The students with gifted
abilities and those who become infamous behavior problems become known, but others
remain anonymous. The school is a place where bells trigger cattle drives to the next
class and teachers blow whistles in the hallways like concerned lifeguards. Students get
inferior grades slapped on their desks by over-worked, under-paid teachers and must
endure the brighter kids waving their papers around like proud Skinnerian rats the
moment the light comes on. We cut kids from the basketball team because they are not
good enough, or because their fathers were not around to sway the coach’s opinion.
Teachers find hypothetical theories and programs such as cooperative learning to be
impractical because they don’t want relinquish control.
Australian researchers suggest that the same problems facing teachers here are facing
them down under:
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many teachers find their energies concentrated on
maintaining order and discipline in classrooms at the expense of teaching. Others
believe that some children’s social and emotional needs are so great that the bulk of
their effort must be directed towards this ‘welfare work’. If a focus on achievement,
competence, and skill development has dropped in the list of some schools’ priorities,
it is all too understandable. (Howard & Johnson, 2000, p. 135).
It is not surprising that the school curriculum, established on the assumption that pitting
students against one another to determine recipients of high marks and awards, would
have a high concentration of delinquency problems and “welfare work.” Many students,
including abused and neglected children, are not having their needs met. Add to the
equation tremendous class sizes and other problems beyond a teacher’s control, and the
appropriate question would be, “What did you expect?”
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Students having to endure teacher-centered, whole-class instruction get bored. When
a child whose needs are not being met loses interest, it is a matter of time before
discipline problems, withdrawal, or other forms of rebellion occur. When twenty or
thirty children lose interest, the teacher transforms from educator into wrestling referee.
It is my contention that the majority of classroom disciplinary problems can be
eliminated by deleting nearly all forms of competition and utilizing techniques that have
been proven protectors in the establishment of resiliency. The teacher’s role diminishes
to that of a facilitator more often than lecturer. The focus is not on teaching, but
supporting the process of learning by instilling the confidence in children to take risks
and tackle problems. Some teachers do not understand that teaching occurs only when
there is learning. This is achieved by providing the proper stimuli, not by giving out the
most information. Learning is intrinsic and must have value to the learner, not the
teacher. Teachers must create stimulating environments that encourage discovery, not
rob them of the experience by condensed trivia or data distribution. Teachers and
administrators need to forget about test scores; they are too one-dimensional and measure
minimal standards. A child who scores a few questions above random chance on state
tests is considered proficient. It is a negative approach to education and those responsible
for testing ought to be extricated from their positions of leadership. If the teachers and
administrators would release the leash and let the kids explore on their own, the return
would exceed test score minimums and save a large group of children mired in the mud
of abuse and neglect.
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Successful educational reform must start with the teachers and end with the governor
or president, not otherwise, which has been the process that brings us to where we are,
trying to correct the wrongs of a sinking ship by constantly changing the sails. However,
reform that begins in the school has been successful. Ontario developed a vision at the
top and allowed for a “bottom-up” reform movement. That vision epitomizes the most
wholesome and productive qualities of education, as expressed by an Ontario educational
leader:
We have a strong belief that, in order for children to really understand the basics, they
have to have a problem-solving ability of their own. So we encourage creative
thinking and critical thinking, and we provide all sorts of opportunities for kids to
write and speak with their teachers and with their peers, to come to grips with their
own understanding of things. It isn’t just a matter of taking it in and spitting it out.
We continue to emphasize basics. What is different is that, rather than getting back to
basics, we think we are getting forward to basics. That means that rather than
returning to the traditional rote teaching methods, and all the achievement testing that
goes along with that, we look forward to more creative teaching methods, based on a
student’s experience, and helping students create meaning out of their lives. (Brown,
1993, p. 205)
This describes the environment that nurtures abused and neglected children, because it
gives all children the opportunity to “create meaning out of their lives.” They are not
expected to fit a mold or meet degrading minimal standards, they are pushed to excel and
explore their worlds in a cooperative, caring environment free from competition and
extrinsic rewards. When compared to the statement of a political leader who claims to
have been the “education governor,” the differences in the visions are astounding.
Former North Carolina Governor Jim Hunt (2001) shows this lack of understanding in
his book, First in America, a rather self-promoting, competitive title that properly reflects
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its contents, even though the title is not the actual truth. He provides the law-abiding,
tax-paying, and voting citizens with inspirational quotes such as, “That is where we came
up with the idea of an annual report card to show who number one is: what is best, and
who is best” (p. 15). “The stakes are high. What we need is full accountability” (p. 54).
“We as a society failed them (under-performing students and drop outs). We didn’t
measure and report” (p. 55). Although one should appreciate his intentions and realize
that Mr. Hunt is simply a product of the competitive system that empowered him, he
illustrates the problem with top-down educational reform and political determination of
how it should occur.
Education must first be a matter of personal security before it becomes a matter of
national security. However, it seems obvious that the economic and military advisors,
not those involved in education, have had the most influence on our leaders. It is hard to
determine how politics and education became so entwined, but few would argue that the
most dynamic events in American history have coincided with the most drastic reform
movements in education. It is my contention that these quick fix, panicked approaches to
reform by non-qualified governmental employees have severely stunted educational
progress. And these are the leaders, who want accountability and measurement. The
Industrial Revolution, world wars, Sputnik, the cold war, The civil rights movement,
Japan’s economic invasion, and other events that caused our government to fear the
future, spawned change more than any amount or educational, psychological, or social
research.
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The current, globally-competitive model eliminates the encouragement and growth of
students labeled “at-risk” through a blind system of humiliation, consequences, and
measurement. If we have to play the politician’s game, then begin the reform effort on
the grass roots level. Manipulate their doctrines and develop an inviting classroom where
resiliency and cooperation are built, where learning is foremost and activity planning
overcomes discipline and “social work.” Provide a refuge for the abused and neglected
child where competition and individual accomplishments are downplayed, but group
triumphs are celebrated. Build a community where the abused child is not alone to tend
to his wounds and doubt his existence, but is shown compassion and potential. This can
be done without money, but educators are going to have to model risk taking for their
students. And when that classroom is successful, build another, and another, until the
school becomes a pioneering model. And when the entire school experiences success,
they will come. The same politicians and wayward educational leaders who thought the
best way to reform was by threat and embarrassment, will come to accept credit for the
school’s progress. Their quotes will be the first to be read in the newspapers because
they did not get where they are by aligning themselves with failure. In the backs of their
minds they will wonder what was done with the slow, under-achieving kids to get
incredible test scores. Are they teaching the test and test-taking techniques all semester
long? Did the numbers improve because the testing pressure created an increase in drop-
outs? Did we find a way to eliminate compulsory attendance for traditionally weak sub
groups? It is then that the real educational leaders might describe the new school climate
and classroom model. It is then that they might show the self-proclaimed experts that a
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phrase like “No Child Left Behind” is actually a process built on compassion,
cooperation, and stability.
Out the Window
With all of the things the American society expects from teachers, it is important to
note that these suggestions, such as building resiliency, do not involve additional
responsibilities, just different capabilities. It is impossible to teach abused children
resiliency in an adult environment that thrives on competition, labeling, test scores, and
discipline. Teachers who are afraid to relinquish control of their classrooms reluctantly
ignore their training and fearfully adopt the whimsical quick fixes of the educational
reformists. They are in survival mode, like their abused children, front line soldiers being
commanded by administrators and politicians who have either forgotten how learning
occurs or resiliency is developed or never knew. Although this position may seem
indirectly harsh on teachers up to this point, it is not the intent to expose anything other
than their lack of proper training and guidance in lieu of imposed standards. In The Right
to Learn, Linda Darling-Hammond (1997) states:
They (teachers) are the aggregations of decisions made by textbook makers, test
publishers, individual state agencies, legislatures, and school boards, often uninformed
by professional knowledge, shared ideals, or consensual goals for education. Teachers
are rarely involved in the professional activities of standards setting, curriculum
development, or assessment. (p. 213)
I am critical of the teachers’ inability to properly perform their jobs because they are
bombarded with fly-by-night overhauls, professional mandates, duties and posts,
stringent coaching and club sponsorship requirements, useless workshops, second jobs,
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over-crowded classrooms, low public perception, and high turnover. Many of our
teachers are uncertified or teaching on a provisional contract, bypassing clinical teacher
training. Our soldiers on the front lines are weary, outnumbered, and unarmed. Yet the
commanders, seeking public approval, threaten them with goals that would be easily
surpassed if they gave them the training and support they need. But they must have
measurement, winners and losers, and data to give to their press agents to circulate in
self-promoting propaganda that manipulates truth and common sense.
Building resiliency is nothing more than what happens to a child if he or she is
exposed to good, effective teaching, which is a major theme in the school’s ability to
nurture abused and neglected children. Just because abused children may be more
starved for the healing best teaching practices provide, that is not to assume that all
children don’t need to be fed. Basically, in a competitive, rewards-based school, only a
few benefit and they do so at the expense of others. Abused and neglected children can
become lost in the shuffle. However, if there is one thing a competitive society should
understand, it is the concept of fairness. The competition that children face is currently
inevitable, but not needed during adolescent development. Proper approaches that
involve problem-solving, cooperation, and hands-on activities ironically do a better job of
preparing all children for the competitive world because resiliency and networking are
being established, not humility and losing. So teachers don’t teach resiliency, it simply
happens when children learn in a supportive, child-centered environment where their
contributions are just as important as those belonging to everyone else. Abused children
develop self-worth, confidence, a trust in adults, and so many other essentials, they can
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overcome nearly every aspect of their nightmarish home lives. Neglected children get
attention, love, and other things that cannot be tested but will stay with them throughout
their lives. They will learn to take chances without the fear of failing. If for no other
reason than to save abused and neglected children, this should be happening in every
single school in America; but the fact that it has been proven to benefit all children,
makes it a must.
When I was enrolled in a nearby university over fifteen years ago, seeking teacher
certification and a master’s degree in English Education, I was somehow qualified to
serve as a teacher on a provisional license. I had already been assigned my student-
teaching duties which I was to begin in the spring. In the preceding November, however,
that changed. I received a call from a principal who wanted me to interview for a
teaching position at an urban high school in that same district. Because I was young,
married, and didn’t know how we were going to afford the loss of income student
teaching would necessitate, I accepted the interview and later, the job. My first day was
on the second day of December. My advising professor in the teacher education program
accompanied me that morning, to see the school and set up an observation schedule. He
would observe me four times during the following semester.
I had five classes, all lower level. I was the third teacher hired to instruct this
particular group of students in a three month period. Because enrollment was higher than
anticipated, the principal had been granted an extra English teaching position about three
weeks into the school year. He created the rosters for each of the classes by allowing
teachers to select four or five students from each of their roles, literally creating an all-
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star team of thugs and drug dealers. Hence my opportunity, my debut, my defining
moment as a teacher arrived, and I was totally unprepared for it.
Dr. Key and I walked down the halls and corridors, looking for my room number. I
had been in the office all morning, and the students began arriving before I had the
opportunity to get into my room. I compare our trip to walking down an inner-city alley
in a pair of Dockers and a tie. We found my door seconds before the bell rang, and my
professor stopped me to give me one last bit of advice before I began the career I had
spent three years preparing for by working days and attending night classes. I suppose I
wanted the jolt of confidence a corner man would give a fighter moments before he steps
into the ring, but he did just the opposite. He said, “Everything you learned, everything
we taught you, throw it out the window. You have to be a drill sergeant here or they will
eat you alive.”
There were two doors to my classroom and most of the eleventh grade students
wandered in late through the back door while I nervously attempted to get my papers
together. They stayed in the back of the classroom, assembled in a large circle, sitting on
desktops and on the window ledge. They were all black males dressed in sagging pants
and oversized jerseys, with Malcolm X hats that were twisted sideways on their
cornrows. In my most authoritative voice, I commanded, “Okay, class, if you will all
come up here and take a seat, we can get started.” They looked at me. It was as if I had
disrupted their normal routine. Then I heard a loud, sustained burst of laughter come
from them. Even though I was only fifteen feet or so from them, my recollection makes
them seem as if they were on the other end of a gym floor. I stood and walked toward
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them, not knowing what to do next, quickly assuming the posture of the drill sergeant Dr.
Key described. One of the boys immediately stood out as the leader, deciding to use a
barrage of profanity and sarcasm as his strategy for serving his peers as spokesperson and
establishing himself as the leader of English III, section iv.
I remembered a few things from high school and the poultry-processing plant about
situations like this. That helped me, but like the previous occurrences, it could have been
painfully counterproductive. I knew that any sign of weakness would be like slapping a
wolf in the face with a steak, so I confronted the leader. “Step outside if you think you
are man enough.” The class erupted again. This was quality entertainment for a Monday
morning. I knew I had to get him away from his pack. I was never a math scholar, but
even my calculations suggested that a one-on-one confrontation was better than twenty-
two-on-one disagreement. “The rest of you better stay put. The principal has given me
the right to call the resource officer and have you arrested if you decide to get cute.”
That was a lie, but they stayed, probably because they did not want to disrupt the drama
that was quickly unfolding, or they feared violating their probations. The young man I
had just singled out tried to laugh at the class as he looked back from the hallway,
gesturing toward them that there was going to be a fight by punching his open left hand.
I was already in the hall by that time, waiting impatiently for him to close the door. He
didn’t, so I helped him out by slapping the door out of his hand, sending it hard into the
jam inches from his face, rattling the glass lodged in the antique wood.
“What the fu-, are you crazy, mo fo?” He stood face to face with me, but his
countenance had become angry, instead of amused as it had been before.
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“You think this is your class? You think you can cuss me? You wanna try to act
tough and bring that street crap into my classroom? You trying to get a rep at my
expense?” I asked the questions as if at any minute I would crush his skull like an empty
soda can. My lips were firm and I demanded eye contact. I inched closer to him, nearly
trapping him between my chest and the wall. Colleagues I had yet to meet peeped into
the hallway momentarily and closed their doors, as if they didn’t want anyone to know
they had witnessed whatever it was I was doing. His face was now concerned more than
angry, the kind of look a child gets when he is told that he has to eat his broccoli.
“You crazy, man.”
“Damn right I am. I also have the blessing of the principal to get you and all of your
buddies taken out of here in cuffs if I have to. I can get you suspended for threatening
me, which would probably land your ass in court.”
“I ain’t threaten you, man. You threatenin’ me.” He tried to walk away, but I grabbed
his arm and pulled him back between me and the wall with an intended burst of strength.
“Man, you better get yo’ hands off me, man!”
I refused, squeezing his arm harder. “Let me tell you how it is. I could bring you out
here and wallpaper the halls with you and nobody in this entire school would care. You
better learn real quickly who it is you answer to, and then start doing it- NOW! Do you
understand me?”
He reluctantly gave me the answer I wanted to hear, and I returned with him to the
classroom. I didn’t get much done that period, but eventually, everyone knew I had
shaken Tyree up a little bit. In a weird way, it was as if he appreciated my concern or the
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manner in which I established respect the way it is earned in his world. I expected more
trouble from him in the days and weeks that would follow, and it came as predicted,
usually in spurts. However, the frequency of the conflicts diminished and his followers
soon followed me. It was my personal experiences in a similar high school as a student
and life experiences that prepared me for my first few weeks of teaching, not the teacher
prep training at the university.
Dr. Key knew that I had agreed to a nearly impossible task, but he was not equipped
with the tools to help me. He observed growth in classroom behavior each time he
visited, but after the third observation, he explained, “You have their attention, now teach
them.” I was afraid to loosen my grip. But I tried some of the approaches that I
remembered enjoying when I was in school. The things that we discussed in college
could now be applied: acting out plays, turning poems into songs, and letting them work
in groups, the ultimate risk. I infused humor, pats on the back, and interest in their
personal lives. When Dr. Key returned for his fourth and final observation, we were
concluding a unit on Romanticism, and the students were leading the review by
discussing how their favorite quotes from Emerson and Thoreau could be applied to their
lives.
It was my first year of teaching, one that should have sent me into another profession,
but it was my most significant accomplishment to date. Even though I did things that
were illegal, unethical, awkward, and unprofessional, I learned the hard way to speak in
the language of the learner and to take chances with students. I had to trust my
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resiliency, which was beginning to teach me that there were few situations life could
offer that I couldn’t handle.
I suppose we all look for happy endings, which is rarely the case in the competitive
arenas of education. Tyree wound up graduating, and pulled me into his group family
hug after the ceremony, posing for a photograph that might still be on his mother’s
mantle. Another student became a somewhat famous basketball player, rising from a life
on the streets where selling drugs was the primary activity. I don’t take credit for either
of these accomplishments, because it takes a village and, in the case of the latter, talent
and luck.
One of the students in the class dropped out during the year; on the same day I signed
his textbook back in, he killed a homeless man with a brick. Two others in that first
period class were also convicted of murder the following year, one for strangling his aunt
in a plastic bag because she wouldn’t let him use the car, and the other in a gang
shootout. They were three of my better students.
I was hired because I was a male, a former college football player who wouldn’t be
intimidated by this group. My job was to clean up the mess that the principal created by
dumping students into these classes. I suppose it was not especially academically
invigorating for them to be shoveled out of a lower-level English class and placed into a
newly-created-just-for-them cellar that epitomized inferiority and rejection. I was fodder
too. The principal didn’t seem to care if I developed into a teacher. I did that on my
own, like so many teachers today. Unarmed, thrown on the front lines. What occurred is
not an indictment on teacher preparation and support, but a testament to the powers of
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resiliency that I had inadvertently developed. For some of the students, I was able to help
build some resiliency. I let most of the students down, however, because I had limited
knowledge, large numbers, and little support.
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CHAPTER V
ARMING THE EDUCATORS
Don’t spend your precious time asking “Why isn’t the world
a better place?” It will only be time wasted. The question to
ask is “How can I make it better?” To that there is an answer.
-Leo F. Buscaglia, Love
Spotting the Abuse
Signs of abuse are overlooked every day in schools because teachers and
administrators are not properly trained. Even in the event of the most obvious type of
abuse, physical, the symptoms are frequently missed. It should also be noted that
observing any of these obviously doesn’t constitute neglect, but the teacher or school
personnel should watch for patterns. Interrogating a child because he skinned his knee or
said his daddy whipped him might offend parents and cause much more trouble than it is
worth. Over-reactive adults can cloud the waters and create so many exaggerated
symptoms that the process loses credibility. However, erroneous assumptions or
overzealous personnel will diminish with the proper training. Many experts and child
supportive agencies recognize, with a strong consistency, obvious and subtle signs of
child abuse. The information below, from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services’ Administration for Children and Families, cites observational details from the
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National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information (2003) that would
concisely provide tips for professional educators. It should be included in any faculty-
wide training program, with the understanding that these characteristics are not exclusive
to abused and neglected children, but a combination of these in conjunction with personal
observations made over a brief period of time might qualify the child for participation in
the school’s established, investigative process.
Prevent Child Abuse America recently published a comprehensive list entitled
“Recognizing Child Abuse: What Parents Should Know.” It might be the most concise
yet thorough instrument of this nature developed to date. Teacher familiarity with it
would increase awareness and serve as a basis for staff development. The following
signs may signal the presence of child abuse or neglect. The first examples are subtleties
to look for in the child, parent, and in an observation of their interaction:
The child shows sudden changes in behavior or school performance. (He or she) has
not received help for physical or medical problems brought to the parents' attention,
has learning problems (or difficulty concentrating) that cannot be attributed to
specific physical or psychological causes. (He or she) Is always watchful, has though
preparing for something bad to happen, lacks adult supervision, is overly compliant,
passive, or withdrawn. (He or she) comes to school or other activities early, stays late,
and does not want to go home. (2003)
An abusive parent might be one who basically ignores the child, blames her or him
for all familial frustrations, or expects the child to accomplish more than they realistically
can. This parent may assume all adults think as they do (as was the case with Phillip’s
father), and give the educator permission to use physical force or violence if the child
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continues to misbehave. It is extremely important to note that all parents that fit this
description are abusive, and all abusers do not necessarily fit this description.
Parents and students who rarely touch or look at one another, consider their
relationship negative, or state that they do not like each other, might also suggest that
there could be an underlying pattern of abuse in the home (2003). In relation to physical
abuse (aside from the obvious bruises), the child may become frantic when parents are
contacted and displays a lack of eagerness to go home. Fear is dominant and there is no
sense of support from either party.
Neglect is not much more difficult to spot because these signs are also visible, but
teachers often overlook them. Again, these should be signs used to decide whether one
should investigate further, not to determine guilt or innocence, which is never the job of
the educator. A child with dirty clothes and poor hygiene should cause a teacher to
become curious. One should look for children without winter coats, those who aren’t
receiving proper medical attention, or are sent to school when they are sick. Children
who beg for or steal money, lack adequate school supplies, or are pulled from school for
ridiculous reasons probably need to be watched more carefully. Of course, parents who
are suspected or known to have a drug or alcohol dependency are much more likely to
become abusive or neglectful than those who do not.
Sexual abuse is difficult for educators because it is perhaps less tolerated than the
other forms of abuse and rather difficult to detect, which makes the margin for error
greater and elevates the cost of a mistake. Prevent Child Abuse America lists things to
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watch for that might make suspicions a little more concrete before interviewing a student
or calling CPS:
1) Experiences a sudden change in appetite. 2) Demonstrates bizarre, sophisticated, or
unusual sexual knowledge or behavior. 3) Becomes pregnant or contracts a venereal
disease, particularly if under age 14. 4) Runs away. 5) Has difficulty walking or
sitting. 6) Suddenly refuses to change for gym or to participate in physical activities.
7) Reports nightmares or bedwetting. (2003)
All forms of abuse are emotional. Emotional abuse, however, can be non-physical,
which makes if very difficult to distinguish. Perhaps the most common symptom is a
lack of confidence and a warped ability to develop resiliency. These children tend to be
detached from their parents and exhibit behaviors that fulfill their parents’ negative image
of them. If the educator is involved with the abused child’s family, the adults will usually
reveal abusive patterns because many do not consider their actions abusive, or they
operate on misguided assumptions that their actions can be easily justified to other adults.
With Alex and Phillip, I noticed bruises and cuts that were in various stages of
healing. This was enough, in my mind, to constitute a pattern of injuries that gave me
concrete legitimacy, more than a hunch or opinion, to file reports. With Alex, the
cognitive underdevelopment was another factor that could mean that the abuse had been
going on since infancy. Both boys were substantially immature for their ages and were
in special education classes. They were both categorized as “learning disabled.”
Although it is my opinion, I have always thought their problems were a direct result of
physical and emotional child abuse and neglect. That will probably never be determined,
nor is it my place to make a diagnosis.
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Art, not Science
In April 0f 2005, my wife contacted me at school to let me know that I had just
received a phone call from Robert Coles, responding to a letter I sent him a week earlier.
I was inquiring about a technique he used in his book, Their Eyes Meeting the World:
The Drawings and Paintings of Children (1992). I rushed home to call him; for the past
thirty years this professor of psychiatry and medical humanities at Harvard University has
published over fifty books and sat with thousands of children who were simply coloring
and painting pictures he asked them to create. I was drawn to this Pulitzer Prize winner
and his series of books called Children of Crisis, (1967) after reading Maxine Greene’s
The Dialectic of Freedom, in which she states, “Robert Coles…offered more clues as to
how and why living beings reach for their freedom, even in the most fearful
circumstances” (1988, p. 102). He was patient and accommodating, only requesting that
I call him before 6:00 P.M. if I need to call back in the future, and that I send him a copy
of this when completed. Nonetheless, he spoke to me about the manner in which children
describe their world through art, and how he has been studying this phenomenon since
Kennedy became president. After he briefly explained the technique, which is a process
of listening to children through visual interpretation, I asked him if this is something only
a psychologist or even a psychiatrist is qualified to do. “Absolutely not. Anybody who
reads the book and can notice details that are very common in all children and,
eventually, notice patterns.” He nor I suggest that a crayon drawing be the basis for
calling CPS, but it creates a tool for understanding and a medium for the child to explain
his or her expression.
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As educators, we forget to look at learning and dilemmas from the child’s perspective,
and sometimes the solutions to problems are found in play, when children’s minds are the
most active. By sitting with a child and having them draw and color pictures of family
members, themselves, landscapes, and other common visuals, the child reveals things
beyond the scope of words. Their Eyes Meeting the World describes how a boy
explained this to Coles; he profoundly and eloquently stated, “When I draw, I try with all
my might to concentrate, and that’s when I do, because nothing is taking my attention
away, and I don’t have to speak” (1992, p. 7). With a minimum amount of training,
school staff can learn to recognize the significance of lines, emotions in faces, color
selections, proximity, the significance of the sun, and so many other details that would
normally go unnoticed. When the teacher finds a particularly disturbing drawing, or one
that needs elaboration, she casually and privately discusses the work with the child,
giving him the concrete platform he needs to effectively overcome barriers that create
sterile communications. For example, the teacher might ask, “Why are you and your
sister crying?” The student then answers. “Because we cry together a lot.” The teacher
then has the opportunity to explore the reasons they cry together. That teacher might also
ask, “Why is the tree purple and the sky orange?” “Why are their clouds over your house
but not over anything else?” The answers may lead to a series of responses that reveal
much more about a child than the conventional methods suggest.
There are other things that reveal internal impressions of the world around them that
the child may not understand. To know the things that fascinate children in drawings and
other forms of expression, like writing, is not only helpful to educators, but it should be a
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major indicator of how they learn and how teachers can reach all children. A child might
draw himself with the ceiling right above his head and the walls at each shoulder. He
uses black or navy crayons. It is dark and may indicate that he feels trapped. The fact
that he had an entire page to explore but he chose to remain in a corner or other confined
area of the page might reveal that he doesn’t feel comfortable exploring or venturing out;
he knows his place. Does this mean he is abused or neglected? Absolutely not, but it
should mean the teacher needs to take a closer look and determine why the child made
the choices he made.
What does the modern school in America do with art? We create competition. We
give ribbons to kids like pumpkins at the state fair. Educators sometimes frame a few
works of art to go in the office because it evokes the same public relations warmth as the
“Save the Children” tie Governor Jim Hunt wore on the cover of his book about test
scores. We display fifteen pictures in the case from a class of twenty-two students. We
have magnets made of children’s drawings and send them home as fund raisers, each
producing about $3.00 in profit. Little regard is given to the kids who don’t get ribbons,
the seven students whose pictures were not displayed for lack of available space, or the
rejection a child feels who has to return the magnet to school because the family didn’t
have the $5.00 to purchase it.
Art analysis is futile without one-on-one contact with the student. Notice that the
activity is hands-on and involves student-teacher communication. Cooperative exercises
in language arts, social studies, music, science and even math classes can have the same
impact, building on higher-order thinking and offering new insights to the self that might
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make problems solvable and increase confidence. Analyzing art is only one way a
teacher can explore the darkest and most remote truths of an abused child’s existence, but
it must be done in a way that gives the control to the student. True teaching is more
about reassuring and encouragement than it is the dissemination of trivia; most of the data
and facts educators dole out is inconsequential to anyone’s life. It is more about listening
than talking. It is more about observing than being viewed. Until then, teachers will
miss the subtleties that contain the answers necessary to reach the abused and neglected
children, sitting anonymously in rows, facing the front of the classroom, in chairs with
tennis-ball slippers.
Investigating Suspected Abuse
It is important to remember that interviewing a child suspected of being abused is a
very delicate matter. When dealing with a youth, one should be aware of that child’s age
and the abilities that coincide with normal cognitive and social development. The child’s
maturity level should also be taken into consideration, remembering the fact that
emotional and physical abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect have caused substantial
deficiencies in brain development. The interviewer is not to slant questions or non-
verbally influence the child’s answers due to the teacher’s biased sympathy or
assumptions. Shirley O’Brien (1991), in an article entitled “A Heavy Price for Heroics”
compiled a summary of the varied and age-significant cognitive abilities that an
interviewer must take into consideration before addressing the child:
Young children are egocentric. Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget states that children
have difficulty seeing things from someone else’s perspective until about the tenth
grade, or their fifteenth birthday. Young children assume adults already know what is
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going on in their individual, unarticulated thoughts. Piaget also notes that young
children are very quick to take the blame or feel guilt, especially when they are being
questioned. The interviewer should remove that feeling and reassure the child that he
or she is not to blame and should not feel guilty without leading the child to assign
blame to the suspect (As cited in The Association for Childhood Education
International, p. 4).
Pre-school and early elementary-level students are very literal thinkers who don’t
understand figurative or symbolic language. When questioning children of all ages we
need to use a simple and direct language that may be substantially below their maturity
level. Questions like, “If you were Huck Finn and your father had beaten you and locked
you in a cabin, how would you react?” are poor questions. An understanding of the
importance of concrete questions is vital, and equally important is the progression of
question stem comprehension. “What and where questions develop first, usually between
age three and four. Who questions develop next, followed by when and why. Finally, by
age seven or eight, whose and how are comprehended” (O’Brien, p. 4).
Children below the age of ten have enough difficulty recalling events, but if asked
how they felt about a past event, the interviewer is more apt to get an uncertain answer.
“Even as adults, feelings are often difficult to describe and interpret” (O’Brien, p. 4),
according to O’Brien. These questions might be appropriate for advanced investigators
who understand the dynamics, but the school staff member must remember that their only
objective is to establish a legitimate suspicion, not to build a case or determine guilt.
Short-term memory is not as developed as in adults, so the beginnings of elaborate
sentences are often forgotten by the time the interviewer reaches the point or the
question. They have difficulty with cause and effect relationships, so questions that
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begin with if and end with then, or those similar in structure, are not valid. “Children
relate to single concepts” (O’Brien, p. 5). It is important to keep sentences simple and
the vocabulary below the level of the child to insure comprehension in a possibly
stressful encounter with an interviewer. This is why an outline or checklist that is age
appropriate would prevent confusion and bias coming out during the interview. CPS
workers would be a good place to begin in developing the verbal questionnaires.
If the child senses what the interviewer wants to hear, then that child will try to answer
in a manner that pleases the adult. They also believe that all adults tell the truth, so
personal statements to the child or in the presence of the child is counterproductive.
Interviewers who may be searching for a specific answer may repeat the question and
finally arrive at the desired response. This will happen because children will lie or
change answers to please adults. In school, for example, questions are repeated until a
correct answer is given. They do not have the ability to separate the significance and
differences between “two very dissimilar lines of questioning” (O’Brien, 5).
If the school system develops a solid technique of interviewing, then CPS can spend
more time investigating and less time screening. Forms from the interview can be signed
and faxed to CPS, eliminating time consuming question and answer sessions between the
reporting adult and the caseworker. CPS has a regiment of questions they routinely ask,
so the questionnaire should also include answers to those questions, which can be
completed before the interview with the child. Unless the school system and CPS have
clauses making the practice permissible, video and audio tapes should not be recorded,
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even if the parent signs a consent form, which is highly unlikely. Many times the consent
form is only applicable to certain situations that are not handled by the school.
To add to these points, there is a fine line between child abuse and corporal
punishment, even though my personal beliefs do not acknowledge one. To me, spanking
teaches children that adults solve problems with violence, even though the child’s
misdeed might have been peaceful in nature. Again, the child’s learning is not intrinsic
with spankings; it teaches them to fear pain as well as the adult who administers the
discipline. Sure it works, because the change is usually immediate, but the long-term,
underlying effects on the child and the child-adult relationship is altered. Trust is
compromised. Children are coerced into a forced behavior, where the only real
consequence becomes getting caught. When the lesson is not intrinsic, when it is not
based on communication and understanding, it becomes one of survival. Lying can
become acceptable because the establishment of trust is compromised; it is the avoidance
of physical pain that is central to the child’s approach. Sure, some parents may preach
and yell before and after beatings like my father did, but that simply intensified control
and hostility. There was no dialogue. I learned to ignore the difference between right
and wrong because there were instances when I was innocent and still beaten. Sure it
happens in homes, but the fact that some schools still use corporal punishment is
astounding.
I realize this now, but abuse beyond a normal spanking was my normalcy as a child. I
didn’t realize that my childhood was that different than those of my friends, so I didn’t
know to speak out and my teachers did not develop networks of communication and
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cooperation. I learned those things through athletics (beyond the cut-throat competition,
there are redeemable aspects of being a part of a team that parallels the ideal classroom
model) and Mr. Michael’s class. I was withdrawn, guilt-ridden, and unconfident.
Without the nurturing and support provided in his class and through teamwork, I had no
outlet. Although some children in a nurturing school environment will try to describe
abuse in segments and fragments, it remains the adult’s responsibility to use his or her
professional training and knowledge of childhood cognitive, social, and linguistic
development to draw accurate suspicions and take proper action. Informing children
about child abuse and neglect is a part of the communication network. They need to
know what is acceptable and what is not. A program added to the health curriculum,
along with contacts in the school to assist the child who may have a report or questions,
would contribute to safe schools and provide an outlet for the child to come forward. In
essence, educate the children and give them the path to seek and find help.
Resource or police officers must remember laws about questioning children without
an adult present, which is also why school employees need to follow procedures
developed and approved by the local CPS officials. According to the “National Study of
Child Protective Service Systems and Reform Efforts,” published for the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Children’s Bureau, Administration on
Children, Youth, and Families, Administration and for Children and Families, and Office
of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (these are all mentioned to show
how CPS and child abuse information lies at the core of so many other federally-funded
programs), CPS recommends required training “on CPS of local community
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professionals” (2003, p. 14). Since school employees spend more time with children than
any other adults except, perhaps, the parents, it would be beneficial that all school
employees get trained in several areas or child abuse prevention and confidentiality.
There should be a designated few who are trained as interviewers. Guidance counselors
need training in PTSD, and regular counseling should be set up once the report is verified
and accepted by CPS. If CPS is not going to be properly funded, they need to establish
relationships and cooperation with the schools to help overcome that obstacle.
Climate Control
There is some debate as to whether resiliency is inherent or procedural. I suppose it
parallels other meaningless philosophical debates, for example, “Does man corrupt
society or does society corrupt man?” The answer is, arguably, both are corruptive forces
that wouldn’t exist if not for the other entity. To suggest that resiliency is not inherent,
but a learned skill is silly, considering the fact that so much of it is cognitive and
subconscious. It is innate but must be nurtured. It is as much a part of human growth as
anything else. To extend a previous metaphor, it is a seed and environmental factors help
nourish or hinder its development. If the environment at home is stunting a child’s
growth, then it is up to educators to provide the right balance of sunlight, water, and soil
to make it grow. From this perspective, educators are environmentalists anyway,
providing the proper conditions to stimulate learning. Therefore, as a horticulturist, the
teacher must provide the balance for each plant. If no stalk or sprig is to be left behind,
then a good farmer will know what abilities each possesses and what each needs. That is
true from the recognition of the deficiency until the removal of the stakes for the weaker
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plants, when they are strong enough to support themselves, when their roots now provide
stability and nourishment independently, when they become self-sufficient. This must be
the farmer’s ultimate goal or his crop is diminished; when he knows that he has done all
he can, he then places the once frail seedling into the uncontrolled elements with the
ability to prosper.
In doing so, the farmer gives the plant the will and the strength to overcome obstacles,
the power to embrace adversity, and the stability to grow. He does not spend his time
teaching it how to extract water through its roots or how to reach toward the sun. These
things will be figured out when the strength and courage are in place. Nor does he expect
the young and weak seedlings to be able to withstand the summer heat, even though they
will soon stand tall in the July sun. But we expect our developing children to compete
because the adult world is about competition. There is no need for foundation building or
development, they must compete in order to be successful, which seems to be the
unquestioned assumption. When we attempt to build foundations in competitive soil, we
fail.
In the classroom, learning the content has become the objective when it should not be.
Paulo Freire calls the teacher-centered classes that are prevalent in most modern
classrooms (in fact, the higher the grade the more prevalent it becomes), “banking
education.” He says, “Education is suffering from narration sickness…. Words are
emptied of their concreteness and become a hollow, alienated, and alienating verbosity”
(Freire, 2003, p. 71). Overcoming the obstacles that lead to understanding how to apply
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the lesson learned to other situations is, quite simply, learning. Content is just the
obstacle course, the game pieces, and not the strategy. Purpel says:
Education must treat each student as a meaning-seeking and meaning-creating
individual, enabling the learner to develop a critical, passionate, and nourishing
engagement with oneself, one’s culture, and with the natural world. The curriculum
should be organized around life’s fundamental questions and the serious moral and
existential concerns of young people. (as cited in Bergin and Garvey, 1989)
Purpel is referring to things that contribute to resiliency and the things that all children,
especially the abused and neglected, need to succeed. However, he is describing not a
fad or a twelve-step program, he is telling us that education must nurture and be pertinent
to the child for true learning to take place. These things are not easily converted to data
that can then be manipulated into bar graphs and pie charts which can then be used to
persuade the voting public. It is art.
Therefore, after schools acknowledge that child abuse exists and it serves the child’s
best interest to assist in the development of resiliency, teachers need the tools and the
knowledge to teach. They need development in hands-on activities and resources to give
them new ideas, they need collaborative opportunities to brainstorm and share great
ideas. Teachers need support and encouragement to take chances. Perhaps it is best
phrased this way: educators need leadership that will help them establish professional
resiliency, so they will have the courage and vision needed to help children become self-
sufficient learners. Teachers need to return to being practitioners, talented in developing
strengths in children and eliminating fear of failure. To do this, the well-intending
political abuse, the mandated standardized testing, will have to be ignored, or stopped.
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According to San Jose State University’s Martin Krovetz (1999), “Schools must foster
resiliency for the adults in the school community if they are to foster resiliency for
students” (p. 121). This can be done by giving the teachers the same growth
opportunities offered to students. In his article entitled “Resiliency: A Key Element for
Supporting Youth At-Risk” Krovetz describes ways in which principals can achieve this
goal:
1) Increase collegiality. By increasing collegiality, teachers learn to function as a
cooperative team, seeing one another as resources. Time needs to be reserved for
teachers to have unstructured time with little formatting, just a topic. 2) Give teachers
a voice. Democratic government of schools increases morale, ownership, and faculty
belonging. 3) Increase job satisfaction. Positive approaches to teaching and learning
turn gripe sessions into productive interactions (1999, p. 123).
For now, teachers need to remain true to their craft and merely humor the “top-down”
reform efforts. Forget about test scores and competitive stressors. Instead, build an
environment that includes, “social skills training, self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and
self-reinforcing strategies” (Padron, Waxman, and Huang, 1999). Bruce Perry, Medical
Director for Provincial Programs in Children’s Mental Health for Alberta, Canada, and a
leading neuroscience researcher in child trauma’s effect on the brain, simplifies the entire
process. He states in an article entitled “How Children become Resilient” that appeared
in Scholastic Parent and Child, “Resilience cannot exist without hope” (2002, p. 33).
Although activities are important, the climate of the classroom is paramount for seedlings
to grow.
Garrett loved his first-grade classroom with the round tables. I loved my English class
with the round-table discussions. With the exception of the one-piece desk
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manufacturers, who benefits when round tables are removed from our classrooms? The
most significant component in building resiliency in abused and neglected students is
cooperative learning. “It requires the child to develop good judgment, respect for others,
harmony, and flexibility” (Lock & Janas, 2002). It is also the best way to turn
competitors into resources. When dealing with a suspected abused child, the teacher
might go as far as match him with another who compliments his personality and learning
style; it would build his confidence and perhaps establish a friendship. When teachers
insist on being the centers of attention, it denies the children the wonderment of
exploration, the lessons of failed and converted effort, and ultimately, the exhilaration of
discovery. It is erroneous for a teacher to choose synopsis over discussion. Student
questions are always more important than teachers’ answers. Unfortunately, this has
been explained to teachers for years, but it seems many teachers are afraid to relinquish
control. We resort back to our safe, comfort zones where product-centered learning is
possible when heavy-handed disciplinary structure is in place.
In The Paideia Program: An Educational Syllabus, a movement that features
cooperation and Socratic classrooms, it states:
The main goal of The Paideia Proposal as an educational manifesto calling for radical
reform of basic schooling in the United States is to overcome the elitism of our school
system from its beginning to the present day, and to replace it with a truly democratic
system that aims not only to improve the quality of basic schooling but also aims to
make that quality accessible to all children. (Adler, 1984)
Within the cooperative groups, a solid lesson plan that focuses on problem-solving allows
the children to share strengths to overcome individual weaknesses. It is difficult to
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design cooperative activities of this nature without a natural progression toward higher-
level thinking weaving its way through the fabric of the teacher’s creativity and
knowledge of the students. Opportunities for participation gives the student a “feeling of
belonging and control over one’s life” (Fox, 1994, p. 34). Teacher-centered instruction,
on the other hand, intensifies the crippling process of the abused and neglected child
because it models adult dominance over children. It is supported by consequences and
robs the child of the opportunity for introspection and a personalization of the material.
Cooperative projects are not centered on the ability to answer questions correctly with the
focus and attention on the mistakes, but it allows for positive acceptance, effort, and
relationship building. Rubrics and conferences guide the process where evaluation is a
face-to-face celebration of strengths and how those strengths can improve weak areas.
The interaction with learning teams and the one-on-one teacher conferences builds the
learning network and increases the child’s feelings of self-worth and importance.
“Nothing replaces the security that comes from a child having a close, personal
relationship with a significant adult” (Lock & Janas, 2002, p. 117). These things are
important for all students, but they are crucial for abused and neglected children. They
transform competitors into teammates. They allow for student exploration and social
development. They are fun, and they happen around round tables.
Making Sense
Although the problems that are crippling abused and neglected children are deeply
embedded into our schools, the solution requires no additional funding or special labels
or extra programs. Good teaching has always been good teaching, but the art is being
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blind-sided by legislative demands and incompetent school boards. Although educators
have little control over these components, which suggests that these elements should, for
the most part, be ignored. The leaders will get their petty test scores that show dramatic
improvement because our children and teachers will be building resiliency, community,
and cognitions that exceed the minimal requirements of standardized testing. Politicians
will congratulate the teachers (out of one side of their mouths) who are hidden in the
limelight’s shadow that the politicians created when they stepped into it, reminding the
public of the vague and empty proclamations they made during their last campaigns. Let
these adults compete for shallow accolades; it is what they have been conditioned to do.
Save the abused children and so many more students will be enhanced by the same net.
Ignore the politicians, because many lack the training to know what facilitates the various
forms of human development. They either take action ignorantly or place complete
confidence on the comments of advisors. Therefore, they are either morons or parrots,
but not farmers.
It must begin with leaders, superintendents who are clever enough to appease the
morons and parrots and pioneer these proven practices. Everything comes back to a
circular progression, like the round tables in Garrett’s classroom that inspired a sense of
enthusiasm and excitement. Warren Bennis (2003) has strong and meaningful words that
are applicable to what superintendents need to do to extricate themselves from the strings
of the political puppeteers:
The point is to become yourself, and use yourself completely—all your skills, gifts,
and energies—in order to make your vision manifest. You must withhold nothing.
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You must, in sum, become the person you started out to be, and enjoy the process of
becoming. (p. 104)
This is the vision, and this passage applies to every principal, teacher, and student in our
public schools. The circle of learning, discovery, and rediscovery. The network of
community. The power of cooperation. Nonconformity. Round tables.
Again, nobody explains the manner in which the American system of education is
constricted by its own limbs better that Kohn. He addresses the ideas that have control
over people until their existences are no longer perfected because they are accepted as
unchangeable, immoveable institutions. People stop questioning them, and assume the
way things are is how they have always been and will always be. Kohn’s comments at
the beginning of Punished by Rewards should challenge educational leaders, teachers,
and politicians to question the benefits of competition in schools that have been accepted
without question for decades. Until this is addressed, it will be difficult to build resiliency
in children suffering from abuse and neglect. The quote has more meaning now than
ever, and perhaps should be revisited from the perspective of competition:
There is a time to admire the grace and persuasive power of an influential idea, and
there is time to fear its hold over us. The time to worry is when the idea is so widely
shared that we no longer even notice it, when it is so deeply rooted that it feels to us
like plain common sense. At the point when objections are not answered anymore
because they are no longer even raised, we are not in control; we do not have the idea;
it has us. (p. 3)
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, Nothing is going to get
better. Its not.
-Dr. Seuss, The Lorax
Phillip
The heat from the asphalt sweltered and liquefied distant vehicles as my boys and I
cruised down Highway 52 with the windows down, slurping Big Gulps during a sunny
July afternoon. I veered into the left turn lane and stopped at a red light, as the homespun
wind in my Toyota Tacoma halted with the truck. The volume of my Meatloaf CD was
suddenly blaring too loudly without the distortion of the road noise and breeze. As the
mangled-hair duo yelled to one another in the back seat in an attempt to communicate
over “Paradise by the Dashboard Lights,” I scanned the other vehicles coming to a
standstill around us, probably because I wasn’t comfortable exhibiting such a pitiful
combination of poor parenting and mid-life crisis. The boys’ heads bounced with each
twang of the electric guitar, because that is what we did when we decided to get Big
Gulps, roll down the windows, and cruise steaming streets with nothing more to do than
share this brand of rock, forged during my prime but twenty years before their births,
with our hometown. School was out for summer and my month-long break had begun, so
it was time to let our city know that the boys were back in town, but I didn’t have the CD
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with the song by that name, so we appropriately selected a suitable alternate from
Meatloaf’s Bat Out of Hell collection.
Seconds after we stopped, a loud, rumbling, and smoky vehicle inelegantly pulled
ahead of us in the lane that went straight. The stench from the muffler-less pickup, which
was also manufactured about twenty years before Garrett and Taylor were born, rudely
filled our cab and its din drowned out our pitiful performances. We rolled up the
windows and turned on the air conditioning and the stereo down, as the wounded truck
sputtered and sat motionless. The rusted and twisted bumper supported no tailgate, but at
the back of the bed, pressed against the rear window, sat two boys and a big dog, facing
us, except when they stretched over the edge to spit tobacco juice onto the sizzling road.
They were laughing and stroking the dog like it were an Egyptian deity and they its
humble servants, as if its sagging, dripping tongue was the source of all wisdom and
bountiful harvests.
If anyone had been staring at us when we pulled up, they weren’t any more. The
scene resembled something from Deliverance, without the civility and sophistication.
One of the bed-ridden boys looked at us and raised a cautious hand to timidly wave. I
realized then that it was Phillip, who apparently wasn’t sure if I was Mr. Neal. His faint
smile instantly grew when I acknowledged his greeting. The left turn lane light changed
to green and I crept by his truck, momentarily stopping and rolling down my electric,
passenger-side window with nothing in mind to say. His left jaw protruded with a man-
sized chew that muffled his normal impediment and strong Southern drawl, but I think he
said, “What’s up, Mr. O’Neal!”
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I looked back at my children, who were stunned that I would stop to talk to such a
creature; it countered everything I had told them about locking doors and not speaking to
strangers. They stared at Phillip, his brother, and the dog as if the paramedics would
soon arrive to save the shabby group from the wreckage on which they sat. I peered back
at my one-time-project who had moved away several months earlier. He was grinning at
me as if I was to be impressed that he could ride in a pick-up truck bed without a tailgate.
I responded, “Hey, Phillip! Good to see you. How did you do in school this year?” The
car behind me blew the horn because the arrow hovering above my truck still glistened
green while I sat motionless in the traffic.
“None too good, I don’t reckon. But it don’t matter. I ain’t goin’ to no summer
school either. But I passed anyway!”
And he will again next year, and the next, until he quits. “Congratulations, Phillip!”
“What?”
I figured the sound of the truck buried my words. I yelled louder. “Congratulations,
Phillip!” He had to hear that, I thought.
“What?”
The car behind blew the horn again. I started to wave and roll away, when it dawned
on me, this was Phillip I was talking to. I rephrased, “Good job!”
“Thanks!” he replied as I began rolling forward and out of his life again. I gazed into
the cab of the old white and blue, two-tone Chevrolet with a chalky hood, and saw a hairy
arm hanging out of the rolled-down window just behind the glassless side-view mirror
frame. A sweaty, bare shoulder led my eye to the greasy head of Phillip’s father, tilted
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back to finish the last sip from a can of Budweiser. The light turned yellow, so I sprinted
for the intersection, much to the annoyance of the silver Honda behind us, the one with
the annoying horn problem.
A foreboding mood consumed me instantly. Phillip’s presence flashed me back to our
ordeal and ruined the festivity of my excursion. In my rear-view mirror I saw his truck
scamper across the intersection like a comet with a black, cloudy tail. I turned the CD
player back up, now on “Two out of Three Ain’t Bad.” Before my two buddies and I
rode over the hill ahead of us, I remember wondering if the dog between Phillip and his
brother, the one with the enchanting tongue, was Rocky. I somberly compared Phillip’s
dad to me, both in our pick-ups, both sipping on beverages with our boys in the back.
Both with seemingly no particular destination in mind, just different paths and different
circumstances. My boys were sitting in the back seat and buckled in, his boys sliding
around in the bed of a dented and shattered truck. My boys securely ascended into the
civilization just ahead, while his disappeared behind an oily smokescreen on a nameless,
downwardly-sloping country road, winding its way through the pungent aroma of turkey
houses and the furrowed fields that seem to go on forever.
Trey
Trey’s story has more of an ending than Phillip’s, which might be more satisfying for
those of us who demand closure, even where there is none. Summer rolled by and he
found himself walking the streets of my neighborhood with younger children, probably
because there weren’t any others his age. There were occasions when he would turn up
at my house, but I usually had to run him away because he would curse or break
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something that belonged to my boys. He allowed his hair to grow longer and more into
his eyes, which seemed to accentuate his hunching posture. He never wore shorts even
though the humidity was high and the thermometer was bouncing on 90 degrees in the
breezeless shade, opting instead for frayed blue jeans that nearly covered his shoes
completely. An oversized tee shirt completed his ensemble, reminding my children of
“Shaggy” from Scooby Doo.
It was nearly impossible to see him pass by the window on his way down the street
without being reminded of the awards day a few weeks before. I wondered if he ever
thought of it, or if he had locked it away with similar memories. Nonetheless, summer
passed slowly and he seemed to slip deeper into his chosen persona, one that became
darker as the days began to get shorter. Before he was ready, fall arrived and the school
bus began squeaking to a stop every morning at his house. With red lights flashing and
horn blowing, he would crawl into its ear and slide to the back seat. Most mornings I
would see him waiting there for his bus and it would make me very happy; it meant that I
wouldn’t get stuck behind the yellow, lumbering monstrosity on my way to work. On the
miserable days when I was late, it seemed as if the bus stopped every twenty feet and
picked up kindergarten students whose parents were having separation anxiety, holding
their adorable treasures and kissing them again and again before they too were swallowed
by the diesel-fueled behemoth. It was touching every time I saw it, all sixteen times each
morning, if I didn’t get out of my driveway in time. When I heard the horn blast at Trey’s
house in the cul-de-sac at the end of my street at the bottom of the hill, the intimidating
exhaling of the air brakes, and the fire-red eyes that blinked at me fervently, I knew I had
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to frantically start the car and beat the bus before it slithered past my driveway. It was
like playing chicken with a dragon, but most days I pulled it off. If I lost the race for
positioning, not only was I delayed, I got to learn sign language by exchanging
meaningless, nonverbal gestures with students clustered around the back windows of the
bus, anxiously looking at me as if I wanted them to.
Trey attended a Kindergarten through eighth grade school that enrolls fewer than 400
students, so there were teenagers and five-year-olds on the same buses. He was in the
seventh grade at the beginning of this school year but he was still two years behind
schedule, so he was the age of a high school freshman. I felt sorry for him because he
was living through abuse and dejection, but until treated, he was a threat to my children.
Unsupervised interaction with my children was simply forbidden, and I suppose he
resented me for that. It made me feel like a hypocrite for not trusting an abused brethren,
but my first responsibility is to Taylor and Garrett; who knows better of the demons that
lie within the brains of abused children than the adult who was abused as a child?
Months later I noticed that Trey was no longer getting on the bus at his house. In fact,
according to a neighbor, Trey didn’t attend school any more. It occurred to me that I was
no longer seeing him plodding down the street as he blindly gazed into our windows. I
later learned that Trey had some problems on the bus, and this year he would fall short of
repeating his graciously shared title of “Outstanding Bus Rider” at the awards ceremony.
He would not be anxiously awaiting his name to be called that May. Instead, he would
await the findings of a judge.
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Trey sometimes shared seats with the kindergarten students to make room for
everyone when “three to a seat” was needed. Apparently, a group of parents complained
because their children were being victimized by a tall, teenage boy on the bus. He was
sliding his hand under their clothes while they cried for him to stop. They would fight to
keep from having to sit with him, but the driver would order the children into the seat so
that she could continue her route. Eventually, one child told a parent and other accounts
of sexual assault surfaced.
Trey was expelled from school. Juvenile charges were filed. Figuratively pausing to
analyze the situation, it appears that he never actually left his father despite the 500-mile
cushion between them. Trey fought the battle within his head and lost, heeding to the
advice of the wrong voices, the echoes of his father’s seductive wrath against his own
child. The victim often becomes the perpetrator. It became easier to understand Trey’s
sister, still finding it difficult to overcome her own warped, dysfunctional existence.
Now it has spread to new families, both the children and the parents. They must deal
with this properly before the memories are magnified and find dark corridors in their
minds to hide until they are flushed out later in life.
I know that the teachers don’t blame themselves. It is not the fault of the educational
leaders or politicians, because they couldn’t possibly have seen this coming. It was a
spontaneous, random act of dehumanization. Unforeseeable. How could it have
anything to do with the curriculum? How could cooperative assignments and networking
prevented something as horrible as this? Perhaps the fact that Trey scored below
proficiency on the end of grade tests the previous May had something to do with his
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actions. The importance of passing test scores were preached monotonously all year, and
then he failed. Maybe this had something to do with his low self-esteem, humility, and
despair. Does that mean the schools created a child molester? There is no way of telling
if the inferiority of not winning a significant award, or being humiliated with an
insignificant one, lead to a lost sense of belonging in the school. Nobody will never
know.
But if the school had been truly cooperative, if his rivals were actually friends, and if
employees recognized the signs of abuse and worked to rebuild him, is it possible these
things would not have occurred? If the school built a network around Trey and
supported him, would he have withdrawn like he did that summer? If Trey felt positive
growth through an effort of the school to build his resiliency, would he have found it
necessary to exploit weaker children? If he had passed the end-of-grade tests, then he
wouldn’t have spent the first two weeks of the summer awaiting the principal’s social
promotion, feeling inadequate and on the brink of failure yet a third time. Looking at
Trey from his perspective is the only way to see how his fate might have been altered.
Instead, the school labeled him instead of challenging him, inadvertently creating a
situation where he could only lose instead of a climate where he felt wanted. They
watched him like prison guards instead of assisting him like mentors. The public will
never wonder if the school nurtured this adolescent pedophile when they smugly critique
the judge’s decision. School staff will probably not use the event to look inward to
determine their responsibility in this matter. For these are the times when we distance
ourselves from the fallen, when the injured child lies critically wounded and we
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immediately begin the separation between what we know we can do and what we are
willing to do.
Trey sits at home with the ghosts of his father’s treachery thundering in the distant
corners of his memories. The horror of knowing that you have become that which you
feared most in life is one of the most sobering realizations for a human. Shame and
sorrow are now compounded upon the feelings of inadequacy and horridly low self-
esteem. This is the point at which the child loses all hope, and equally tragic, his
innocence forever.
Me
I sometimes wonder why I quit teaching English and entered the world of educational
leadership; I enjoyed introducing high school seniors to Milton and Chaucer, walking
through Elsinor with a troubled youth named Hamlet, and exploring the frustrations of
young adults found in the poetry of Keats, Shelley, and Byron, the big three Romantics.
Jonne Donne’s melancholy wisdom and Wordsworth’s beautiful Tintern Abbey have
moments that would give even the most distant seniors chills, and I loved running those
emotions up their backs until they shivered, or I could see them getting a little emotional.
I had a complete arsenal of memorized quotes that I could apply to nearly every one of
their teenage insecurities, often showing them the power and value of literature as a
resource. Although my teaching style marched to the beat of its own drum, I think I was
as good as Mr. Michael on some days, and better on one or two others.
Throughout the spring of the year I would intentionally drop philosophical quotes
from an unknown source, and occasionally the students would call me on it, asking me
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who wrote it, or where they could find it. I would respond by suggesting that it was some
book written by a famous doctor who seemed to make sense. Ironically, I became
familiar with his writing as a child, but thought he was very silly then; as an adult, I have
found him to be very profound. But I could conveniently never remember the name of
that doctor, so I would get back to the topic of the day, leaving them curious and
determined to make me remember. Some figured it out but I lied and told them that they
were wrong. I always left them with something to think about, some shred of wisdom we
stumbled over in the lesson earlier without giving it much thought, and then retrieving it
just before the bell, to get them thinking existentially before they entered the world of
crowded halls, stuffed lockers, the smell of tater-tots and industrial pizza.
It started as a fun thing to do, but ended as a rite of passage in my high school. I told
the students that they may think they have all grown up, but we were going to end school
on the last day of classes (before testing and graduation) the way school began. Each
year the students exaggerated the significance of the event more, until they were wearing
pajamas to class. It was a way for them to have fun and make the underclassmen envious
of their senior status, so it quickly became an overly pompous activity they all seemed to
anticipate. During that last day, I would wait to read them a children’s story at the end of
class, having them crowd around me as I sat in a chair with a picture book that took ten
minutes to read, even when I showed everyone the illustrations. I wasn’t wearing my
“Save-the-Children” power tie or sporting a team of photographers following every
movement, but I would give the command and these seniors would crowd around me like
the carefully-selected children on the cover of Governor Jim Hunt’s book, First in
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America. Plopping onto the floor, each mocked the eagerness for adventure by faking
childish enthusiasm. It was, of course, a joke, a funny deviation from the norm and a
way for them all to feel nostalgic, infantile, and grown all at once. Not to be taken
seriously, it was a moment where it was acceptable to laugh at each other and, of course,
at me, especially when I pulled from my bag a large, colorful book written by everyone’s
favorite at one time or another, Dr. Seuss.
But at the end, some would be crying. They would reflectively realize that I had set
them up, but they weren’t angry; they seemed to know that it was my graduation gift to
them in the same manner I taught literature all year long. As I read the text and oscillated
the illustrations (For the record, those elementary teachers who can read a book upside
down are phenomenal), we would stumble over familiar words and phrases. Not because
the students had read the book as children; they had not. Oh, the Places You’ll Go
teaches students about the negative effects of competition and how they will not always
be victorious, the darkness that lies behind life’s glamour, and the battles they will fight
with themselves. It teaches about resiliency and how it helps students venturing out into
the world, but how some without it will be left behind. The quotes I would often throw at
them in Confucius-style bites of wisdom were from this most famous children’s author.
“Games you can’t win ‘cause you’ll play against you,” “Whether you like it or not, alone
is something you’ll be quite a lot….There are some, down the road between hither and
yon, that scare you so much you won’t want to go on,” and “Un-slumping yourself is not
easily done,” were some of the more common quotes. The one I referred to more than
any other was one that I apply to my own life when I feel the need for adjustment, “So be
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sure when you step. Step with care and great tact and remember that Life’s a Great
Balancing Act.” As I dramatically read the book, knowing when to pause for effect, I
studied the faces in the crowd as carefully as they studied the meaningless pictures. I
watched the frivolity slowly drain from their eyes as the giggling was pushed aside by
prophetic phrases that splashed them with the warm but salty tides of melancholy.
As I was known to do, I tricked them. In the midst of their riotous celebration of
themselves, I slipped a pill of somber reality into their spirited toasts. I would try to pace
the reading so the final words would fall just before the climactic bell in the final English
class that they would ever attend in high school; I hoped that they would walk out into
the hall for the last time, thinking existentially. Realizing that their education had come
full circle, and even though they mocked their child selves in the humorous tradition of
bringing robes to English class while pretending to suck on thumbs, I hope they learned
that the child within still lives and must, like all children, be respected and nurtured.
Even that child is not to be left behind, but cradled and heard. You can’t tell students
this, you can’t even show them this; you simply create the environment and provide the
stimulus. The rest must happen on its own.
It has been a valuable lesson for me. I still lack the satisfaction of knowing that I
have survived the trauma of my childhood because its shadows still darken my
perspectives at times, constant reminders that I am never immune to its devastating
powers. Struggling to understand normalcy, if there is such a thing, I try not to let
simple, harmless actions overwhelm my emotions. I am also cognitive of the fact that I
often become numb when others around me crumble into emotional seizures. I am
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different in this respect. My sense of humor is my shield and my lance, used to keep
people from getting too close and reminding them that I am no one to take lightly. Yet I
love laughter because it is the purist form of freedom, a way to momentarily remove the
parasitic realizations that cripple minds, and to share life’s ultimate moments.
I am one of the survivors, a successful “feel-good” story that entitles me to have a
voice. I suppose one might consider me a winner of sorts, but I resent that because it is
based on the assumption that others had to fail for me to get where I am. All can win.
The starting lines are different and the finish lines never defined, so lets not apply our
national gluttony for competition to systemically crown victors in races that blind
tradition, industrialism, and political arrogance have created. It is my power, whether it
is believed that it is earned or not, that I hope to use for those who lead lives of “quiet
desperation” and think that they will never be heard, unless in the form of a muffled
whimper in a darkened room. The issues that threatened me as a boy still haunt me as an
adult, thwarting any overconfidence that my childhood’s drama is behind me. When my
parents died, both 58 at the time and within 10 months of one another, the hibernating
demons arose and attacked. Their validity was strengthened by the legal battles that
followed. It was then I saw these monsters complete the demolition of my brother and
sister, who quickly proved that a little of Mom’s inheritance was worth more than my
brotherhood. In fact, the treason began before her death, when the pair saw profitability
in lying to her about me to such a degree that she didn’t speak to me for the last few
months of her life. I didn’t give up on her, but her final words to me were, “I hope you
burn in hell.” My brother and sister succeeded in turning a bipolar, alcoholic with
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emphysema away from me, so I have severed ties with my them and will never
intentionally speak to either again.
Friends have challenged me to forgive and show Christ-like character by reaching out
to them and making amends. That is good church rhetoric, but breaking away from my
remaining nuclear family was something I should have done after Dad passed away. I
forgive them because they too were gutted by child abuse, but that doesn’t mean I have to
have any further interactions with them. It has been survival for me. All that I had left in
my immediate family were alcoholics and drug users, a two-time convicted felon, and a
child abuser with a history of “driving while impaired” arrests. After five years of
silence that began when I deliberately missed my mother’s funeral, I have no regrets or
desire for reconciliation. I pity them, but don’t need the stressors they provide. Resilient
people learn to shed others who threaten their recoveries from child abuse. From the
horrors of our youths, we had each traversed different paths, growing apart from one
another in almost therapeutic fashion, until the distance became calming. My brother and
sister had become more than visual symbols of my ordeal, they had become that which
we all grew up fearing. Like the metamorphosis of a larvae to tadpole to frog, they had
changed into the images of my parents that my earliest memories recall. These are the
images of anger, pain, and violence.
The deaths and altercations led to a meltdown of sorts, and I was quickly put on
medication for depression. Two years later, “bipolar” would be the corrected diagnosis,
and my medication was changed. Not, however, before I encountered marital problems,
switched jobs, sold my truck (I loved that truck), spent a bunch of money, and told off my
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boss and school superintendent who, retrospectively, deserved every word. Apparently
the medication caused a disruption to the ebb and flow of emotions, causing me to get
“stuck” in the mania apex, the flow without the ebb. My psychologist suggested that it
was as if I had been prescribed cocaine. Now the medication I take to stay “normal”
seems to be working, but it could be that the demons have gone back into hibernation and
I am only experiencing a false sense of security. But a false sense of security is
sometimes better than a real sense of fear, so I will bask in the illusion of my temporary
sun if that is what it is, until the next bit of distant thunder uncontrollably rolls through
my head, arousing the hibernating beasts from their sleep.
From an outsider’s perspective, this is success for a child who endured abuse and
neglect. To the few who know this story, my resiliency is celebrated and glorified, as if
the dragon I had just dropped will never recover, or the Hydra will not sprout another
head as soon as I turn my back. They see the glimpses of accomplishments and the
triumphs, my defensive joking and jovial sidestepping, the college degrees, and assume
that I walk this planet unscathed by my childhood’s nightmarish degradation. Like a
terminal disease, its effects can be slowed, disguised, or even kept in submission, but it is
always inside and must be tended to properly. Perhaps death is the only escape, but the
horrors are unbearable when faced alone.
Even though I have made a difference for some, there are too many that I must leave
behind in the current system. I recognize these kids without knowing anything about
them, filing by me in the hallways between classes, hurrying to the restrooms before the
bullies arrive, or running to the cafeteria because they fear they may not be fed. I see the
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lack of sleep in their eyes after a long night and I see those eyes fill with fear when I have
to call home to report a disciplinary problem. I have held knives in my hand that I
confiscated from children who brought them to school to end the daily abuses of other
students; runaways who didn’t run far enough have cried on my shoulder when placed
back in school. Abusive fathers with vein-ridden throats and red faces have pointed
fingers in my face because I questioned their child about injuries or the nature of unusual
comments. I have seen children find the courage and self control to speak when my
questioning broaches sensitive areas. I see the product of child abuse or neglect every
single day.
There is only the ability to step out from its prison for brief periods. I do not feel
successful, except for the fact that I have broken the cycle in my family so that my boys
will never fear me or eventually be feared. I have made the most of what I was given,
have done the best with what I knew, and listened not to the temptresses that feed on the
weak. Special adults guided me, but were never in my life long. In fact, my Aunt Linda
(Dad’s sister) and her husband Denny, whom we have known all of our lives, still don’t
seem to realize what we went through, but I rarely discuss it. And even though I am a
mutt in my middle-aged years, I need to know that there are adults in the world who love
and care about me. Tammie, a second cousin who recently followed her husband to live
in Kentucky, rounds out my extended family now that I am an only child, orphaned at the
age of thirty-eight and quickly adopted by my aunt and uncle.
There is no conclusion, only a cessation because the points I intended to make have
been made. Some segments were very difficult to write because watery eyes choked my
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progress, or anger suddenly erupted and ended the word processing for that day. I am not
to be the recipient of pity; that privilege should go to the children who come from homes
where rules of decency are outweighed by the cyclical inhumanity that manifests itself in
what might very well be the highest form of cruelty on earth. The children whose weary
heads never land on caring shoulders, or have cried tears that have never been brushed
aside by loving hands. I hope this effort finds its way from this tiny stream to the mighty
ocean that embodies school reform and is found to be of value. Perhaps there are others
in education who will find these words to be intrusive and cleansing. Phillip and Trey
will become lost memories, lives wasted by the adults who found redemption for their
own frustrations through the humiliation and complete degradation of their own children.
My life is at best half over, but I have no regrets about what I have done since
claiming myself back from my abusers. I am proud that I remained true to my sense of
right and wrong and that I kept the childhood promises made while lying in pain on the
bottom bunk so many years ago. It has not been graceful, much of the time spent in a
tailspin or on a collision course, but there has been flight. It was not a pretty take off by
any means, bouncing down the runway like the pilot of a plane with a payload beyond its
capacity, but I became airborne and flew because there were people in the control tower
who guided me. And now, when my flight hits turbulence and the night reeks of
blackness, I still see their beacon atop the distant tower, the one that rises above the
blindness of habit, and the murky skies open, and a favorable wind somehow finds its
way to my wings. And I hope that millions more will follow, empowered with the
resiliency to leave behind their torturous lives of quiet desperation.
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AFTERWORD
This particular subject is somewhat unique to traditional case study investigations for
numerous reasons, which is why there is such a dearth of information available and
statistics are so varied. Since the parents are often the perpetrators of the abuse and
parental consent is required for children to participate in case studies, traditional methods
of inquiry in education research had to be altered to achieve the desired effect.
There are solid foundations of research available on child abuse and neglect,
competition, and resiliency independent of one another, but few, if any, that link the three
factors and examine their collective impact on education reform. This literary data was
collected through literature reviews over a three-year period. Recalling the dramatic
impact of Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal,” I decided that the topic needed more
than objective statistics and dry data, it needed a rather personal linkage of human
experiences, history, research, and emotional appeal. Instead of trying to achieve
supreme objectivity, I have embraced the subjectivity of the project and controlled it. In
the words of Alan Peshkin in “In Search of Subjectivity-One’s Own” (1988), “By
monitoring myself, I can create an illuminating, empowering, personal statement that
attunes me to where self and subject are intertwined” (p. 20). In fact, I see it as a
positive, a strength, perhaps necessary to expose a problem that is systemically hidden
from traditional methods of research.
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The key is to keep the primary focus off the opinionated perspectives, which are
somewhat inconsequential, and keep the attention on the link between the personal and
the actual. Kathleen Casey (1993) explains this as:
neither the objective nor the subjective but the relationship between them; neither the
past nor the present, but the relationship between them; neither dominant memory or
commonplace understandings, but the relationship between them; neither the
personal/individual nor large-scale changes, but the relationship between them.
(p.12)
Relationships between the three contributing elements (competition, resiliency, and
child abuse and neglect) were to be linked, but to do that, relationships within these
attributes were needed to break down accepted perceptions that I intended to attack or use
to support. For example, competition needed to be broken into the significance between
winners and losers, its various forms, and global, historical, and universal acceptances of
its practices and their significances. Resiliency is tied to intrinsic and extrinsic
development, teaching practices, and personal interactions. Child abuse has various
forms and its physical and emotional implications are complexly unique. The final
ingredients are my relationship with my inner child, an educational leader coming to
terms with the reality of his childhood, and some of the children who were exposed to me
during the first four years I spent as a middle-school administrator.
During a conversation with committee chair Dr. Rick Reitzug, I became excited about
a method he (perhaps reluctantly) proposed. An autoethnography seemed to be the
method that best fit the objectives, but he advised me there was some controversy
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surrounding the method. Laurel Richardson (2000) states that the criteria for an
autoethnography are:
(a) Substantive contribution. Does the piece contribute to our understanding of social
life? (b) Aesthetic merit. Does the piece succeed aesthetically? Is the text artistically
shaped, satisfyingly complex, and not boring? (c) Reflexivity. How did the author
come to write this text? How has the author’s subjectivity been both a producer and a
product of this text? (d) Impactfullness. Does this affect me emotionally and/or
intellectually? Does it generate new questions or move me to action? (e) Expresses a
reality. Does this text embody a fleshed out sense of lived experience? (as cited in
Holt, 2003, p. 12)
I was cautious about the pitfalls that such an undertaking might create, so I decided that I
would support each autobiographical episode with strong content analysis.
“Autoethnographies have been criticized for being too self-indulgent and narcissistic” (as
cited in Holt, 2003, p. 3). To avoid this, I added recollective snapshots and tidbits of my
subject-related experiences through flashbacks, observations, and that which can be
found in the dialogue, but the focus falls on my life only periodically. Yet it is primarily
autobiographical because the meat of the dissertation happens before my eyes and stirs
personal experiences as an abused child.
Bascially, the method is a first person account that features “dialogue, emotion, and
self-consciousness as relational and institutional stories affected by history, social
structure, and culture” (Holt, 2003, p. 2). Properly utilizing this technique was liberating
because it extricated the text from the trappings associated with conventional approaches
to this topic. Even though qualitative researchers tend to be more liberal in their
approaches to research, undoubtedly a result of defending their practices from the attacks
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of the quantitative ilk, it lacked the substance and validity a method of research-based
inquiry contains. He advised me to read some articles on the subject. We developed an
idea that I thought would give it credibility, and asked for a committee meeting in early
February, 2006. Much of the autoethnographic “research” of this work was derived from
recollections and notes that were taken during and after encounters with abused children,
usually for the purpose of reporting the conversations to CPS.
The use of the self as a major data source has been questioned and is even shunned in
qualitative circles. If there was ever a professor in educational leadership who might
thwart this idea, I thought, his name would be Dr. Carl Lashley. I didn’t give him
enough credit. He and Dr. Reitzug discussed adding the concrete support from literature
reviews in the topic areas. My job, would be to combine them into one argument through
experiences and observations. I could utilize three years of garnering research in these
areas into an artistic, reflective, and interpretive work. Without much hesitation, Dr.
Lashley expressed his support because he could see the value of such an undertaking if
done correctly. The entire project came into focus on that day.
To do this, I investigated a few other methods that could quietly thread throughout the
dissertation, giving it strength. Historical accounts are utilized, if only briefly, but play a
key role. I was able to bring research to the reader from the early to mid twentieth
century that was obtained through a process of inquiry that is illegal now. I was also able
to support the claim that competition has been intact since the Industrial Revolution,
citing ancient behaviorists and philosophers, calling into the question its practicality with
children. My use of this technique best fits the description of an interpretive history,
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because it is used to link rather subjective points to expose perceived fallacies in human
behavior by uprooting them. Perhaps this is why this work is not easily stored under one
methodological roof, but it is a fusion of several forms. The idea of an autoethnography
was appealing, but to achieve depth and credibility, it would need to have some concrete
research added. The format would be ideal in creating the emotional appeal the subject
commanded, so I used the method as my framework, adding other ingredients from case
study and ethnographic practices.
In Theses and Dissertations, R. Murray Thomas and Dale Brubaker (2000) explain:
To qualify as a …dissertation, an insider’s case study needs to represent either a
person’s experiences that are unique enough to represent a contribution to knowledge
or else a style of depicting those experiences (such as a novel theoretical perspective)
that is of scholarly import.”
“Of scholarly import,” is the essential objective of any dissertation, the core of its worth.
The glimpses that my narratives provided may have been entertaining to some, but
without cause, they do not contribute to the value of the effort. That is why Dr. Lashley
and Dr. Reitzug were initially concerned. If I failed to combine child abuse, resiliency,
and competition with illustrative episodes and related research, it would collapse.
Brubaker, Dr. Larry Coble, and Dr. David Purpel’s emphasis on developing leadership
styles through personal examination helped fuse my abusive childhood with the almost
antagonistic role of the school administrator, offering the opportunity to switch points of
view within the theme. By using varied perspectives to stir emotion and illustrate the
content analysis that weaves throughout, they support one another. I don’t want to
understate the significance of this balance in this work because it is the result of a three-
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year evolutionary process where I took ideas and segmented wisdom from my teachers at
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
Dissertation committee member Dr. Rebecca Carver, whose field research and case
study classes seemed to be insignificant after I determined the method I would use,
proved that there is something to be derived from various forms of inquiry. Through a
research project conducted at a local middle school, I discovered through interviews and
observations that I wanted to capture the individual, humanistic nuances of my subjects
(or cases); it seemed to project the objective of my dissertation better than a massive
collection of interview data to be put into the coding grinder where bar graphs and
statistics flow from the other end. Dr. Carver did, however, stress the importance of
letting the conversation flow during interviews, advising to simply facilitate through the
framework of the interview questions. She also introduced me to the works of Robert
Stake (1995), who offers some universal advice that I employed, such as, “All research
depends on interpretation” (p. 41). Even then, I found that the children might be telling
me what they thought I wanted to hear, but their nonverbal communication was more
telling. I concluded that I could describe interactions in so much detail that the reader
would actually sit in the chair beside me, experiencing the “shock and awe” of actual,
experiential, and unscripted interactions. I could still maintain triangulation between the
literature, the event, and the self. Dr. Carver’s methods were different from mine, but so
was her objective. Nonetheless, early in the method-selection process, I was of the
opinion that I would have to do a case study with field research if I was to be successful
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on a dissertation in educational leadership. When I discovered that I had more flexibility,
I would not see the value of her methodology until my project materialized.
There were still issues that underlie any research project that cannot be overlooked;
with the autoethnography, however, it does require an open mind. The cornerstones of
traditional qualitative research, credibility, dependability, and trustworthiness, are not
necessarily attributes of this branch of research. The power is not in the process but in
the interpretation. First-person, aesthetic accounts of a social problem in a cultural
context is founded by an emotional appeal to action. The trustworthiness and credibility
lie in the reader’s reaction and association to similar experiences or observations.
Subjectivity is not weakness, it is embraced, but must be handled carefully. The data, I
suppose we can call it that, is deemed significant because it has survived the test of time
and the blocking out processes, or because it stimulated a very emotional reaction in the
author at the time of the event. The intent is to aesthetically recreate the author’s
reaction at that time and stir the same emotions in the reader. In this case, it is the power
of the text to trigger a catharsis of awareness. Of course, there is the support from the
literature reviews that apply the standard trademarks of qualitative research, but the
strength of this method is in the creation of emotion more than theory.
Finally, the biggest challenge was to recreate the experiences while preserving
absolute confidentiality. The events described are very real and the experiences genuine,
but the children, adults, and scholastic institutions are protected. First of all, the names,
physical descriptions and settings are either altered or kept generic. The dialogue has
been cleansed of any marked clichés or distinguishable mannerisms, and the exchanges
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are not quoted verbatim. In some cases the sequence of events is slightly altered.
Background data that could have been used to intensify the episodes was omitted. Races
and ages are actual in the event others use this as a basis for research of this nature
involving subgroups.
This topic is open for further investigations, but confidentiality must be maintained.
Studies can be broken down into the impacts of competition in schools on children of one
specific form of abuse. The ages of the abused children may be significant; this study
focuses on children in the middle school setting. There may be some interest in
investigating the disparity between the estimated percentages of children who are abused
when data from social services is compared to that of adults who are interviewed about
their childhoods.
In conclusion, the methods probably don’t coexist in this dissertation; they are more of
a mutated version that combines three separate entities and their many tributaries into a
unified exploration into a facet of education reform that is overlooked. The blending of
methods permitted me to explore and take chances that were necessary, in my opinion,
but they kept personal emotions in check by insisting on the concrete support of specific
content analysis. The episodes, therefore, do not culminate into the overarching story
alone: it relies on the research. The strength of this dissertation is a result of the balance
of the framework created by its manufactured methodology.
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